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Editors' Notes
The term marketing is a loaded word for mast Americans, calling up visions

of hucksters who use loathsome and irresponsible means to sell worthless products. Unfortunately, because of our unique economy-oriented
society, the word marketing often generates thoughts only of the promotional advertising aspects of the art. This is understandable; after all, the
advertising game is fun and dramatic, and promotion also has aggressive and appealing qualities to those of us in our community colleges
who are eager to take an active role in problem solving. As a result, talk
about marketing on the community college level tends to overemphasize
market advertising, and all of us who only recently began to study the
highly successful commercial marketing techniques have compounded
the problem by falling, more or less, into the specific but dangerous language of the marketers.
Working in the sometimes mundane world of education, the new
market researchers find it almost irresistible to speak about targets, clientele, media mix, hard sell, product, marketplace, segmentation, market positioning, and the current Arbitron ratings. We have thus become
volunteers in the heady science of marketing theory, but we often practice this science without direction or without the understanding that it is
simply a total system of logic leading to self-analysis and cost effectiveness.

The problems resulting from what we describe as marketing are
not simple ones By recruiting students, we create enormous internal
pressures for our colleges, and, in many cases, these pressures result in
open friction. We are viewed by many external critics as engaging in
marketing activities that create suspicion and even hostility. Not only
our many sister institutions and taxpayers see us this way but also our
state legislators, faced with dwindling treasuries, are beginning to suspec t that our marketing activities are costly to the public fund and may
not be totally ethical. Many of our taxpaying friends and those who represent us in legislative bodies remember Sidney Greenstreet's performance in the movie The Hucksters, where he portrayed a Madison Avenue advertising executive who regarded the American public as something to manipulate. Marketing, even in a community mllege, is often
regarded as just this type of activity.
The editors of this volume understand the fabric against which

this volume is set We have attempted to bring authors with national
1

2

reputations to write about the many complex and interrelated aspects of
marketing. We have organized the issue to cover the four basic steps in
the marketing arena: assessment, promotion, delivery, and evaluation.
Much of what is presented here is highly prat tical, offering specifics to
the practitioner who is looking for "how to" advice. The authors have
also provided questions and cautions to be considered carefully by the
reader.
Philip Kotler, perhaps the best marketing theorist on the scene

today, offers, along with Leslie A Goldgehn, a studied definition of
marketing lbr the community college. Richard C. Richardson and Donald S. Doucette consider whether marketing is an appropriate activity for
community college. Callie Foster Struggs, who masterminded the pilot

NCHEMS (National Center for Higher Education Management Systems) community impact study for Eastfield College in 1977, describes
her experiences Anne Mulder-Edmondson writes about the problems
and solutions in involving a total college in developing marketing strategies Specific firect .or and advice for a strong, controlled promotional
program are detailed I Barbara A. W. Smith of Johnson County Community College in K ' .is and by Robert H. Gaffner of St. Louis Community College. Cc ,1:'or William A Keim describes the system of segmentation in the urbin setting of Kansas City, and Wallace F. Cohen,
president of Cuyamac a College in California, writes with Jeanne Atherton about the SIM( ess of creating an afternoon college in San Diego.
These chapters deal, for the :cost part, with the assessment and promotion aspects of a marketing plan. Edwin R Bailey, professor of education at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, suggests the possibilities of cooperation between mmmunity colleges and the university in
developing a marketing plan. Don G. Creamer, associate professor of
education at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and
Elizabeth Akins are concerned with problems of delivery; they explain
the detailed effects that marketing can have on college student development activities Coeditor Marybelle C. Keim suggests to faculty,
administrators, and student personnel a means to improve the retention
of students in the wmmunity «Alegi..James F. Gollattscheck, president
of Valencia Community College in Florida, raises some questions conerning the elle( is of marketing on the institution, and Gunder Myran,
president of Vashtenaw Community College in M ic higan, along with
Mark Ralph, mmpletes the spectrum with questions about the evaluation of marketing prat tices.
The editors hope that this stir( non of a broad range of possible
topic s will be useful both to the marketing prat titioner and to the college
leaders who must make the marketing ornrnitrnent a ornmitment

J
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based on the understanding that marketing is not simplistic or haphazard but must be a total system, encompassing all aspects of the college, A
it is to become an institutional tool for liscovery
The bottom line is that, if a systematic marketing plan is administered, it will, by its comprehensive nature, result in a penetrating analysis of the college's mission, programs, and services.
Out of a good marketing plan, we will become better colleges.
William A. Keim
Marybelle C. Keim
Editors

William A Keun is (bream 01 iommunuations/marketing and
student development /or the Aletropobtan Community' Collays

o/ Kansas City, Missouri
Afaryhelle C Kelm is currently a visiting professor 01 kiwi
eduiatien at the I 'nliersity 01' MissouriKansas City

Marketing is the means by which a community college can define
its exiaing and potential markets, :den* the market's needs,
respond with appropriate programs and services, and
position itself favorably.

Marketing: A Definition for
Community Colleges
Philip Kotler
Leslie A. Goldgehn

The community college is an important and vital sector of higher education. Its greatest strengths continue to be innovation and responsiveness
to community needs. For example, the community college has taken a
proactive position in dealing with changes in demographics, student
needs, and technological advances. This dynamic sector has responded
to opportunities as well as to threats with creative changes, oftentimes
leaving the more tradition-bound colleges behind.
Currently, however, all institutions of higher education are facing formidable new problems that threaten their vitality and even viability Even the innovative and healthy community colleges are finding
they need new approaches.

Marketing Problems That Colleges Face
Today's colleges are struggling with the classic marketing problems of sales decline, slow growth, changing buying patterns, increased
competition, and increased sales expenditure. Translating these variables to the college environment, we find:
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Declining overall enrollments
Changing wants and needs in the marketplace
Increasing operating costs
Erosion of the tax base and sources of funds
Increasing competition from other colleges and alternatives to
higher education (such as work, military service, on-the-job
trainiig, and so on).
Furthermore, even the healthiest colleges are faced with the
additional problems of declining enrollments in select disciplines, insufficient attraction of high-quality students, low retention rate and student satisfaction, low faculty satisfaction, and insufficient attraction of
funds.
Colleges have responded in three ways to these challenges. First,

a large number of colleges have sat back and done little or nothing to
adjust. They believe in the sanctity of their product and hope to weather
the storm. Other colleges have turned to "hard selling" techniques. They
have increased the recruitment and advertising budget but made no
changes in their "product offering." In many cases, they have thus
increased their enrollment but not the long-term student satisfaction.
Finally, a few colleges have responded to the challenges with a professional marketing approach. Through careful research and planning,
these colleges have clarified their target markets and customer needs,
and tic, have prepared product offerings that are competitively attractive to their target markets.

Defining Marketing
The historic al problem that nonprofit institutions have with
marketing is that they confuse it with one of its many subfunctions.
What is marketing? This question was recently put to 300 educational
administrators whose colleges were in trouble due to declining enrollments, spiraling costs, and rising tuition (Murphy and McGarrity,
1978). In reply, 61 percent said that they saw marketing as a combina-

tion of selling, advertising, and public relations. Another 28 percent
said that it was only one of these three activities. Surprisingly, only a
small pen ent suggested that marketing had something to do with needs

assessment, marketing researc h, product development, pricing, and
distribution.
Here is ou iew of markt !ing. Marketing starts with the identifiation of specific markets that the institution will serve, of specific needs
that will be served, and of the means that will he used to serve those mar-

kets. This requires a hea% y investment in market reseav h, product

development, and produc t testing before any promotion is formulated.
Issues of pricing and the effective delivery of the service must also be
addressed Finally, marketing includes the development of an effective

[(minium( anon and packaging program. Thus, promotion is the last
step in the marketing process, simply the "tip of the marketing iceberg."
Our formal definition of marketing (Kotler, 1980) is as follows:

Marketing management is the analysis, planning, implementation, and control of programs designed to create, build, and maintam mutually beneficial exchanges and relationships with target
markets for the purpose of ac hieving organizat:Jnal objectives. It
relies on a disc whiled analysis of the needs, wants, perceptions,
and preferences of target and intermediary markets as the basis
tor c ft« tis e product or program design, pricing, «immu nic anon, and distribution 1p. 221.

Marketing Is an Eight-Step Process
Nlarketing is an organized approm h to set« ling and serving
markets It «insists of eight steps To illustrat, this prod ess, we can use
the example of (:ommunity College X in a large metropolitan area The
president of this college feels that a nursing program would be a good
addition to his c ollege's c urricidurn. We will illustrate how the college
would benefit from undertaking the eight -step process of marketing before

lawn lung this expensive and rsourc e-dependent program.
Step One: Defining the Mission. A college must begin the marketing process by defining its mission. It must answer the question,
%Vital ini;inss are we in? A broad answer sin h as "meeting the educational needs" is incomplete, because it fails to define a character for the
part lc ular institution "Providing low -cost, mass education, six-month
to two-year career training programs fin- high school graduates" is a
more a« iirate definition ,, the marketing mission. The; definition must
he followed bs the formulation of specific goals.
In our example, one of the goals of the nursing program could be
to pros id a ono-year program that prepares students for the registered
nurse (RN) and In ensed pracuc al nurse (LPN) state examinations and
that c ulnunates in a Community College X assoc late in science degree
in nursing This goal should be refined into ac hies able, rice <tsurable,
and time-oriented obi« tis es.
Step Two: Identifying Publics and Markets. Next, the institution
must identify the ac tors in its community who will affec t the carrying out
of its mission Est-% organization operates in an environment of public s.

8

A publu is a distinct group 01 people and/or organizations that have an
EH Ul' or potential interest or unpin t on the «Mew. The public s 01 a community c ()liege int Jude the state legislature, the local community, prospt
use students, high school counselors, and competitors Once the community «dirge thinks in terms 01 trading something of %Aut. ith that pubht it is viewing that pubic as a market A market is a potential arena lor
the trading 01 res()urt es For example, the state legislature appropriates

lunds lor a ollrgc and rev cis es in ex( hange an Mutated and more
mph) able constituency
In our example, Community ColleK2 X needs to seek approval
and stet reditation Iron the state nursing «it ation agency It will also
need approval (ruin its own regulatory puhlRs sue h as the state legislature, the state board of higher edut at ion, the state community college

board, and the «mutuality ollcge district Internal public s sue h as the
ham llor, ads holy boards, and the board 01 trustees will also need to
be ins ()Red The «dirge needs to assess whether it can recruit enough
qualified students and mimed instrut tors Other cosec erns nu ludo the
desirability and as ailability ()I a hospital affiliation and 01 internship
possibilities In other words, the c ()liege will have to market the ideas li)r
the st hool of nursmg to mans publics

Step Three: Researching the Market. ]'ht third step is lor the «)Ilege to Irsearc h the wants, needs, and perceptions 01 its target markets.

In «ffitemplating a nursing program, College X needs to identily how
many other ( ()lieges in the area tiller nursing programs and what types
01 programs are ollered The ollrge needs to investigate current and
proposed legrslation «m«.nung Mut atonal requirements lor a nursing
degree The most (snit
aspen t ()I their researt h should be evaluating
the needs of potential nursing students needs, lor example, such as
heduling, thmslerabilit to lour-year programs, c Fuld (are, job
plat einem, and at c es:41)111k to home and workplat e

Step Four: Segmenting the Market. Now the college must break
down eat h market into market sementi

that is, into distinc t groups with
(Idler en: needs and per«.ptions. Community College X, for example,
must des clop a segmentation 01 the market that makes sense and reveals

(Idler-cm opportunities One breakdown could be between potential students wrends vii
rd by hospitals in some capacity, and potential
students not cmok,
he health ( are field. Potential nurses who arc
()intends emplovett I), hospitals could be 1 tu ther segmented by age,
( areer oil« uses (RN, LPN. ger Lulu spot ialist, and so on). and previ.

ous Mu( ational training

Step Five: Choosing the Target Markets. ~lost ullrges are not
able to seise al! ol the market subgroups identified through the segmen-

14
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union pro ess In the filth step of the marketing process, a college must
house whu h segments and needs it will serve.
The market I cscan h and segmentation of College X might disc lose that a poorly ser%ed segment of the market are women between the

ages of 2 and 35 who are c urrently employed at low levels in hospitals
These women desire job upgrading but, because of family commitments
and %ariability in hospital shifts, they ha% e been unable to take advantage
of the nurst ig programs offered by area «Aleges. To zatrac t these women,
Community College X should think about offering the course~ at vari-

ous times of the day, in c lassrooms in the largest of the area hospitals.
Step

Six: Determining Market Position. Market positioning

in% olves the institution in dec iding what it will stri% e to be in its market
nu he For example, will it be the low-cost, high-% olume provider, or the
high-cost, low -%olume pro% icier" Tit college has a variety of ways to
supply secs u c to its target market It must determine whether its markets are best ser%ed by the Cadillac n the Ford of institutions.

Community College X may dec ide to be the leader in training
nonprofessional hospital staff to be nurses It will position itself as offer-

ing a high- quality program to the most qualified and interested students

Step Seven: Formulating the Marketing Mix. The seventh step
calls for the orgamiation to de% clop a detailed plan for sere mg its m-nket To do this, the college must first define the four elements of the marketing mix pecultu t, pt u e, phi( e, and promotion
The &twat:ow:1 Product A product is that w hu h the institution
offers to the mai ket. it Inc ludes ph% su al ()hie( ts, servic es, personalities,
places, organizations, and ideas. Thus, the edit anonal produc t inc ludes
miusk degree offerings, student 5el% ices, and athletic s The educational incubi( t also consists of mu Ii latent products as diversion, self
esteem, and pride
Communit% College X may define its produc t as an associate in
tic ien«r degree in nursing to be offered to experienced nonprofessional
hospital stall The prodm t includes c lasses, internships, job placement,
and a« ess to the college's student servu es
Prue The educ a (i( (nal produc t is offered to its markets at a price

that is, tuition and Ices .Just as in business and industry, a college can
offer pru a in«nti% es Sc holarships, financial aid, loans, grants, and
work-stud, programs are a means to provide the product at \ arying prices
to fit the needs of the students In setting tuition and fees, a ollrge must
also be aware cif the pm e the competition is ( barging, as well as whether

its own pru ing a hedules en«n age the desired mix of part- and full
tine students.
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In our example, the tuition fOr Community College X is set by the

state community college board and the district. However, Community
College X could encourage the participating hospital to offer tuition
incentives to their interested staff and thus make the tuition more attractive and competmc
Place Access to the Educational Product In addition to offering the
appropriate mix of educational produc ts at a competitive price, college
admimstrators must facilitate the availability of the educational product Access in this case includes not only location but also the time at
which the pre(Lict is offered. Community colleges have responded to
this challenge through offering off-campus courses, correspondence
courses, evening courses, and multimedia and television teaching. Triton College in River Grove, Illinois, responds to the needs of students
not available during the day or early evening hours by offering a "midnight college." Students arc learning a variety of skills ranging from fixing tractors to operating computers, at a time of day that does not conflict with a second shift or with family obligations.
Community College X could respond to the problem ofaccess by
taking the educ ational product to their students' places of employment
and by manipulating the time offerings around the students' work schedules
Promotion

The final instrument in the marketing mix is promo-

tion All organizations need to describe their products to their target

markets. The five major «immunic ation instruments available to colleges are advertisirg, public ity, personal comae t, incentives, and atmospherics
Advert:3mq k onsists of paid ads in the news media, notices in college publications, in catalogues, or on application forms, and letters to
parents, alumni, and area high schools
Publicity consists of free advertising through newsworthy items in
the media. There may be Indirect costs associated with publicity, such

as the costs of building dedications, community days, fun runs, and
guest speakei s
Personal contact in hides the work of admissions °Ili( ers, faculty,
and others who meet dire( t Iv with students and who are involved in the
re( ruittnent effort
Incentive, include not only reduc trans in tuition through sc holarships and similar aid but also promises of job placement, internships,
and spec ial treatment
Atmospherics in( luco all those aspec ts of the college that set the
tone and make up the institutional c Innate

Community Collegc X ( ould US(' the following promotional

1i
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tools: nursing program posters and cat,logues displayed at the hospital;
career days, held at the college and at hospitals and staffed by the nursing instructors; tuition incentives offered by the hospital; and an accessible and well-equipped classroom.
All of the variables of the marketing mix (product, price, place,
and promotion) should be synchronized in the form of a markettng plan.

The plan is a document that stat"s strategies and specific actions to
accomplish the marketing objectives.

Step Eight: Implementing and Controlling the Marketing Plans.
To accomplish the final step in the marketing process, Community College X should assign faculty members and administrators to be responsible for c arrying out specific parts of the t..arketing plan. A task force
should monitor their progress and evaluate new opportunities as well as
threats.

Adopting a Marketing Orientation
Most community colleges are involved in many of these marketing processes and have faculty and administrators fulfilling marketing
roles within their colleges. In many colleges, the president fulfills the
primary marketing responsibilities with assistance from the offices of
admissions, finarn ial aid, and institutional relations. Although it is not
nec essary to hire a director of marketing services, it is crucial that an
Indus idual or a task force have the responsiblity for coordinating all of
the marketing functions. Designating or hiring a qualified director of
marketing sen n es is often the best way to syndifonize the functional
areas and the eight-step process that support marketing.
The sic cess of marketing depends upon the acceptance of marketing by all levels of the institution, including clerical workers, custodial staff, fac ulty, and administration. A marketing or consumer orientation is not merely a change in activities but is also a change in the
college's culture. An excellent example of such a change is provided by
Ernest

R Leach (1977-1978), who describes a college that successailly

implemented the marketing process in response to significant enrollment dec reases

Conclusion
Walla( e Appelson, president of Truman College (Chic ago City
Colleges system), stated (1980): "The college is the community and the
«immunity is the ca-ge." This has been and continues to be the cornerstone of the missions of community colleges across the muntry. However,

1 at
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changes in the demographic makeup of students and in student needs,
increasing image problems, and skyrocket mg costs have plagued all institutions of higher educ anon over the past few years. In order to remain in
the heart of the «immunity, «illeges have had to look fOr new strategies
The discipline of marketing is the means IA who h the community college c an define V. ho its consumers are, gauge their needs and wants, and
des clop and deliver programs and sem( es to serve those needs

Tlw implementation of a marketing (nictitation in (immunity
olleges is ewe( ted to c reate the following benefits.

Colleges will be nuic h more sensin \ e and knowledgeable
about community educational needs

1

Colleges will abandon the attempt to be all things to all r eople
and w ill seek chile' cut Mull niches in the market. Ea( h college

2

serving a (immunity will focus on providing those services
and programs that are must needed and /or that are «myelin\ CIV

Colleges \\ ill be quo ker to drop ser\ lc es and programs in
who h the\ ha\ e no competitive ad \ antage Or distill, tiveness
to offer
Colleges will be moll capable in developing and launching

3

4

NU( «'Ssitti mess 'AT\ It es and prop aims

Colleges w ill ( reate more elle(tise systems of distributing and

deliveling their programs and scr\ es.
Colleges \\ ill de\ clop mole ( reative approaches to pm ng.
Colleges will ( wan. more student, la( ultv, and administra-

t)

7

tion satislac non
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Does research really support the premise that marketing
prevents attrition and increases enrollment and revenues?

Rethinking Marketing in the
Community College
Richard C. Richardson, Jr.
Donald S. Doucette

As leading advocates of marketing in community colleges clearly recognize, serious marketing is much more than a collection of strategies and
gimmicks designed to recruit students, raise money, and cultivate an
image (Bickford, 1978; Clarkson, 1980-1981; Johnson, 1977-1978,
1979-1980). Marketing that is, the total marketing concept, as modeled
for the nonprofit organization by Philip Kotler (1975) is a comprehensive institutional effort that requires the commitment of top levels of

administration, the active participation of ftculty and staff, and the

expenditure of considerable human and financial resources.
Marketing in the community college has been championed enthusiastically by its proponents, and by many more it has often been favorably received as a savior of sorts in the face of coming hard times in postsecondary education. (Several chapters in this volume, in fact, attest to
this positive reception.) Yet, in light of the considerable resource requirements of market.ng efforts, several questions need to be asked: Is marketing an appropriate activity on which community colleges should
expend resources? Are the benefits worth the costs? Can community colleges accurately determine market demands? Can they respond adequately to market demands within financial restraints? And, perhaps
1N Krim ,m4I NI Krim
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more fundamentally, is marketing an effective strategy for revenue production and institutional renewal?

Marketing as Comprehensive Planning
Stripped of its business terminology, marketing as described by

Kotler, Johnson, and others is a form of comprehensive planning.
Thus, marketing, particularly the total marketing concept, is subject to
the same constraints and issues as comprehensive planning.

Planning in some form is a normal part of all administrative
activity, yet planning activities differ considerably in formality, complexity, and resource requirements. Incremental planning, the least complex variety, is short range, largely informal and oral, primarily involves
individuals and ad hoc groups, and produces results that do not necessarily conform toady prearranged pattern. By contrast, comprehensive planing seeks to make an organization's future happen purposefully. Current

circumstances are assessed, goals are determined, and resources are
allocated to move an organization from its present position to a desired
state within some specified period of time. Comprehensive planning is
both short and long range, involves procedures that are formal and written, seeks the participation of groups at all levels of the organization,
relies upon carefully defined terms, and produces a written document
a plan that conforms to predetermined specifications. Comprehensive
planning tends to emphasize results. These characteristics of comprehensive planning are also those of the total marketing concept; clearly,

marketing has much more in common with comprehensive planning
than it does with other, less formal and less complex types of planning.

Comparisons of incremental and comprehensive planning
almost invariably lead to conclusions about the superiority of the latter.
Yet, in an institution with limited resources, emphasis on one type of
worthwhile activity necessarily means less attention to other worthwhile
activities. As planning in a community college covers longer periods of
time, involves larger groups, and seeks formal written plans, it becomes
increasingly time-consuming and expensive. When community colleges
attempt more formal and comprehensive planning activities, the increased

time that administrators must spend in planning tends to result in
reduced time available for managing the day-to-day operations of the
institution. Similarly, as fpculty are asked to become actively involved
in the planning process, the time that they can devote to the development and delivery of educational services is reduced. Statements about
the benefits of marketing are often made without adequate recognition
of the extent to which it competes with other administrative and teaching duties.

20
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Generally, the farther one is from the delivery of educational sr% is es, the more formal and complex the planning apt roac h one is likely
to advoc ate and to % iew as attainable For this reason, most of the lead-

ership for marketing has been prosidd by chief xcuti%e officers and
go% erning hoards Faculty, by contrast, has e resisted panic ipating in
marketing, even in institutions whose marketing efforts arc described
optimistically (Johnson, 1979-1980),
Institutions that becom involved in serious marketing efforts
usually do so to «
with impending enrollment declines and revenue
losses as well as with the me% Italie c hangs in enrollment patterns and
clientele On the other hand, the better established and more prestigious
institutions (both public and private) have shown little interest in the
addition ac may involved in a formal marketing plan This lac t suggests that the presence of an ac tual threat to the continued existence or

well-being of the institution is an important factor in motivating an
administration to expend the time and money required by such a plan.
It is not clear that a marketing approac h ( an be "sold" to lac ulty in the
absence of an external mandate or an impending c rises, nor is it clear
that sin h a strateg,, effec tive in maintaining an institution or forestalling a ( rims The a%

e% aluat ions of marketing tend to be personal-

ized and highly scle( me, the do not show that marketing pros ideF a
cost-effec n% c return on the resources it requires.

The Difficulty of Knowing the External Environment
Achim ales of marketing in community colleges recognize the
importance and high «1st of obtaining reliable data about "the market"
in order to foe its a college's marketing efforts, vet improving the quality
and reliability of data collet led about the external environment is not
simply a matter of inc reasing the time and money spent on needs assessment, suneys, a ml institutional research There are substantive constraints that limit the et fec tReness of any institution's attempt to know
its market Pfeffer and Salmi( ik (1978) present the most «Nem analysis
of these constraints, and they raise the following issues for the communit% college that wants to determine the facts of its external environment

The Informal tc In-gathering process of an organization screens
the fa( is of the external environment that are made available
to the organization.
2 What is known about the external ens ironment is inevitably
1

ietrospec ti% e
3

The demands of the extet nal environment are likely to be
( onflu ting
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Pfeffer and Salim( ik point out that at ally given tune "the at tenurinal pro( ess is determined largely by the structure of the organization,

the struc ture of the information sx stern in the organization, and the
a( is Ines of the organization" (p 74) Information routinely collected by
an organization and routinely reported throughout the organization is
likelx to be s revved as impot taut, but the mere lac t that tune and resources

are spent in «rIlec ling and reporting a parti( ular set of fa( Is ne( essarily
resin( Is the tune spent attending to other fa( ts of the ens ironment fa( ts
that max be less routinely «)11« ted but that ma% have a similar or greater
signiti( an( e

Su(( essful marketing depends on mil« ling information about
the external en. ironment that is enormously cbffic tilt to obuun. The
situ( turn and pro( esses of an orgamzation virtually ensure that (run al
urforrnat ton will be M !Tuned out by the wk.( me pro( ess through whi( h

the information is gathered The reported fa( ts may ( ause distorted
rem t ions among indi% ylual units, for install( e, who %NIP gi%e importanc to only those fa( ts that support their activities
Ns Pfeffer and Salan( tk onsets e, information about the external
em ironment is alwas s information about the past, not about the future
The onlx lac ts as alable for processing are those that has e
urred
"Planning is based upon a ,neory of the past, and, when plans go awry, it
is the them% and not the en% innunent that is w rung" (Huffer and Salan-

( ik, 1978, p 73)
1.1% en when the la( ts of the external ens ironment pros ule a reli-

able base for picric( turns about the future, the demands that external
gioups make upon an institution are quite likely to (until( t In the case
where these (will( Is are apparent or ( an be predu ted, institutional
attempts to mediate and Icahn«. the «rnflu ts ate (1111i( tilt But where the

«rnflu trig demands are not apparent and repel( ussions are not anti( !paled. balatu ing these
is Ict«rures impossible Sin( e not all external interest groups of an organization are of equal unpor tan( c to the
mgallliat1011, attempts to rem& c the ((mill( ling demands need to be
guided his an assessment of the pi ima(5 of ,Isprl11-1( interest group to the
interests of the organization I losses , Mk h assessments are ne( essarrly

high-risk sentutes
A mar keting stiles or needs a.sessment. hn example, might
re% cal needs in the lo( al ornrnunits for a broad range of sin In generalinterest and as o( atonal «cur sc. as potter inoking, Lund% Imam ral
planning, nutrition for dieter s, and wilcletmesssoi%isal Howe% cr. state
legislatures ale of ten
se to sal( h ( our se Ohl wigs, they generally pre!el that c (untriumt% c ()lieges direc t thn efforts toward transfer-and o« uc

',animal programs Nlarkrung thus presents the college with a dilemma

11!
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that fort es the t ()liege either (1) to take sides alter assessing the relative
importance to the college of the two opposing groups or (2) to attempt to
mediate the «infla t by whatever means are avadal-I
An c. en more c ritical situation would arise. however, if this con
flic went unrwignized bet duse the college did not e onsider information
about legislative preferences as a factor in responding to local needs.
Pfeffer and Salant ik (1978) do point out that knowledge of the external

en% 'nnnery pros ides a manager with two options- to respond to the
demands of the external environment or to attempt to c hange those
demands. But the problem of becoming aware of «inflicting demands
remains. As we noted pre mush, the expense and difficulty involved in
obtaining information about the environment forte selectivity, thus
increasing the probability of stumbling inadvertently into conflicting
expec lawns.

Marketing in an Era of Fiscal Restraint
Marketing in the «immunity college almost necessarily implies
the expansion of at thaws and c hentele. Ad oc ales argue that marketing ideally allows colleges to substitute new market-oriented programs

for the traditional programs whose market has evaporated. Yet this
argument ignores the persistence and staving power of established programs as well as the power of resistance of fat ultv and staff threatened
by the elimination of their programs. Marketing assumes the cooperation of all the internal constituents, but such support is likely to be sustained in the mature community college only in the absente of a threat to
established missions and at
Ines. Consequently, the result of marketing efforts is usually the addition of program offerings on top of existing
programs

During the past decade, community colleges. under the influent e of the philosophic commitment to be all things to all people, have
vigorously pursued the expansion of missions, activities, and clientele.
The assumption has been that numbers and diversity would translate
into political support and dollars. In fat t, this has not generally occurred;
studies show that the level of support for full-time equivalent students is
stable or dec lining in terms of constant dollars (Breneman and Nelson.
1980, Martorana and Smut/. 1980: Richardson and Leslie, 1980).

Events of the past decade have left community colleges with
more part-time students who require the same se ices as lull-time students but who do not generate the same revenues, with Inc reasing numbers of remedial students whose previous educ atiiinal attainments make
them more c ostl to sync Of« iively, with a growing diversity of expen,
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site servm.s sum h as child care centers, expanded financial aid offices,
tutors, and learning centers, and with greatly expanded deli%ery systems, including colleges without walls, television media c enters, and
other tec hnologic al and human resource commitments. This explo!

of clienteles, series, enrollments, and delivery systems has not been
man hed by corresponding commitments of additional dollars from
local, state, or federal sources. Inc reasing administrative costs, reduced
student servo es, declining book acquisitions in libraries, and increased
use of lower-paid adjunct fac ultv all provide evident e of the tension that
exists between continued expansion and available resources, and this
tension is at the core of marketing efforts in an era of limited resources
and fist al constraints.
The issue of quality arises out of the confrontation between inc reas-

ingly «instrained resources and institutional effiirts directed toward
continued growth and mission expansion Given fixed resources, colleges find that numbers and quality vary inversely The assumption that
quality can be held constant by increasing efficiency overlooks totally
the labor - intensive nature of postsecondary educ at ion, as well as the fact

that «immunity colleges are already extraordinarily efficient institutions by most standards that can he applied.

A «immunit college that bases its marketing strategy on
emphasizing quality in the transfer program, for example, must inevitably face the last that attention to better-qualified students and their
progress means less capacity and more limited resources to deal with
students on the remedial end of the sm ale. Clearly, a «immunity college
with limned resour«.s cannot do an unlimited number of things well.
Marketing strategies that emphasize one at tt itv must do so at the expense
of other at mines, sundark , marketing strategies that seek to serve new
hentele and to add new ac tivities without corresponding redo( tions in
existing am tis Ines run the risk of diluting the quaht> of the college's overall efforts Under sum h c ire tunstan«.s, marketing may represent a highnsk response in an era of ac «Rintability, fism al restraint, and persistent
m ails for the reexamination of community college missions.

Conclusion
The literattue on mai ket mg currently I'm uses on advocacy, on
marketing tee hniques, and on m autions against the abuse of these tec h-

inques Their is an absent . of of let nye data demonstrating that marketing in its «imprehensiye form (the total marketing concept) or even
it its less oinprehensive forms represents an effective strategy for
me reasing re% emirs, renewing institutions in trouble, or pre% cluing a
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slide toward instability for institutions with precarious enrollments. In
all fairness, the lack of research may be related to the relatively recent
introduction of marke:ng concepts into higher education. However, in
the absence of such research, we can reasonably question whether the
enrollment inc reases (or the prevention of enrollment losses) reported
by advocates have resulted primarily from the use of marketing strategies or were more directly related to fluctuations in the local economy,
demographics, or other uncontrolled events.
The claims of marketing advocates must be evaluated in reference to at least three spec ilk sets of issues. The first involves the contributions of marketing in relation to its costs. To what extent does marketing produce an add( d benefit that is not attainable through such standard management practices as consultation, staff development, aad
normal planning activity? To what extent does the added benefit justify
the staff resources that must be diverted from the delivery of services to
the implementation of more formal and time consuming planning procedures'
The second issue involves the ability of an institution to collect
all rele% ant information necessary for the design of comprehensive strategies that do not result in unintended consequences. When does the implementation of a specific course or program that may be desired by some
subset of constituents cost more in terms of the loss of support frotn key
decision makers than it returns to the institution in terms of new revenues or increased «immunity support? To what extent will legislators
and state boards permit public institutions to engage in apparent competition to provide servo es to which no high priority has previously been
attac hed?

The third issue ins Ayes assumptions about the capacity of marketing techniques to generate new revenues. Nationally, community
colleges derive more than half of their revenues from state legislatures.
Despite the existent e of funding formulas that, in theory, guarantee
additional revenues on the basis of number of students served, legislatise prat tice has been either to appropriate a fixed dollar amount, which
roust be distributed among institutions on a prorated basis without regard
for the per-student amount specified in the formula, or, alternatheiy, to
cap enrollments with penalties (rather than additional funds) for exceeding the specified limit. The thesis that additional students will mean
additional state funds seems particularly tenuous at this point in time.
On the average, 15 percent of revenue fiir community colleges
wines from lot al property taxes. The resistant e to increasing revenues
from this sour( e regardless of the number of students or programs has
been so widely dist ussed as a result of Proposition 13-type initiatives
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and the defeat of override elections that it requires little, additional comment. Suffice it to say that marketing techniques are unlikely to produce
additional revenues from this source.
This leaves user lees as the primary variable f(ir increasing institutional revenues. Leaving aside the distaste for this alternati''e in states
such as California and Arizona, there is high probability of extensive
competition for any program or course in which user fees are capable of
(insetting costs, let alone producing a profit. In brief, it appears that, even
if marketing techniques can produce all of the advantages claimed by
advocates, the net result could easily be fewer constant dollars to spread
over more students and programs. We discussed the impact of this process on institutional quality earlier in this chapter.
It is reasonable to assume that marketing strategies may be effective in certain types of institutions and in some situations, but that they
are ineffective, or even counterproductive, in others. Researchers need

to explore the differences among public and private community colleges. among urban and rural community colleges, among developing
and well-established «immunity colleges, among state and locally controlled community colleges, as well as a variety of other characteristics
that might alter the effectivenes.s of marketing strategies and related
comprehensive planning techniques. In the absence of such research,
broad statements about the benefits of implementing marketing in community ( olleges are generally not only naive but may also be dangerous.
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A marketing approach begins with an assessment
of needs and wants. The assessment is then translated
into product_ that sell

Marketing and Community
Impact Assessment
Collie Foster Struggs

The term marketing concept has been defined as the orientation of all parts
of the institution toward the satisfaction of student or societal needs. It is
the needs assessment and its continual monitoring that provide the base
for an eclectic approach to marketing. The community impact study is
the major tool available to an institution for assessing its community's

needs.

Historical Pe:spective
Community impact studies undertaken prior to the 1970s focused
on determining the imiloct of an institution on its community's financial
well-being. These studies measured the amount of money expended by
staff' and students in the community, the amount of tax revenues generated by the institution, and other types of economic indicators.
Community impact studies conducted in the early 1970s attempted
to assess the social and cultural impact as well as the economic impact
of institutions on their communities. Several of these studies used institutional record review, survey questionnaires, and interviews as means
of gathering data. Two such studies are those conducted by Watchel and
Kehl. and M Kenn (Fah I %fa lhownwel f« Girmnnot.ry Caller, MarAdmir IA, Proc., no
Nan Fran.... /ow.* liass, ()et ember 1901
N.
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Nlorehouse (1971) and R iatenstraus (1974). These studies doe ument
that the institutions aura( t knowledge-based industry and that colleges
pros ide a range of lac dines and ,u mules that are used by residents of
the community Results of these studies, howeser, did not address the
institutional unpat t on the Mut atonal level of the community, commu-

nity attitudes toward the institution, or the econonu« flanges in the
institution ( aused by employment rate, housing, and retail development. Not until 1978, as a result of the efforts of the National Center for
Higher Education Nlanagement Systems (NC HEMS), %sas there an

updated written methodology for gathering qualitative information
through «immunity unpat t studies
It an institution intends to) assess its total unpat t on a community, it must plan, design, and implement an es aluation of its effe( t on
the following areas. (1) Mut at ion (new skills and «impetencies learned,
and adequa( v of delivery mode and methodology used), (2) social services

(re( reational, interpersonal), (3) t ultural activities (the performing arts,
sports), (4) emnomit fa( tors (in«nne, expendiwres, employment, and
industrial, housing, and retail des elopment ), and (5) te( finical deve!op-

mm.
Planning a Community Impact Study
The key part( ipant in the planning, design, and implementation of a (immunity unpac t studs. is the president of the institution The
president's pro( ipation lends ( redibility to the effort and indicates that
the results will he used, to the extent possible, in the planning and management efforts of the institution.
The president should appoint a prole( t leader for the study The
prole( t leader should have
A t leads defined role that is communa ated to the entire «illege and the «immunity
A knowledge of researt h and evaluation print iples and prim
management (Aperient e
The ability to relate to all segments of the (immunity
The net essary rescue( es to c °mita( t the study

On«. the prole( t leader is appointed, the ( rut ial planning decisions for the study must be reviewed and appros «1 by the administrative
staff These dc( isions int hide.
Defining the s« ye of the prop t
Identifying w hit h geographic areas and/or populations will be
inc lulled in the study
Identifying whit h impat is will be asse,sed.
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In conducting the snub, the institution should seek information
concerning awareness and use of its programs and services, the extent to
whit h they meet the needs of the community, the existence of any unmet
needs, and its economic impact on the community it serves. An institution might want to assess its direct and indirect impacts. For example,
the community is aft« ted directly through course offerings and mdireedy through better job performance by employees who have taken
curses at the college Another indirect impac t is the existence of the institution itself within the community, since this presence becomes a
powerful marketing tool for the community in the wooing of new industry When community leaders outline the availability of training in skills
tailored to industrial .eds, the aura( tiveness of the ar. A is enhanced.
Administrative staff members must be careful that the scope of
the project is not too narrow or too broad If the scope is too narrow, the
tta resulting from the study will not necessarily reflec t the institution's
true impac t on the community. If the scope is too broad, the data might
be too extensive to be of benefit to the institution.
The scope of the prole( t will determine whether involvement by
people outside the institution is necessary or feasible. Many institutions
have utilized an internal task force, as ,nell as an external advisory committee. The task finite. mak up of faculty and staff c'!' the institution,
might be responsible for identifying key sec tors of the community to be
assessed, developing instruments to be used in the study, and identifying sources of information available within the institutional framework.
The advisory onmiittee, composed of various community representatives. might be responsible for reviewing and rem ting to the scope of the
pro'« t, assisting in the alemila ation of external sour( es of infOrmation,
and assisting in the dissemination of the findings.
The administrative staff must also consider that the term "community" has many definitions as it relates to community impact studies.
Co, en the smpe of the project and the impac is to be studied, the staff
must clec ide whit h population groups to assess These groups could
im hide:

Faculty, staff, and students of the institution
Fac idly, staff, and students of lot al high sc hoofs
Residents of the servo e area

Employers in the community
Stn is e orgamiattons and awn( ies

Mit u

leaders
Represent atn es of lot al universities and college~.

Community therefore, must hr defined by the institution in
terms of the pun« is a ope, the sue of each population group, and the
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prior or anticipated impact of that group on the institution. Decisions
must then be made as to whether the total population in each group will
be surveyed or whether a sample should be selected.

Methods for Implementing a Community Impact Study
A number of techniques may be utilized in gathering data from
the many groups to be surveyed as part of an assessment of community
impact. Three basic techniques that have been used by most institutions
include record review (institutional and noninstitutional), interviews,
and survey questionnaires. In determining which technique is most suitable for a given assessment, remember that the institution's impact is
volatile in some respects; you should utilize the technique that can be
replicated for future study and comparison.
Record Review. Records kept by the institution, those kept by
governmental agencies, and census data can all be used to secure descriptive data on the community. Institutional records might include such
data as enrollment trends and summaries, community use of facilities,
operating expenditures of the institution (utilities, supplies, and so on),

and veteran participation in the educational process. Since record
review research can result in extensive data collection, one should be
careful to collect and review only the data that respond to the questions
asked in the scope of the study. One should also consider the accessibility of the data and the cost of securing the data.
Interview Technique. Telephone and face-to-face interviews
have been used by various institutions in determining community impact.
Reports from these institutions indicate that telephone interviews, while
resulting in more open expressions of opinion, art: also costly. Face-to-

face interviews, in many instances, do not usually provide a response
reflective of the total community because of the isolation factor inherent
in this method. Face-to-face interviews are usually conducted in settings
such as shopping centers, religious meetings, or community meetings.
Therefore, community members who are not participating in these settings at the time of the interview will not have an opportunity to participate in the assessment. Additionally, the interview technique requires
more staff time and expense than other types of data-gathering techniques.
Mail Survey. The mail survey has several advantages over other
data-gathering techniques. First, it provides better control of the population participating in the survey, which facilitates rod follow-up. It
also permits an anonymous response, which might allay staff concerns
regarding retaliation tri administration. And the low cost of a mail survey. is attractive to institutions with limited budgets.
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The questionnaire used in a mail survey can be constructed of
open- or closed-ended items, or a combination of both. In an open-ended

item, the participant completes a sentence or provides a written response
to a question. In a closed-ended item, the participant selects one of several responses listed in the questionnaire. Whitney (1972) lists the following advantages of each type.
Open-ended items:
Are relatively Ire, from the researcher's influence
Elicit a wide variety of responses
Are useful for introducing new parts of the questionnaire
Provide background for interpreting results
Give respondents a chance to express their opinions
Are more courteous
Can aid in drafting questions and coding responses (when
used in pilot work)
Give detail and credibility to the final report.
Closed-ended items:
Are more uniformly interpreted by respondents
Produce easily tabulated responses
Are unaffected by the respondent's verbosity
Eliminate problems of vocabulary and definition
Permit more questions.
The decision as to which type of items should be included in each
institution's questionnaires is determined by the scope of the study, by
the time available from the staff, and by the staffs ability to analyze data
collected from study participants.

Eastfield's Strategy
In 1977, Eastfield College in Mesquite, Texas, in conjunction
with the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(NCHEMS), conducted a community impact study. The purpose of
this study was to gather qualitative information such as:
The degree of community awareness of the college
The degree of community participation in college programs
and activities
The level of satisfaction with the programs and facilities of the
college

The expected use of college facilities
High si hod seniors' and staff comparison of two-year colleges
versus fbur-year colleges
Unmet community needs.
The prdect leader and members of the task force were appointed
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by the president. The president and the administrative staff identified
the purpose of the study and proposed uses for the data. This activity
resulted in the president's policy statement on community impact assessment. The charge to the task force was as follows:
1. Define "community."
2. Identify and define the role of the advisory committee.
3. Determine which groups, institutions, or agencies in the community will be surveyed.

4. Conduct a pilot survey to ascertain the effectiveness of the
survey instruments.
5. Determine who will print and process the results of the survey.

In response to the charge, the first meeting of the task force
resulted in three decisions. First, the task force identified the specific
groups to be surveyed. These population groups, and their sample size,
were:

Eastfield faculty 20 percent of all faculty members
Eastfield student body-20 percent
Graduating s Mors of feeder high schools-20 percent
Feeder high school teachers and counselors-25 percent
Employers throughout Dallas County-20 percent
Residents of Eastfield's service community 2 percent.
Second, the task force established the responsibility for questionnaire design. Each task force member, with the assistance of the project
leader and college research staff, agreed to accept responsibility for the
design of one questionnaire.
Finally, the project leader took on the responsibility of refining
the list of actual individuals and agencies to be surveyed.
While task force members were working on questionnaires relative to their assigned population group, the project leader undertook the
following activities.
An analysis of student distribution, by census tract, throughout the district
A review of community impact studies and needs assessments
completed by institutions throughout the United States
A compilation of items that should be common to most, if not
all, questionnaires, such as age group of respondent, household income range, sex of respondent, and ethnicity.
Eastfield's survey instruments contained a combination of openand closed-ended items. Some common questions were asked of Eastfield faculty and students and of the students and staff of feeder high
schools. The purpose of this commonality was to compare perceptions of
each population group.
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The proje( t leader «intim ted a pilot survey, the results indicated
that there were no interpretation problems with the instruments Questionnaires were delivered to and picked up from feeder school participants
and ( ()liege participants, thereby .,acing on postage costs A follow-up
posit aril was mailed approximately two weeks atter the questionnaires.
The follow -up resulted in additional returns of approximately 20 per«ant,

Eastfield's Use of Its Findings
Eastlield immediately began using the results of the study to
imps). e planning and enhance its public relations. For example, since
the study revealed that transportation to and from Eastfield was a problem for only a very few persons, the college eliminated its request to the
lex al transit authority for a feasibility study to determine whether special
bus routes to the college should be established, Eastlield also decided to
oiler more occupational/tee hnual and «immunity servic e courses at offcampus hic at ions requested by employers. (On: course in management
had already been conduc ted suet essfully at a local public library.) On
the other hand. East field reduced the number of off-campus credit courses
taught at loc al high 5( hods, since the study revealed that many respondents prefer taking c redit murses on campus.
Also as a result of the study, East field began scheduling counsel-

ors and seniors at local high schools and the «Me began providing
information about Eastlield to juniors at those 5( hook as well. The college decided to des clop special courses in human services, transportation, law and public administration, business management, and health
Iiir students graduating from area high schools. It refined its support servn es and began to evaluate the college's Learning Resource!, Cer'er.
And it de( idd to increase its public relations budget by about 30 per( cant and to ( oncentrate on inc reasing awareness of the college in those
areas where its visibility was relatisely low

Conclusion
The ottitnutues unpac t study enabled Easdield College to meet
three of the colleges cies en stated goals. These three were.
To ( ontinuously assess the cku ational and c ultural needs of
the servo e oniniunity y and Eastfield's students for the purpose
of pros iding appropriate programs and services to address
those needs
To pros nle alternate learning opportunities consistent with
student and continuum,' diversity
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To promote positive and productive relationships with the
leadership of the business community and external agencies
that will he consistent with the college's philosophy.

Responses from 76 percent of the participants indicated that
Eastfield was meeting these goals "satisfac tonly" or better, and 18 per( ent "didn't know As an additional benefit, responses to the study enabled Eastfield to refine the planning assumptions for 1979-1980 related
to educational programming, lac dales, enrollment, and staffing in specific areas.
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Colleges can take certain steps to involve everyone
in the development of a marketing plan.

College Strategies for Implementing

a Marketing Program
Anne Mulder-Edmondson

When an entire college the faculty, students, administration, and support staff becomes involved in a new project, something is bound to
happen. However, any preconceived notions of exactly what will result
from such a project can )3e quickly discarded, even though clear goals
and objectives for the project's outcome are understood, agreed upon,
and even desired. What does emerge, however, can be exciting and
unique to the institution if certain strategies are incorporated in both
the planning stages and the implementation of the program itself. This
positive outcome can occur if it is agreed from the outset that all the
parts are equalthat a secretary's input is just as important as the college president's, for instance, or that a student's opinion is as valid as a
faculty member's. Operating in an atmosphere of trust is essential, and
creating an environment where change can occur is mandatory. One of
my colleagues likened the process we developed at Grand Rapids Junior
College to taking 300 kangaroos for a wail( on a leash. That image is
both humorous and frightening not to mention challenging and accurate.
This chapter, then, is the saga of one institution's catharsis in
developing a marketing program. I use that word advisedly, for catharW krtrn and M Krim i Is ) sou throtnont jay ( 'mummify CA4,, MarAtnnit tiv Pngsarn no lb
San Iran. IN o /ow% Sam I kl rnihrr 1981
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sis it was. Although we embarked on a neatly definedsproject, we were
continually purging oursels es of all the disuacting ()Wades that constands arose, sic h as the opinions of all those individuals' who said a new
concept would not work or (he institutional harriers that\ prevented our

\

trying a different approac h We c hallenged eat h other a id the institution We c ame out at the end of the prole( t, however, w th a changed
slew of eat h other and of the institution of whit h we were A part, with a
renewed respect t for N% hat we «dd and «dd not ac «implish, and with
the ma leus of a marketing program (hat could work fO us
The osrruling consensus was that a good marketing program
could help us better plan our future as an institution

Institutional Commitment
A new buzz word had hit the c ampus: marketing Articles in
higher education journals c hallenged the reader: "How are you marketing your institution!" Es er conference held a session on the topic. At
least three times a week the mail brought a slick brochure describing a
workshop on how to c ure the marketing ills of any institution. The bar-

rage from tl outside f
that was wrong with

,ed the internal fire Everything and anything
dirge pointed to a marketing malaise. Over-

crowded c lasses, poor parking «indiums, inc irrec t advertising, increased
compet Hain bony other colleges, a higher dropout rate all were symptoms of something far greater that «mid he c ured only with a large close

of proper marketing w hates er that meant.
To meet the concern of the fat ulty and dm administration about
marketing issues, the college president charged two members of the
administration staff w nth the explic it responsibility of developing a marketing plan for the colleg, these two staff members were the assistant to
the president, whose primary fungi tion was administering certain phases

of college development, and the assistant dean of student services,
whose major responsibilities inc luded admissions and student recruitment Two additional administrators were assigned to work as needed
on the 'inlet t tl dire( for of public relations and the college registrar,
who also doubled as the director of institutional research and keeper of
all statistical data on students matric ulating at the college. The president's charge was simple: "Develop the strategies for a marketing plan
and soh e the problems A simple dire( tive yes. A simple solution no
At this juncture, looking 14 new employment seemed more
appealing than fulfilling the president's c barge. The first question was
where to start, and the second was whom to involve. Obviously, there
was homework that needed to be done. Who had des eloped a marketing
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program at a community college? The articles in the journals were
reread with fresh enthusiasm, and the slick brochures were hauled out of

the circular files. Letters were sent to every community college in the
state and to colleges that had been mentioned in publications. Responses

began to come in. The marketing plans varied from elaborate billboard
campaigns to nitric ate graphs, charts, and research data that had been
compiled by earnest Ph D. candidates. Some of the suggestions were
good; some were outlandish What was increasingly obvious was that
what worked in one place might not work in another. Moreover, little if
any of the literature discussed how to involve a total institution in marketing, and involvement of all segments of the college seemed essential.
A portion of the fall all-college in-service session was set aside for
discussing the question of marketing the college. The president and assistant to the president first selected a group of faculty members and administrators, all of them mdividua:s who had expressed an interest in marketing and who had good rapport with their peers. This initial group planned

a three -hour workshop where some 240 full-time faculty and administrators were presented with the topic and were then divided into groups
of twenty. Each of the groups was chaired by both a faculty member and
an administrator, and each group addressed seven specific questions:

1. What is the college imageboth internally and externally?
2. How do we c urrently recruit students?
3
What are our policies related to the retention of students?
4. What do you perceive as the short- and long-range goals of
the college'
5. What are the markets we need to serve?
6. Where are our areas of ( oncern?
7. W;iat should the college consider changing, keeping, or discarding?
It was an ambitious undertaking with a tremendous amount of
risk Certainly, we did not expect any group to cover all seven questions Some of the groups responded eagerly, and some used the time to
vent their frustrations at the administration's policies or lack thereof.
Nonetheless, several significant factors emerged. One, we discovered
several areas within the college where marketing efforts (disguised under
different names) were already underway, and some of these efforts were
relatively sue «.ssful Two, we found that almost everyone was con( cruet! about how we as a c allege meet the needs of our student body

eY en if it meant making c hanges in our methods of operation. Three,
and perhaps most important, at the end of the workshop session, seveFty-

fie faculty members volunteered to serve as members of an all-college
marketincr to ;Id Ion e' The fun had lust begun.
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The Committee Structure
Seventy-five volunteers is a mixed blessing. To involve them in a
series of meaningless meetings would have destroyed the enthusiasm
that was beginning to build. Moreover, the thought of a committee-ofthe-whole composed of seventy-five vocal faculty members was equally
ludicrous, bordering, in fact, on the insane. A plan surfaced, however,
that involved everyone and allowed the task force to operate in a relatively efficient manner.

First of all, out of the workshops, nine areas of concern had
emerged. Each of these nine areas were important to a marketing plan
and could easily become topics for subcommittee discussion and action.
Each of the seventy-five volunteers could become working members of
one of the nine subcommittees. Second, of the seventy-five volunteers,
nine of them would be selected to serve as chairpersons of the subcommittees. Selected chairpersons would be assigned to subcommittee areas
in which they had some expertise, and they would also serve as members
of a central coordinating committee to be chaired by the assistant to the
president and the assistant dean of student services. This procedure was
adopted. In some instances, subcommittees were enlarged to include
students and members of the college support staff.

The central coordinating committee met bimonthly; the subcommittees met as needed, depending on the goals of each group as
defined by its members and by the central committee. Initially, the central committee formulated a brief questionn Aire that was sent to the entire faculty and administrative stall, asking questions related to marketing issues:
1.

a. What has your division attempted to do to recruit students

(traditional, nontraditional meaning those recruited
other than through high schools, and minority?)
b. What activities have been most successful? Why?
2
a What is being done to retain students?
b. What do you feel is most successful? Why?
3. a. What additional ways would you suggest to assist in student retention?
b. Do you have specific suggestions for retaining minority
and nontraditional students?
4. List activities that occur outside of the classroom that are
sponsored by your division.
Some division .: responded as a group; others chose to have individuals
respond The responses were tabulated and given to the various subcommittees, forming the basis for their first meetings.

3"J
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The nine subcommittees, the persons who chaired them, and the
task for each of these groups are listed below. Let me emphasize, the subcommittees developed out of expressed areas of concern; the chairpersons were selected
based on either their areas of expertise or their faculty positions, each subcommittee

helped to define its role and mission

Committee
Campus Services

Task
To review all campus services such as health services, job placement, academic support services; to
compare these services to other colleges and to
recommend areas for improvement.

Co-chairs: Vice-president of the faculty council and a counselor from the
Educational Development Center
Cocurrtcular Activities

To accumulate, compile, and disseminate information on departmental extracurricular offerings, and
to recommend areas for improvement.

Chairperson: A faculty member, well liked by both students and faculty,
knowledgeable about cocurricular activities
Financial Aid

To review financial aid packages and to recommend methods of disseminating information to
students and potential students

Chairperson. Director of financial aids
Marketing Research

To assist the central and subcommittees in compiling and interpreting data, developing surveys, and
so on.

Co-( hairs' Registrar/Director of institutional research and the business
department chairperson
High School Recruitment

To review old and new recruitment activities
related to high school re( ruitment coordinated and
conducted by the admissions office and to recommend areas for improvement, policies, and
pro«.durez4

Chairperson Admissions counselor
,Vontraditional Student
Recruitment

To determine nontraditional markets, to determine
how we currently served nontraditional students,
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Committee
Nontraditional Student
Recruitment (continued)

Task
to determine who they were, what methods of
delivery we were using for this market, what was
working, and what we needed to improve, and to
recommend accordingly

Chairperson Director of community services and continuing education
.tlinority Recruitment

To develop strategies for attracting more minorities
to the college, to assess the way the college related
to minority students, and to recommend ways to
improve services for the minority students that
would assist in retention

Chairperson Minority advisor from admissions office
Publications/Advertising

To review all college advertising and recruitment
publications and to recommend revisions, delivery
methods, and a time line for publications, as well
as to recommend ways to improve the college's
external image.

Chairperson. Director of public relations
Retention

To focus on colle,,c-related reasons for student
withdrawal and to make recommendations based
on (1) a survey of students who dropped out before
graduating and (2) an internal assessmen' ^ prohe
cedures used within various departmel.
college to retain students. to gather the , .4 and to
recommend methods for initiating, improving, or
sustaining retention activities.

Chaiyerson A faculty member serving as coordinator of the mentorship
program, a support program for minority students

The Committees and the Task Force at Work
The subcommittees and the central task force committee had
defined a large body of work, indeed, viewed in total, it seemed stagger-

ing. But, piece by piece, things began to fall together because there
was a plan for the planning. First oft..,, tight time lines were established.
The total group had begun work in September. By January (the beginning of the second semester), an interim report would be given to the
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fat ulty and administrative staff. Committee work would continue during the second semester, and a final report with recommendations
would be gix en to the total college the following fall. A year may seem a
long time It isn't
Second, good intrarelationships between the subcommittees and
the central committee had to be fostered and nurtured, not assumed. It
is precisely at this point that the planning process could falter. For
example, in our case the marketing research subcommittee found themselves besieged with requests for data and survey instruments. We had
agreed early on that this marketing research subcommittee would handle all resean h questions, since we did not want the faculty or student
body inundated with questionnaires from all tune groups. Moreover,
hand tabulations of data left large margins for error, and we knew that
we had limited access to the «illege computer services. Hence, the central tommittee was for cd to prioritize and weed out requests and to
determine how data would be compiled and used. This necessitated
making decisions that created inconveniences for some subcommittees,
but it generally benefited the whole. The central committee also had to
take strong stands with the marketing research subcommittee about what
data %/ere net essary and vital to the other subcommittees' functions.

Third, intracollege communication had to be established. Without question, the informal network produced by having seventy-five
inch% iduals, representing all segments of the college, was a benefit People were talking about the project; that was a positive first step. Formal

lines of t ommumcation were also important. Update rep, is were sent

regularly to the administrative staff, the faculty «writ il, the instructional count il, and the t ()liege forum a group composed of administrators, fat ulty, and students The student government was kept informed
as well. Moreover, w hen the task force deemed it necessary, specific requests were made for information and assistance from these bodies. One
slit h request stands out, in particular. Early in the planning process,

several subsunmittees t omplamed that they felt they did not have a
good understanding of institutional goals
indeed, they questioned
if anyone at the «illege knew what those goals were They kit that we
ttniki mit market an institution if we did not know what we were market.

.

ing, to whom we were appealing. or if we were creating a plan congruent

with the institution's goalsa justifiable concern, certainly. The task
fors c requested dim the t ()liege president meet with the total group to
dist uss long- and short-range goals from his perspet tive This request
was honored and tesulted in a «nitinuing administt an% r «nnmitme nt
to institutional planning
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In Retrospect
A checklist for developing' strategies to involve a total college in
the marketing process would certainly include the following:
1. Have a comsnitment from the top. This includes the allocation of personnel and dollars.
2. Do your homework. Someone out there may know more
than you.
3. Involve all segments of the college faculty, administrators,
support staff, and students.
4. Be realistic about what you can accomplish, but don't be
afraid to dream,
5. Expect problems.
6, Handle them.
7. Keep everyone informed of the progress.

8. Plan your planning and, then, replan,
9. Keep your institution and the community it serves in mind.
What makes you unique is paramount.
10. Work on buildissg trust. You will find many good things
already at work within your college, and you will discover
areas that need improvement. Build on the good.
i 1. Establish time lines.
12. Keep to them.
13. Disband the group when the work is done.
14, Keep your sense of humor.
Approaching marketing in the manner I have described is imeconsuming, frustrating, and occasionally counterproductive. But the
benefits far outweigh the liabilities. For what emerges is consensus, and
that can be a rare and precious commodity in today's educational setting. Faculty members can feel their opinions count. Administrators can
view the faculty as helpmate rather than as adversary at the bargaining
table The marketing plan itself becomes secondary to the people and
the process. And maybe that, after all, is what education is all about.

Anne Mulder-Edmondson is dean of academic services,
C, and Rapids junior College
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Here is a primer for using the printed media in advancing
your institutional marketing plan.

Marketing and the Printed Media:
Getting the Promotional Job Done
Barbara A. W. Smith

With colleges openly competing for a dwindling number of eighteenyear-olds and scrambling to develop new consumers for their services, it
was inevitable that they would turn to those wonderful folks who
brought us all Un-Cola, Excedrin headaches, and Xerox copies. Education as a consumer good is a revolutionary concept for colleges, and it
has been with trepidation that they are coming to terms with the use of
the popular media newspaprs, radio, and television for advertising, publicity, and promotion to make consumers (students) aware of
their product (educational programs) and to create a demand for it. And
while the success of Volkswagen, IBM, Avis, and other cohipanies in
marketIng and promotion holds hope for colleges, the failure of Xerox to
mat ket th+ it computers, of IBM to market their photocopiers, and of
Ford to market the Edsel stand as grim reminders of the risks involved.
NeverthelPss, colleges are spending energy and money on market
research, consumer identification, and promotion in hopes that students
and ti,e institution's programs can be brought together, ensuring institutional survival.
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Publicity, Advertising, and Promotion
On e the research is done, goals determined, the consumers segmented, and strategy outlined, you are ready to sell your school and its
programs. Selling means publicity, advertising, and promotion, and the
success of your marketing plan depends, among other things, on how
well you work with these tools,
Publicity involves unpaid media coverage of the people, places,
and activities on your campus. They must have news value if they are to

gain that coverage. In turn, the coverage must help increase public
awareness of and support for those people, places, and ac tivities. Ideally,
publicity efforts should be coordinated by an ongoing and efficient cam-

pus news bureau or information office.
On the other hand, advertming is paid coverage of institutional
activities and personnel. How much is paid depends on the college and
its marketing plan, but 1 percent of the annual institutional budget is
not an unrealistic figure in t:.ese competitive times.
Advertising has undergone some majtr changes in the last few
years and the stereotyped, derivative approaches simply don't work any
more. It used to be that you studied the product and its features and then
prepared a creative ad or ad campaign that communic ated your strengths
to consumers. With the thousands of advertising messages that the average consumer has to sort through, strategy has become more important

than creativity; you must carve out a position fir yourself in a marketplace glutted with others who are offering similar products and services.
Promotion, which is the sum of all your advertising and publicity
efforts, is only the sales tool of marketing, and it can easily become a
dangerous undertaking if it is not supported by advance planning and
real institutional dedication to making the customer happy. There is a
tendency in educational marketing to distort the role of promotion so
that it becomes a Catch-22 proposition. If it works, it's because the product is wonderful, if it fails, the promotion was wrong. The media are not
the most important influence on activating potential students; the media
merely provide the best way to give out information on the college, its
programs, and its services.

Using the Media
Whether you are located in Washington, D.C., or Tonkawa,
Oklahoma (and I have worked with both), whether you have 1,000 students or 100,000, whether you have one campus or a dozen, the princi-
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pies for using the media in marketing promotion are the same: (1) know
your goals, (2) know the nedia, (3) know your competition, and (4) know
what news is

Know Your Goals. Almost every institution has an elaborate
statement of mission and goals. The (dire( tion of marketing and of the
college itself is determined by how key decision makers interpret the
institutional mission, so start with visits and interviews with these key
decision makers. Explore how they see your institution, and use that
information to shape your approach to the media.
If national recognition as a research institution is the goal, you
won't want to spend a lot of time or money on the Podunk Gazette. It
«mrses by television arc your claim to fame, you obviously will want to
con( entrate on television and perhaps on a major direct-mail c ampaign
rather than on other traditional media. (Colleges in general could do a
whole lot more than they are doing with direr t-mail promotion.) You
need to know what you want to say and whom you want to say it to, and
that knowledge c an only come from understanding your institutional
goals.

Know Your Media. Ea( h newspaper or radio or television station
has its own personality, its own biases, its likes and dislikes. There is
only one way to work effectively with the media outlets in your area (or
nationally for that matter), and that is to get to know them. Read the
papers; it you don't have time to read them daily, at least glans e at them
on e a week. The sante i true for radio and televisionexplore one station a week. Get out from behind your desk and meet the people who put
the news together, who shape policy, who sell the ads. (I have always
been amazed to find so many people in the promotion business who are
awed to the point of shyness by "The Media.") It is hard for people to
ignore someone they know and talk with regularly.
Con' ersely, it is important to let then' get to know you as a credible and reliable sours e of news, information, and c restive ideas. That
means delivering a quality product whether it's a press release, promotional copy, information, advertising, or services.
During a routine dealing with one of our local papers, I learned
that the editors were planning a re( ipe contest for readers and a special
tabloid supplement to feature prize winners. I suggested they might
w ant to 11 se « Meg lac dines for the contest and to get help from our students in hospitality management and ( hcf apprenticeship all in ex( hange for free athertising and public ity for those programs. We had a
standing-room-mil% crowd, and the sue ess of that contac t has grown
into other prole( is For example, we sponsored a Personal,Finam e Fair,
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which featured personalized sessions where members of our teaching
staff gave financial tips to the confused and to those already able to budget costs again in exchange for advertising and promotion.
A few words about press releases in general. Press releases are
the mainstay of promotional and publicity work, which is understandable because they are relatively cheap to produce and because newspaper space is the most accessible medium there is. But remember,
neryone is in the press release business these days; nen our county
sewer district has a full-time press agent! You might try other approaches,
espec rally in metropolitan media markets. Personal telephone calls are
good but not at deadline time and so are letters. I write personal letters suggesting
omrng events or survey results to those reporters and

mlumnists who might be intrigued by an event or a story, and the
response has been good. Letters and phone calls recognize the professionalism of the reporters involved and can help build a personal relationship with news personnel Other tricks of the trade are to present
editors with digests of news events and with feature summaries for consideration, or you can tie your campus's programs to national trends or
events by presenting c hppings from the national media that reflect ideas
similar to those you are promoting.
If you do use press releases (and certainly they are important,
espec rally to short -staffed local papers), write them right. An editor can
red rive up to 400 press releases daily, and the most consistent complaint

I hear from editors is how badly written most of them are. One editor I
worked with recently received a release from the public relations office of
a major universit), famous nationwide fir its school of journalism; the
release was so filled with errors and violations of sound Journalistic style
that she returned the release along with a caustic note to the university.
Know Your Competition. If you are going to promote your college, you must know almost as mud h about other educational services in

your area as you know about your own. Only then can you carve out a
position 14 yourself in the educational marketplace.
Certain positioning strategies have become classic. There's the
against positioning strategy, where you position yourself against the
leader in your field The Avis promotional campaign provides an excellent example. For thirteen years Avis lost money by trying to beat Hertz
and become the "No. 1" c ar rental agency. Finally they admitted to being
"No 2," promoted the mselves as holding that position, and have made
money ever sin( e Volkswagen, on the other hand, used a market position that no one else wanted promoting a car as ugly but reliable and
enduringand the «mipany became successful. And (here's the alternative position used by Sesen-Up Two out of three soft drinks in the United
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States are cola drinks, so Seven-Up billed itself as the "Un-Cola" alternative
There are lessons here for community colleges offering vocational training, alter natives to tOur-year education, and specialty pro-

grams; the promotional strategies are as near at hand as the campus
library Remember that, when you are competing, he brutally honest
about your own position. Don't try to compete head-on with any strong,
established leader; go around, under, or over, but never head-on. There
is room in the educational marketplace for "No 2" and for pride and distinction in providing an alternative.
Knowing your competition does not mean developing an adversary relationship in your promotions. Indeed, one of the potential problems in publicity and promotion is institutional chauvinism, that increas-

ing narrowness of vision that can endanger your credibility with the
media.
If I send out a release or solic it coverage on a program or class, I
make sure that I also include the names of every school in our area that
has a similar or related program. It saves the reporter's time in checking
it out, it adds to my credibility, and, when we do have a unique pro
grain, we get better coverage. Atter all, anything that promotes education in a positRe way is also advertisement for your instituiton.
Know What News Is. The principle is simple: Know what makes
new s in the eyes of your media sources (and there are pronounced differences in what makes news for each medium), and capitalize on it whether
you are writing copy, or issuing publicity. The execution of this principle, however, is difficult, especially when you are pressured to get faculty names or the dean's pie Lure in the paper or to get bookings for the
president on talk shows on a regular basis. All those faculty awards and
,Achmnistrative egos will turn metropolitan editors ccild. There are
appropriate channels for those items in- house news, -hometown
papers, and professional trade papersbut do not use the major media
for them
Be alert, too, to the lac t that news judgment chae.ges. For years
women's athletic s were not newsworthy. The women's movement, Title
IX, and an inc teasing number of superior women athletes who refuse to
he ignored ha% e c hanged this. For years we had trouble getting serious
«overage for the Nat lima! Junior College Athletic s Assoc 'anon (NJCAA)
Women s Basketball Tournanwnt held on our campus With changes in
news Judgment and a lot of persistence on our part, we can boast more
than 5.500 un hes of wverage for the fire days of this year's tournament

in our area media alone.
just as news judgment ( hanger, so do the kind of stories the
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media seeks. As special- inturest magazines have asserted their dominant e, newspapers have sought more feature material in order to compete Your campus is an endless source of features to feed that market.
And I don't mean features about campus personalities, but stories that
perform a real public servic e in other words, not stories on the marketing instructor but tips on marketing, not stories on adult education but
on short( uts to college credits for adults in a hurry, not on the psychology program but on how to recognize child abuse, and so on.
Then Create. Knowing these four principles also allows you to
know what won't work. Sometimes the traditional media are not the best
way to reach an audience. In Des Moines, Iowa, the community college
used billboards to promote itself with good results. Sometimes creating
your own public ation, such as a magazine dedu aced to alumni or a spec till audience, is better than using local media.
The only limits on elle( rive promotion in marketing arc the bud-

get, your understanding of the media, and your imagination. Make
your promotional work easier by keeping abreast of what is being done
fcir promotion in other areas, adapt the best of these ideas to your own
purposes. As an advertising executive one told me, "You have a moral
obligation to keep a good idea in motion." Some of the best materials I
haw seen on marketing and promotion come from the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Educ auon (CASE), but there are other
groups who issue infOrmative and insightful newsletters and publit a-

eons including the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the Mutational Press Assoc iation of America (EDPRESS),
and others Trade journals such asAdtertisingA,geand Communication Arts

are invaluable.
In conclusion, know your goals, know your media, know your
competition, and know what news is, and you'll get the job done if you
also throw in a little cream ay I know it sounds a hit like that old saw,
"Keep your nose to the grindstone and your shoulder to the wheel," and
it sure is hard to work in that position. But the sec ref is, there is no other
position to work from.

Barbara

Smith n director of puldu information for Johnson
County Community Colleize in Overland Park, Kantas
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This chapter offers a practical example of how electronic media
can carry college program information to the community.

Marketing and the
Electronic Media
Robert H. Caffner

Whether or not electronic media should be utilized by the community
college in a promotional campaign must be determined through careful
and thorough research and analysis. Indiscriminate use is not only
unproductive but also very costly.
A number Of-questions can be answered through such research.
First, what electronic media serve your area? Is there localized programming that caters to your specific audience, or does the programming attempt to cover too wide an audience for your specific needs?
What audiences arc served? What are the age brackets and income
brackets? Are there ethnic stations? What share of the target audience
_

that you are seeking do the media have? Answers to these questions are
readily available for free from both radio and television stations. All sta-

tions subscribe to the services of independent survey companies that
assemble and provide such information on a monthly basis. Examples of
such independent survey firms include Arbitron, Mediastat, and Nielsen.

The following questions must also be answered through your
research. How large a role will electronic media play in the overall campaign? Will they c arry the major thrust or serve in a supporting role?
What type of electronic media will be used? Radio? Television? Both? If
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both, in what ratio? What kinds of commercials should be developed
institutional, career-oriented, college transfer? What is available in the
way of free public service time? What about utilization of the overlooked
electronic media, Nu( h as telephones, automatic answering devices,
slide and film productions, indoor/outdoor movie theaters, and business
marquees?

The utilization of electronic media can be expensive. Ideally,
one would like to have enough money for a year-round electronic media
program, however, it is safe to assume that it will be some time before

such monies will be available in higher education institutions. After
all, the expenditure of college monies for electronic media is a ielatively
new venture. Couple that with the fact that many state legislatures take
a jaundiced view of any advertising (let alone radio and television) by
colleges, and then add to this the difficulty in measuring the success of
radio and television advertising, and you can appreciate administrative
reluctance to budget large amounts for electronic media programs.
Unfortunately, there is truth in the advertising maxim that if you do not
have a sufficient amount of money available to make an impact through

repetitiveness, you had best divert your dollars to other areas or not
spend them at all. It is essential that your message be told oftc n enough
so that it will he remembered by your target audience.
It may appear that utilizing the electronic media on a limited
budget is essentially impossible. This is not true. It will certainly be difficult, but it is not impossible. Regardless of the size of your institution,
whether you are rural or urban, multisystem or single, and whether or
not you have monies for promotion, you can utilize the electronic media
effectively. It requires imagination, innovation, and, most importantly,
the utilization of your own in-house resources coupled with those "free"
electronic 'media services that. exist on the outside.

Public Service Programming
Most people have the impression that the broadcast media have

an obligation to provide "free" public service programming in accordance with a mandate from the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). They do not The FCC has never mandated that public service
time he made available, but they have strongly encouraged the radio
and television stations to do so. Now, with the most recent FCC rulings
regarding radio stations (deregulation), they will no longer "strongly
encourage." Television stations have not yet been deregulated, so the
FCC's encouragement about public service programming still applies.
In vying for public WC% ice time, you must first identify what is
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available For instance, a telephone and/or letter survey can be directed
to the public service department of each radio and television station in
your area A better way, however, although it is more time-consuming,
is through a personal visit with each public service director. Keep in
mind during your visit that, in many of the smaller stations, the person
handling the public service programming is also the news director, production manager, or general manager who has other responsibilities.
Aside from learning the answer to the obvious question "Does
the station, in fact, offer public service programming?" you'll want to
ask the following questions about public service announcements (PSAs)
and public service talk shows:
Public Service Announcements (PSAs). Does the station offer
PSAs and, if so, in what time lengths ten, thirty, or sixty seconds?
How often and at what time periods are the PSAs aired during the
broadcast dav) In what format does the station want to receive your
information as a timed written script or as a full news release that station personnel will edit? How far in advance does the station want to
ITCMC PSA information one, two, or three weeks, or maybe one
month?
Public Service Talk Shows. Does the station have any regularly
scheduled guest inter) iew shows? If so, are they scheduled daily, weekly,
or monthly? During what time periods are they scheduled and on what
day of the week? What time length are the shows ten, fifteen, or thirty

minutes? How far in advance does the public service director like to
schedule appearances? What topics are they most interested in airing?
How often do they want to be advised of potential interviews and in
what manner by a month') newsletter, phone call, or news release?
In-House Production of PSAs. Another prime purpose of your
visit w.,h the public service director will be to learn how you can make
your institution's information readily available to the station. Any technique or method that will assist the station in disseminating infbrmation
will enhance your ability to secure public service time.
One of the best techniques in acquiring public service time is
through in-house production. Many stations, especially the smaller
ones, face the same staffing and budget constraints as your institution
does. Often you will find that the public service director welcomes your
efforts

Some words of caution at this point. In order for this approach to

he su« essful, you must first be absolutely confident that you have
broadcast-quality produc don capabilities within your own institution.
Poor quality audio and, especially, video tapes W ill not be used by the stations Second, in c homing your subject matter, you must be 'as selective
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and discriminating as any station would be. Before you finalize a topic,
visit with the public service director to learn whether or not what you are
proposing is of interest. Third, and most important, if you are going to

produce a public service interview program, find out if the station
expects it to be exclusively theirs or if you can release it to other area sta-

tions. And fourth, never produce a public service interview or for that
matter any ten-, thirty- or sixty-second PSA and send it out to all stations without c hec king with the public service director first. A public service director probably will not take the time to listen to an audio tape or
look at a video tape that wasn't expected. It is very costly to you and your
institution to have audio and video tapes thrown in the wastebasket sim-

ply because you didn't prepare the director for their arrival.
Unquestionably, a great deal of thought and effort is required to
make public service programming work. But if you are persistent and
patient, you will find that public service programming can prove to be a
valuable link in maintaining and supplementing a year-round, consistent electronic media effOrt.

Obtaining Good News Coverage
When a good news feature story regarding one of our programs
is broad( ast on radio or television, we get the same reac tion as when a
good feature article appears in the newspaper. The response will be fifty

times greater than fOr a paid commercial or print advertisement. The
telephones will ring for a week plus. This is one of the reasons we extol
the virtues of public service programming. The news feature has credibility otherwise the station or newspaper would not have bothered
doing the story. The problem, however, is that you cannot exerc Ise any
control over when an electronic news feature is going to be aired. Good,
positive news «nerage is even more difficult to come by than public serI.n e time.

Nonetheless, every effort should he made to tell your story via
elec t runic news «Aerage. The techniques are exac tly the same as those

used to obtain public service time, including offering to provide your
own "light" news feature audio and video clips. You will experience
much more difficulty, however, in trying to get these clips aired than
you will with PSAs
Again, the basic problem in trying to use either public service
programming or news feature c overage via the electronic media is that
you have %. irtuallv no control cm. cr if, when, or in what edited version
your coverage is going to appear that is, unless you have produced and

furnished the tnatclial to the station yourself and, as indicated, this is
not always possible Consequently, «insider paid oinrnero tats.
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Using Paid Promotion
Where do you begin? First, you must identify the major objective that you are attempting to attain. Is it to attract more potential students? If so, what kindcollege transfers, career-oriented high school
graduates, adults interested in continuing education? Or is it to build a
new institutional image? It can be a long-range or a short-range goal;
nonetheless, before you attempt to develop or buy electronic time, know
where you are going. You should look, either internally or externally,
for the services of opinion research, demographic studies, or a masterplanning process that will guide and direct your efforts.
Second, after you have determined your major goals and object mes, you need to prepare an appropriate commercial or commercials.
As a cost-saving measure on production, you should look again at what
is available to you in-house; however, be absolutely certain that your
capabilities are of broadcast quality. If you feel that you need to use outside assistance, by all means check with your local television stations to
see what their production facilities might encompass. Even though they
are in the television business, they may not have F, od production facilities for commercials. Be prepared to spend some dollars, depending
upon how sophisticated you want your commercials to be. To produce a
commercial within a television station will not be cheap because it will
require the services of a producer as well as of several technicians.
Depending upon your requirements, which could range from simple
slides and cEssol% es to film and video tape with split-screen application,

you can expect to spend from a minimum of $1,500 up to $6,000 per
commerc ial A lot will depend upon what you provide the station in
advance, such as the script, slides, video tape, ludio track, film, and
so on.

Local production companies offer an alternative to a television
station's facility. Such companies have the capability of doing everything for you jingles, themes, the total package. The commercials will
have professional polish, but be prepared at that point to spend roughly
$10,000 plus for a single good commercial.
At St Louis Community College, we were fOrtunate enough to
have broadcast capabilities. Thus, we were able to produce six bash
thirty-sec ond commercials for less than $10,000 total. These commerc ials were also designed to run for a period of at least two years, thereby

allowing us to prorate our investment over a longer period of time.
Some other cost-saving techniques were injected into the development of our commercials. First, we developed our commercials in
such a way that the audio tracks double as radio commercials. Not only
does this sae ha% mg to produce separate radio commercials but it also
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allows for strong
in our overall promotional effort A person
rods see and v-nar our ( ounta.. cal on the ten o'clock television news,
then hear the same sound track the next morning on the way to work
'1 his te( hnique tends to rinfon e the rec ruitment message in a short
period of tune
Second, our research has shown that testimonial commercials,
huh use actual students, are the strongest and most believable We
identified a c rosy section of students who best represented the targeted
audiem es Inc' %%ere attempting to reach in our case, the eighteen-yearold college transfer students, c areer-orierad adults, and middle-aged
adults ss !stung to re-enter the job market We found articulate representans es who did the coalmen ials free.
A third cost-sas mg technique utilized by St. Louis Community
College is that v chase maintained the same overall rec ruittuent theme,
"S'ou'se Got a Go(KI Reason
Be There," since 1976. To us, that's a
long time and we're getting tired of hearing it, but the research halaates
that the theme is mils now beginning to penetrate the general metropolitan area Es en moire important, the theme is being per( eived positively.
I his, ,dl of our de( trona «minim ials are built around that theme.

Buying Media Time
I .et us assume that you do know your major objet Dyes and goals,

sou !lase a pal to ular theme, sou has e produo ed your thirty-second

«untnero ids, and sou [lase at least a minimal budget Now, do you
spend al! sour budget on toles ision, radio, or both, and if both, in what
ratio' If sou deo ale just on telex 'sum or on radio, will you spend your
budget with one station, with two, or imitate it o'er all area stations?
Don't ha get, the oleo trona media is only a component of the media n.rx
and sou ss ill want to allot monies to the other media, vet you must make
die most Ohl use Iowa( t upon sour targeted audiences. We have found
that a good rata, of os chill promotional monies allotted to the electronic
Mdia is htren 'O and hit percent oil the total hudget. That, however,
is based on our goals and utile( uses, who h may differ from yours Also,
sou will need to assess vs nether or not the vivo trona media in your area
trills set sT the authen«s 500 are attempting to teach
In general, ss hen busing time remember that doting the Inte
slit mg and summer people are, for the most part, outside their homes:
the% ale at the pool or %sulking in their garde, and they are not :cats
mg to les ision .lso, those are the sea.sons when tele. hum airs reruns,
and statist( s slim% that most people are listening to the radio Fins is not
iu suggest that no money should he r \petaled on tries :sum at that time,
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but it does suggest where the emphasis ought to be. Television times
during these seasons ought to be carefully selected; people will tune in
the news year-round, for instance. Conversely, when fall arrives and the
new television shows debut, the television audiences increases dramatically. Radio audiences, on the other hand, are fairly constant, particularly for prime-time programs. At St. Louis Community College, our
ratio of expenditures for --Wm versus television during the summer is
60 to 40 percent, respectively. In the winter months, it is 40 to 60 percent.
Regardless of whether or not you are buying television or radio
time, be selective in your buying. Even though it may cost a bit more, attempt to target your audience and run the commercial that best appeals
to that audience. For example, we run our testimonial commercial of a
middle-aged housewife who is reentering the job market during the soap
opera hours on television. Local time for "Saturday Night Live" carries
our testimonial cosunercial of a younger student, the businessman testimonial appears on the ten oclock news, and so on.
For radio, we elso attempt to be selective, but on occasion we will
deN late from our regular audio track. If we know that a particular radio
station appeals to a certain clientele, such as a particular ethnic, religious, or age group, we will provide a written script for the announcer to
read. We ask the station to apply appropriate background music to the
script that fits the station's format. But in all instances, even though we
may deviate from our previously re( orded testimonial messages, we add
our slogan at the end
There is one rule of thumb about the placement of commercials:
You cannot go wrong with the news So, when in doubt, place your
metha buys during the nt .vs
Once vou have determined that you are gu ng to buy electronic
time, be prepared for an onslaught of station sales representatives who
"lust want to sit down with you and assist you with budgeting your mon,
les." Neer share with a television or radio sales representative what
your overall promotional budget is, let alone what you Intend to spend
electronically These well-intentioned people can,drive you crazy! As
stated earlier, all stations subscribe to independent audience surveys;
you have acc ess to this data, so you alone should study this data and
determine your media buy
Finally, it vou buy time on one -idio station or television station,
should you buy time on all of them' My experiences suggests that you
should, but not in equal amounts. Remember that you will be seeking
free public servi«e time from all stations; don't expect a station to give
you free time why,. you are not also buying time
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The Overlooked Electronic Media
There are certain types of electronic media that are often overlooked because they are much less dramatic than radio and television.
Among these types are telephones, slide or film productions, movie theaters, and business marquees.
When you embark upon an electronic media campaign, or when
you develop brochures, direct -mail pieces, anti catalogues, you are
encouraging potential students to call you. Thus, you need to prepare
yourself to respond courteously and efficiently to these inquiries, and
this must be done twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, especially
if you are in an urban area where employees' work shifts around the
clock. You must be in a position to respond adequately to a person who
sees your commercial during the weekend or at 4:00 A M The least you
can do is install an automatic answering device that has message-retention capabilities. The cost for such devices may start at $500, but the
investment is well worth the expenditure. Be sure that you respond to
any messages within twenty-four hours.
An even better solution is to have the telephone answered by welltrained, courteous personnel whenever possible. At no time is it recommended that you use students to field telephone inquiries. There is no
way that a student can be adequately trained to field the many questions
that can and will be raised. Students can be used in visiting area high
schools but not in the role as responders tolhe telephone inquiries.
Movie theaters, both outdoor and indoor, are another electronic
medium often overlooked as an outlet for the thirty-second commercials
you have produced. Currently, St. Louis Community College's six testimonial commercials are rotated monthly in the sixteen outdoor movie

theaters serving the metropolitan area. The annual cost for this is
$3,200. The only restriction we impose is that thecommercials are never
to be shown when an X-rated movie is shown.
Slide or film productions should not be overlooked as a part of
electronic media. When produced well, these productions have a strong
impact and are particularly valuable for presentation to student or civic
groups. Such productions can enhance the use of your speakers bureau
program as well as assist the counselors and advisors during their visits
to the area high schools.
Finally, how often have you seen the electronic "reader" marquees
atop banks and businesses along the highways? Most businesses are willing to provide a public service message for a worthy endeavor just for the
asking Don't overlook them. They could be just that final touch needed
to round out a complete and successful electronic media campaign.
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Robert H. Gaffner is the director of community relations
for St. Louis Community College.
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Segmentation is a proper means of :denting groups in need in a
community and of making each such segment aware of the
specific services available to them

Segmentation: Slicing the

Urban Pie
William A. Keim

Last year I called a randomly selected computer marketiag firm in Kansas City with what I thought was a very unanswerable question. "Can
you tell me the names of those students who live within the Metropolitan
Community Colleges district but who attend the first two years of college
someplace else?" I asked.
"Just a moment," was the reply from an interested young man
who returned shortly with the answer. "There are 5,880 such students
who live in your district. Do you want their college
addresses or their
home mailing addresses?"
I was stunned. I had stumbled across one of the greatest potential
summer-school student segments in my brief experience with marketing. We were learning what the word segmentation meant, and we capitalized on the lesson by sending a personalized letter to the home of each of
these students, timed to arrive at the spring break. We assumed
that
most of these students would come home during the break and would
read 'our letter describing the opportunities awaiting them during
the
short summer session at their low-cost, neighborhood community college. The letter encouraged them to check course trancf?. ability with
their home-base college departments when they returned to finish out
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the spring term We measured the eft« tiveness of our letter by means of
a direc t- response inquiry c and that Indic aced interest and requested

additional information We received a phenomenal 14 percent direct,
positive response to our letter, and our summer school enrollment
increased by 24 percent. It was an example of useful segmentation, both
to the student and to the institution, but was it ethical? Of «misc. it was!

The community colleges within our district have idea! instructional services as actable to this homogeneous segment of our «itinuMIN , and the students in it had never befOre received dire( t information
about these set-) ices. Most of these people in the segment are good hardworking students who would be c lassified as a prime core market by any

community «dirge The Metropolitan Community Colleges had nierely,
through the process of segmentation, identified a specific clientele and
had made (lire( t contac t with it.

Segmentation: The Process
Begin any «k, emsation about community college marketing
with the word +egmentatton and !mist educators will recoil, belies ing that

it means that limo( cot potential students w ill he herded into platoons

and bombarded unmercifully with the laiest mind-numbing promotional techniques The assumpt in that ,egmentatton is a variation of
the di) ide-and-«niquer theme is one of the most persistent misundereduc ational marketing In truth,
standings of the strangles involved
segmentation is a process wherein we can more efficiently disseminate
spec di( information about our programs. Philip Kotler (1(175), writing
in his definuk e book, Marketing /or ,Vonproftt Organizations, describes segmentation in the follow ing way
This step is called market segmentation and consists of dividing
the market into fairly homogeneous parts where any part may
«m«.k, ably be stlec ted as a market target to be real lied with a
chstim too' marketing mix (p 99).
The step that Kotler Iles( Hies is not an oneroui, one It is simply
a logic al, cost- effe(tne, and et fic lent way to explain an appropriate pro
grain of studs to a selec te,1 group of people For instance, if we were to
arm( mn«. that spec ific lac limes had been designed to instal( t handicapped students V% h0 were onlined to wheel( hairs in, say, photographic
darkroom procha ton, few would question the efforts to «mtac t direr tly
the thousands of stu h hand apped persons who live in any urban area
however, eyebrow s are raised when this same print plc of segmentation
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is applied to less dramatically definitive groups, such as the employees of
business firms. Both examples are population segments that are definable and that require a distinct marketing mix.

Strategies Toward Marketing Segments
Kotler (1975) suggests, in his chapter on marketing structure
analysis, that for nonprofit organizations three distinct marketing strategies should be studied: undifferentiated marketing, concentrated marketing, and differentiated marketing.
Undifferentiated marketing is, according to Kotler, "mass marketing" without regard to segmentation: This type of nonsegmentation
gives in brmation to the general Public without regard fiir grouping peo-

ple into poulations with specific needs. Undifferentiated marketing

strategy manifests itself in an occasional ad in local newspapers or as a
public service radio announcement about registration. In the past this
approach has been typical of what community colleges have called "public information." In a sense, it was all we were required to do to meet our
general obligations, to test our image, and to tell our clamoring public
when it could register for our courses.
Concentrated marketing, on the other hand, divides the population

into significant groups but concentrates only on one segment. In the
past community cdieges have treated graduating high sc hool students
in this manner. C
contacts between counseling staffs of the local secs, ue-area high schools and of the community college have produced a
concentrated marketing segment. Some colleges might be surprised to
know that they have been deeply involved in marketing practices for
years, but most might also be compelled to recognize that, with the
dec lining number of high school seniors to draw from, steps should be
taken in the dire( lion of differentiated marketing.
Differentiated marketing divides the population into groups based
on specific needs and adapts the basic marketing strategy to match these

needs. Differentiated marketing began to be explored as community
colleges discmered the inherent danger of dealing with but a single con( ent rated market the danger that the single segment will begin to falter

and diminish in terms of the number of potential students. When this
phenomenon (K c urs in marketing, three options become available to the
vigorous institution. (1) eon( entrate harder and seek a greater proportion of the single seinent. (2) look for other legitimate segments in the
greater urban rm.. KO, or (3) implement both strategies within the
human and fina:u ial resoun es of the college. I would submit that, of the
three usable opt ions open to any «dirge, greater benefits will ac true to
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the institution that selects option three. Not only will enrollment increase
but in the process the college will also, through necessary self-evaluation, become a better college.

A Practical Example of the Segmentation Process
In any urban or metropolitan area, there is a total population
that makes up the economic, political, and social dimensions of the com-

munity. Each single citizen is a member of this matrix, belonging, in
one way or another, to all three sociological divisions s'multaneously.
As educators concerned with the individual's personal growth, human
relations skills, marketable job skills, and the responsibilities of citizenship, we face this mass of humanity with the confidence that comes from
knowing that we can and do instruct in all of these areas.
In the Kansas City plan, we considered segmenting the population so that we could better contact identified groups with specific program information. At first glance the task seemed overwhelming. The
questions arose: How do we slice this large population into segments so
that we can ontact each piece of the pie? What do these segments need if
we do slice the pie? How does somebody decide who goes into what segment? What is a segment, anyway? Answers were not long in coming,
for although we knew little about the theory of marketing, we did understand the mission and the genius of the community college. We knew
from years of experience that the mission of the community college is to
meet the needs of the ..;., ious people served, and that our genius lies in
our ability and flexibility to do just that.

We began our deliberations with a market analysis that was a
community impact study. There was nothing new in that, except we
hadn't done a good comprehensive one for several years. We used a
slightly modified NCHEMS model for questioning students, citizens,
high school teachers and counselors, and employers concerning their
perceptions and preferences. As we pondered over the returns, one inescapable fact emerged from our three-month study. More people than we

had ever imagined knew very little about our services and programs.
We were surprised because we were sixty years old as a junior college
district, operating four fairly visible colleges. We even had over 200,000
former students and alumni on our records. Somewhere along the line
we had, as community colleges, faded a little into the urban wallpaper
without really knowing it.
The effect of the impact study was not only helpful to our market-

ing plan but also proved to be the eventual answer to the perplexing
problem of segment variables. As we puzzled over our sober;ng statistics
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and demographics, we came to the logic al «inclusion that we should
thoroughly examine our pnxlmt. The people of Kansas City had told us
just enough to add the little edge of paranoia that can give an instuuttoo
a good case of introspection. It was this introspection that was the magic
catalyst in our task of defining segmentation.
.
Following the appointment of a district director of marketing, we
formed a taAk force of interested faculty, staff, and administrators from all
four colleges. We shared what information there was about nonprofit
marketing, and some of us attended workshops on educational marketing practices. Our meetings and discussions led us to three basic questions, which we, felt needed to be addressed if we were to segment effectively- our urban market:

1. Who are the marketable clientele?
2. Can we deliver what they need?
3. Can we afford it?
We also learned from others and from ourselves that marketing
was not just advertising. We learned that marketing was a total system,
and we learned that the system had everything to do with our product,
or, to put it in our own inexperienced words, with how well we were doing
our job Our marketing plan would become a tool for discovery.
Finding the Segments. Once we had completed our external assessment, our next step was to do an internal study of our programs and
student characteristics. We completed the internal audit with one basic
question firmly in our minds: If we could identify what teaching we did
best, would this not lead us to the identification of spec ific categories or
segments of students? It did. We assembled a preliminary list of twelve
groups of students who had benefited from our successful offerings. As
amateurs we made some mistakes, but our groupings did seem to, follow
the pattern of Individual student objectives, which mostly coincided
with the college obi« lives of providing personal development, human
relations, marketable skills, and an understanding of citizenship to the
widely diverse student body. The list included business employees, high
sc hod students, senior c itizens, government workers, veterans, displaced
homemakers, the handicapped, disadvantaged, unemployed, adults
facing career changes, military personnel, and, curiously enough, parents of high school students. We now had at least the beginnings of a segmentation pattern with whit h to work. We examined each potential segment, addressing eat h with these important questions;
1

Do we already have in place the appropriate facilities,

lac -

Lilly, and c cirri( Ultun needed for this segment?
2 Do we have the means to contac t this segment with specific

information)
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I Do we ha. e the finan(ial resources needed)
4 Can we deliver what
promise)
These questions were important to our institutions because we
had gone, and were going, through the familiar financial and retr en( hment c rises that had c ast a shadow over higher eclat at ion In the late sex
critics It would ha. e been tantamount to institutional suicide to have
segn
ou. population Into random groups requiring yophisficated
and ,.spensixe equipment for programs. that were not then in place We
only needed to unloc k our own students and successful programs to gain
direct access to usable segments
Business Employees: Model Segment. Our analysis of the business
firms sexed IA the four colleges of our distil( t from 1975 to 1978 led to
the development of a model for us in st gmenting our metropolitan area.

We discovered that, during the three-year period under study,
we had offered over 490 courses. training seminars, and activities to 372

firms Further analysis rex( cried that we did most of this instru( non in
the field of tmdmanagemnt, business and secretarial sciences. and in
human relationship programs A surprising amount of personal development training also showed up in the analysis. V had apparently met
distm t needs and had encountered distint t perceptions On the part of
employers and employees in our work with the firms of our urban area.
Our next concern was one of cost elle( to. eness. It was evident to
us that, in order to survo. e, we needed a certain number of students in a
lassroma to pay the bills The fist al logistics that were involved led us
into an unfamiliar arena fil developing a possible expanded program of
employee education Where were the firms, and how were we to know

how many employers were inxolx (I' Our random sample from our
external imp( t study was of sortie help, but it did not go. e us information on all the firms and employees. whit h we needed for segmentation.
4 e need not have won fled, the «nputerized sot lety c ante to our rest ue
through
nigh a dire( ton -lease set-. a e, NM1 h1( h a. actable in most urban areas
of the world
This set u e pro. vied us with a «nnplete list of firms, businesses,
agent ies, and assot [alums Through the dire( tory we 'mulct find a firm
frx address, name of the firm, key «rntat t person, standard industrial

dassilit anon number (SI(:), zip ode, and, most importantly, by the
mimber t)I employees hired by the firm. The servic e also provided a
standard magnetic tape, ,A h1( h allowed our computer to pull information from the dire( tor% «rrding to the programs that we applied Mailing labels «mild be obtained b. zip «de areas, industrial elassifie anion

(whit h toff us w hat . Irani( alai industr produ( ed), or by the number

of working (mil( ees
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Study mg the dire( tor\ was a r efelatnin to us We were to ellser that, of the 18,140 listings of firms in our distru t, only 3,743 hired
more than ten people As a matter of fact, further study showed that only
1,757 of these firms hired more than twenty -fife employees It was a
graphic lesson in size and was a direct reaffirmation of the fact that we
are, in truth, a nation of small enterprises. By eliminating over 14,000
firms bet cluse the number of their employees chd not warrant immediate
«mkt( t, we did, however, redut e the size of our segment to a workable
number Small businesses were put on the bac k burner until we could
c

prlet t our employee segment within a manageable, cost- etfe.tisC
frames% or k

Reviewing the II rec. -year report ref ealed the firms with whom
we had done business in he past "Ills permitted two distmc t approac hes
re«.ntac t and new c ont,..tc t, eac h requiring a different perspc tive of sell-

ing Our task force's four questions were answered in the affirmative. (1)
we hale ef elything tit place, (2) we has e a !Leans to «uac t, (3) it will
not be expensif cind (4) we can most certainly (Miser
The test was simple We di. ided the pie by zip «xles and the
appropriate programs by college, and eac h e ()liege president assumed
the responsibility_ for making «intat t ss rth the key personnel of the firms
on his or her list Broc hires and materials were designed and produced
with information spec ilk ally for the employer These Iwo( hires, describing spec ilk serf It es as adable for the employee, were used in «mjum
lion with the personal «in lac t. The entire project, as a result of segmen
tat ion, is still a sot «.ssful ongoing rc ruitrrwnt effort, we base plans to
expand to consortia of smaller businesses so that employees who are
seeking Identical instruc lion c an be put into cost-effeetive groups
Emplof ers these days are well aware of the economic value to
them of a well-adjusted, highly trained, knowledgeable employee. H. L.
Hodgkinson (1981), in a spec( h before the American Assoc iation of
Higher Education. noted that many large «wp)rations are, in fact,
moving then employees toward "qualit f of life" ethic ational programs in
(mkt to int ream' in ()dm tivity Arid employe e unions are now negotiating for rein( ational benefits for their members All of these fa( is make a
scion( wed market that addresses the distine t needs of employers and

linplors a winning wenbmation for the

omm

c ()liege.

Segmentation: The Tool to Discovery
Segmenting. as a haste pr nu iple of mar keting, a an turn out to be

an ex( iting approm h to total institutional assessment In order for a
ounnunit. «illege to make segmentation %for k it will be inexorably
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draw n into disc A erng systematic ally w hat it does well Unintentionally
perhaps, it will also decide what it no longer does very well Be prepared
for this spinoff from a marketing system
In «immunity «illeges, coming as we do from the golden dec ades

of burgeoning enrollment and seemingly limitless development, we
hate understandably c reated small c lusters of wax museums within our
walls These few c lostered museums contain the residue of faltering and
ON erstaffed programs, i nstitut tonally protec ted bureaucracies, anac hro-

rstic serve ( es, and elt« ti e fac ultv Marketing as an adopted and
often misunderstood process has generated, quite unexpectedly, a wind-

fall opportunity to pause and reform ourselves, our missions, and the
ON el-looked opportunities to bet te, set' e our «immunities. The college
that is N IgO1011 s, brave, and creak r will use this marketing opportunity

as a time of renaissa e
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Marketing an afternoon program in San Diego
proves successful

Marketing the
Afternoon Program
,f

Wallace F. Co hen
Jeanne Atherton

After spending his first week on a community college campus, a new
employee remarked that the school must have been patterned after society in Latin America. Everyone, he said, came to work early and kept
very busy until after lunch, then took a long afternoon siesta, and finished up their chores in the early evening. While his observation of the
work patterns of the faculty and students was accurate, the reasons for
these patterns are found elsewhere, and they have been a source of frustration to persons concerned with maximizing the utilization of instructional facilities and with the scheduling of classes in the afternoon and
early evening hours.
Typical community college class scheduling has developed in
response to a variety of stimuli and needs. Full-time day students have
preferred morning classes in order to keep afternoons as free as possible
for part-time work or for recreation. Classes or activities needing long
blocks of time, such as laboratory sessions, band and athletics practice,
and dramatics, have been scheduled during the afternoon to avoid conflict with the bulk of the instructional program, but they have used a
relatively small part of the school plant.
Vy At nn And %I Kroll lid, ) %,. ih(ftll.n Int ( onernon11( ( foliter. liarAllint (ht Proratte r, it,
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An additional factor in the morning/evening 5( heduhng pattern
has been the preference of most regular fa( ulty members for morning
classes to ac«mmutdate Part-time students and adjunct faculty
The ff( t of this kind of scheduling has been to concentrate large
numbers of students and staff on campus during relatively short periods
of time During morning hours parking lots are full, counselors' appointment books are crowded, classes are large, and library and food serY ice
fa( dines are busy By midafternoon all this has ( hanged, and the under-

utilization of all these facilities is evident. Although central heating and
cooling systems continue to run at or near ( apacity in order to servic e
administrative offices and the kw labs and classrooms that are in session, a major portion of the plant is idle
Nleanw fide, nontraditional students such as the housewife whose
( hildren are in school afternoons, the elderly who prefer afternoon activ-

ities, and the third-shift workers who sleep mornings find little or no
( hour in ( lass offerings at times most c onycnient to them. The result is
that fa( 11 mes are underutilized and potential
ial mien ts u nserY ed.

The San Diego Mesa College Problem
In the sprang of 1979 a small group of fa( ulty, «runselors, and
administrators met to disc uss this pr(rldern at San Diego Mesa College.
Enrollment of its traditional c hen tele, which had grown steadily since
the opening of the ( ampus in 1964, was leveling off and, ac mrchng to all

national and state projections, would probably decline in the next kw
Years

C:om ern was expressed for the future of regular fa( ulty. who had
traditionally taught in the day program but whose full loads appeared to
he Jeopardized by the potential de( line of NIesa's enrollment. Two rlatively new lac tors appeared likely to exacerbate the problem even further First, the nearby state «rlIcge had de( Hied to give priority enroll-

ment to entering freshmen This meant that students who previously
mollcd at !Mesa be( ause of their Inability to get a full class schedule at
State would probably no longer attend the community ( allege

Semml, there was a growing number of proprietary schools,
some a( ademn but most 0« Upat mai, in the San Diego area, Real
estate, tray el, ele( trams s, omputer programming and repair, business
all were, for a pr e, offering students the opportunity to learn a skill and

Into the labor market gun kly.
After nun h disc ussion, the group de( ided to make a special effort
to strengthen the retention of 1111(1(11s in traditional ac Actin( and voca-

tional offerings and to pros id greater opportunities for potential non-
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traditional enrollees. The idea of Mesa's Afternoon Curriculum (MAC)
was born

The Birth of the MAC Pilot
MAC was to be divided into five six-week sessions beginning in
September and ending in May. A three-unit lecture course would run,
four afternoons a week (Monday through Thursday) for two hours each
day Classes were to be scheduleu from 1:00 to 3:00 and 3:00 to 5:00 p
when facilities were readily available. Students enrolled in MAC could
earn six units in six weeks, and thirty units in the five sessiok;:
Careful consideration was given to MAC's attractiveness to students, since their reluctance to enroll in afternoon classes was a part of
the dilemma that the MAC pilot was designed to solve. Attractive eiements of the program for the students included the opportunity to carry
a full load of classes by enrolling in only two courses at a time, having
long weekends with the absence of Friday classes, and being able to attend
in consecutive or alternate six-week modules, as best fitted their needs.
Additionally, course offerings would be iesigned to meet general

education requirements required courses L. live h..ior fields (the math(-math s, psychology, real-estate broker, English, aod social science
fields), as well as the elective course needs of students.
The benefits to the college from MAC appeared to be no less
impressive These included attracting new students, increasing facility
utilization, increasing retention of currently enrolled students, providing a full program of course offerings for students unable to attend the
college during morning or evening hours, and providing additional
teaching opportunities both for potentially underemployed full-time
staff and for new minority teaching candidates, at least on a part-time
basis

Initial Pla-ming Efforts
If MAC: was to work, cooperation from faculty and counselors
was crucial Although some concern was expressed by a few faculty
members that MAC would compete with the regular college program or
would offer only a watered-down curriculum, there was surprisingly little opposition
Department c hairpersons, counselors, and instructional deans
worked together to plan the courses. It was important, the group felt, to

'Tare a schedule that would show the entire five-session program
(September through May) Realistic ally, however, some options had to
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be left for scheduling fewer, or more, or diP -nt courses depending
upon demand It was dee idrd to devise an initial sc hedulc that would
show students the proposed offerings for all five sessions but that would
ask them to enroll in only the first two (which corresponded roughly to
the fall semester) A second mast, u- schedule was to appear in January,
listing all courses in the third through fi t sessions. Mims( hedules
would be distributed to remind students of the beginning of each six-

week otlrnng
The logistics of starting the MAC program provided many challenges, panic ularly in a mu I umllege dist ric t with support systems designed

primarily to handle semester-length courses. Developing procedures to
handle %eterans and Extended Opportunity Programs and Services
(EOPS) benefits for short-term college c lasses proved no less baffling
than training admissions personnel to field hunch eds of questions about
the program

First priority for teaching in the program was given to Mesa
instructors who needed an additional assignment to fill out their load. A
number of lac ulty members who were well known to Mesa students and
who had drawing power were given the opportunity to teat h on an hourly
overload basis, and minority teac:ling candidates were actively recruited
for the program
The planning committee knew that if the MAC pilot was to succeed, it would be necessary initially to conduct small classes. If MAC
were to gam a reputation for cancelling classes, the program would be
doomed. The college president and deans of instruction agreed that,

until the program was estlished, classes with at least ten students
would hold.

Marketing MAC
A clean, a public information officer, and a graphic artist were
assigned the primary responsibility for getting the word out about
MA(: Free pub11( set-% R e announc ements were spread throughout the
«immunity Radio, tele% noon, newspapers, and even the scoreboard at
San Diego Stadium shouted the praises of MAC. "Earn six units m six
weeks" he( anw the theme
During the iegular enrollment process for semester c lasses, 01-

unteers with brilliant yc How signs and MAC isors and buttons urged
students who «dd not get into a regular semester c lass to try MAC.
Brightly «ilored MAC sc hdules, poste's, and bookmarks were distributed to stores, banks. fast-food restaurants, and even the state college's
business

'mon, whit h was happy to redirec t its low er-dk, ision students.
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The most Im olous (yet one of the roost effective) advertising
tools were the Burma Shaw-type signs that greeted students as they
entered the campus from the parking lots. These ;ns spelled out, in
rhyme, the %II-tuts of attending MAC For each poem, there were four
signs positioned on poles about fifty feet apart The verses were changed
before the start of eat h session One such segued( e read.
Spend long weekends at the beat It
And mornings in the sac k
Take six units in six weeks

Enroll t!)day in MAC
The counselors proed to he an elle( tRe marketing force They
`would re«munund MAC to students who had dropped classes III the regular program They took NIA(: sc hedules with them when they spoke to
community groups, high school students, and senior citizens.

All marketing efforts directed toward younger San Diegans
stressed the NIA(: fringe benefits, whit h included three-day weekends
limns( hool, 1.mg Chi-minas and Easters acations, and the fact that regular pal king fec s were waked lot NIA(: students

Results and Evaluation of MAC
The. results of the first year of the MAC program were impressie One hundred ten sec nous of classes were held In the live sixweek
sessions, with a total eniollment of approximately 3,000 students.
Students and lac ult participating to NIAC responded to ques-

tunmain.s designed to elicit evaluatne and demographic data The
information gained helped to deter mine the effic acy of continuing the
ogtain %Vile!' asked the question, "Why did you enroll in MAC?" students' responses nit hided. (1) to take general educ at ton «mrses, (2) to
ac onuoodate work 1( hedules, (3) to retain fUll-time status, (4) to transfer ( redit toward their majors at other institutions, and (5) to study in
six-week modules Other major findings included:
81 percent of the students were under thirty years of age
99 pore lit said MA( should be «munued, 132 pert ent planned
to take NIA(: in the fall of 1980
92 percent of NIA(; students rated its «mrses very good to
ex( ellent and reported the quality of courses was equal to the
qu,.'it% of regular semester c lasses

Nlam of the student% who were "MAC only" attended other
area olleges of proprietary 1(11(101S «nic urrently
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18 percent of the faculty assigned to MAC taught c lasses in the
program as part of their load; 32 percent were regular instructors who taught MAC as an overload
4t 2 percent of the MAC faculty were female; 22 percent were
minorities
Room utilization increased from 50 percent of the available
capacity to over 76 percent.

A Successful Marketing Program
The Mesa College experience illustrates how a total marketing
effort can be used to assist in the identification and solution of a serious
institutional problem It points out how crucial i is that, belbre a school
implements a time-consuming "solution," the school does in fact carefully identify the problem and analyze alternatives for dealing with that
problem.
Research, development, implementation, and evaluation were
all a part of the marketing process for MAC. and the success of the program c an be attributed to careful attention to eac h of these elements.

Wallace F Cohen president of Cuyamara Community Colter
in El Cajon. California, and a lecturer in higher education
at the l'nitersity of San Diego
Jeanne Atherton is dean of art, and $tientes at
San Diego Miramar College
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!nshtutiond well being requires mutually beneficial
and coopers ve approaches to marketing between
community colleges and universities

The University Connection..
Symbiosis Through Marketing
Edwin R. Bailey

When the enrollment decline hit higher education during the seventies,
it was apparent to the more discerning academicians that stitutional
survivil was the critical issti-.i. Thoseinstitutions of higher ducation
that showed indifference to the early warning signs ended up aving to
make drastic reductions in faculties and programs to cope with t e problem. After this initial shock wave of reductionism had passed, c mmunity college administrators began to search for more effective mechanisms with which to stem the ebbing tide of students.
1

\

\

A Rationale for Cooperation

The concern over declining enrollments penetrates to the very`
essence of an institution's existence. Robert Young (,1977) refers to it as
"the identity crisis of the community college" and poses two models the
first one elitist and second egalitarian as dialectic extremes. Similarly, Kenneth Woodbury (1977) asks whether the mission of the community college should be modified. In a somewhat differe.nt vein, William Vincent (1979) asks the related question, "Can community colleges
adapt to hard times?" He makes the point that "those institutions least
%
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reliant on the exponential grow th figures of the past should be best able

to adjust to the future" (p 48)
U no. rsitis have faced dif IR tilt der mons, espy(
with regard
to undergraduate programs Their growing dependent eon «muntinity
«dirges as the suppliers of upper-leel students has Intensified the need

for um% ersines to foster slnotic relationships with (immunity col
Irges relationships that c an be ital to both I). pes of institutions
A sill tic lent number of models c uriently exists to lac dilate the
de% elopment of a (multiunit. ( ollege/um% ersit cooperam e marketing
endea% or Th.. c onsortiu Inc). ement is well establish( t in higher education, and it «ftild bring the total marketing efforts of c
ersu les and
«rmmunit. colleges under a more cost-eltic lent umbrella organization.
Be% crly Watkins ( 1979) states that "ccroperation is replac mg oinpetition
between the ac adernic institutions and the assoc iations that p"rovide con-

tinuing education for professionals"( p. 6) The partu tdar strengths that
institutions agree to share represent the ke), to the stir cessful replac e-

inem of «npentio with cooperation
William Krim ( 1979) contends that the management model
de eloped in 1978 b. the Higher Education Management Institute c an
be east)'. adapted to a marketing model The «rn«.pt of di. 'ding a program into such phases as introduction, nerds assessment, planning.
implementation, and e% aluanon is c leark defined, andic«rrding to
Krim, regional enters are bring established to assist and a«Itiaint e
and um% ersines with this model
"I fir %Any of cooperation is placed in its proper perspec nye by
John Cent! a ( 979

ho states

Cooprran.e art angements and mergers ,1111011g other institutions sill be inc reasingh aura( t Re. Some institutions will reduce

in size and «ifisolidate then strengths Size and growth will no
longer be the hallmarks of prowess dial ha% e hpitied higher educ mum ( hie ben(
out« tine is that more institutions w ill have

the opprt ninth. to c tic entrate on the qualth of ethic anon the%
pt'. le in their students 11) 621

Capitalizing on Differences
.1 fir "Ira( k trc tech of the «,finnollif), college has been one of mind

adaptation to c flange, %%Ink t he um% tiaditionall has been slower
flange I Its %at !anon in the tan. of c flange might appear to be a
sour( e
t in c oopelatlr mat keting, but it is clpiall
that
tills diffeirricr tn.is %.ork to the ad\ antage of both hoes of instittinons
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As an institution designed to be attuned to «immunity needs, the t (uninunit% «dirge benefit% most immediately and posit'. elv from at commodation Trial and adjustment are the basu modes of operation fr the
( ottinittint% -based instutition het mise it sent., as the t rut tole for testing
ream IICV1 Ideas III higher ('clue at ion Indeed, c (immunity c ()lieges would

be «msulered remiss if the% did not remain flexible and experimental.
Stu ii is nit the case for tini.ersities, espet tally the public institutions
funded lacgel% %sitil state monies The public tini%ersit% profits from the
sorting-out prat esses indigenous to the t (immunity college; ..hen a uni%ersit% proposes a c flange, it ( an present a stronger c as b% referring to

the experwm e of the more risk-oriented two -year t °lieges, %%hit h ha% e
had the flexibilit% of tr% mg ne%% programs Both types of institutions
thus .0 hie% ( appropriate gains as a result of their inherent differt nt es in
adaptabilit%

Mutuality Through Marketing
A panic ular categor% of student is identified by William Neumann and Dax id Riesman ( 1980) as the «uintinIt% c ()liege elite. They

describe these students as "nontraditional students who follow an
mit on.entiortal path to the independent st nior institutions" (p. 53).
1 .put all.. these students are slightl% older than the a%erage c (immunity
«dige student. are unhappy itii then 11%es, and .ire unsophstit ated

about the oscine and strut lure of higher edit anon In addition, they
ontident in their akin% to do «illege %.% ol Is and have often been
less sit« essful in their high school studies than most college-aspirant
lac k

0 . . pcs \Ian% ( !loose t muumuu% t alleges Inl die usual reasons low tuition, at I ess1h1111 \ . (pen adtillsslons, and the t oll%ellICIn ( of t LISS sc hedtiles

lhe transition from ,t low self-«m«.pt regarding their college
potential .(i an altitude of self -«infiden« and an awareness of their true
( apabilitirs appears to be the essetu r of their learrung experien( es in
dual tespet us/. 4 +mummy.% t (dirges ()me the transformation from
-lin rgrainined for failure" to "ha( king it" is t (mildew, some of these 'n(11%11111.115 .1( tuall% make the quantum leap to%. au I bet oming genuine, seri-

ous s( holars Man% toilet s ( (minim. then plogressi.c. giov%th patterns to
the hit helots and e% en to ad..tii( «I degrees

III.. should um% cisme. and t ()miium% t ollges work together
in mat hewn.; for fills nontraditional new student' Cal-laird% , for both
ni,titailoils. ,trulcrii -or tented «111( yin% air %nal Till' IIIII%('15IR 11111,4
In()% lilt ties( students V1 II/I t MI11,4'1111(4 that IMIIIIs inV1 aid the

IIIR t IIIIt gr. I he III nt.',I117(11 and CII11/11,1%17I'd IIIIIMI I.IIn
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minimum% «dirges makes them the pert(( t laum hing pads for this type
of student
B. the same token, edu( ators at minimum% (diges ( an only
measure the degree ol then mu ( ess in assisting indl% 'duals to at hie% e
their pre% iousl% unrealized potential 1)% em(mraging sic h students to
stri%e umard a btu het( u's degtee or bc%ond (:oltimunity ( ()lieges and
um% ersitics thus remain mextru abl% bound in a ()mnion eddu amt.
ended% or A shared ( 1,11«.rn fur student de% chyme:it has long existed
betv.ven I multiunit% ( ()lieges alai univri sales %. hen athletes vvere in ol% ed.
%%h. shouldn't this same linkage he de% eloped for a signili( ant group of
students %%hose skills and talents %%ill ultunatel% redound to the benefit of

both institutions and so( lei% ' The identili( anon. pi epalation, and en«nn agement gum those students.. ill ultimatel% In oaden the bast of
support for higher edit anon

The Research Function
-I here are a %arict% of a( adeinu units in uni%ersities that are in a
position to pro% ule spec Ili( resear( It ser%1«.s for a toopel.itue marketing
endea% or %%ith «iiiiiininit% «dirge, 51 hook or depaitments of business
administration ate «inttlitiousl% in% ol%rd in the de.elopment of paradigms and models that Ina% ( lard% , enham e. or reline ( on eat marketmg prat ti( es for business or 1110.11Sir% SOIllr of tills restart li is adaptable
to high( I e(111( ,111011, silo l' in ,1 sense. I ()lieges .111' also business enterprises ("(dirges and tun% ersit tes du 11.1%e a prude( t to sell. albeit one that
is some. hat less tangible than Is gentian% asso( tared %%tth the business
mai ketpla( e
In older to appl% to ( ()lieges the mai kering reseal-) h models origmall% designed lot business...( must (Au apolate Mau them the marketing ( on( rills 1(.11 %dm tor higher c(111( anon Business 5( haul researt hers
%%orking %%iili In tilt% twin departments of higher (1111( anon and %%till

I ommtinit% ( ()liege edit anirs should Itt' able to 'dent& tlit.' 1110(111-1( at1O115 11(411) (1 tot (hest mat keting models ()lir rump: of .t pertinent
dif !cum r %%mild be that most business are tornmathty (1

,,er, systems.
..bile (dot ,ilional institutions tall Intul. lugs all% into di% : atrgor% 1)1 seri he (Irk (1 % s% quills ( )11r w111111O11.1111% is 111,11 l',11 11 system is dependent

upon .111 adequate suppl% ()I ( mistime!. to indultam the % iabilit% of their
oNatuzations I !Hough this 1% pc ()I reseals h analsis, higher edm ation
( an kat n mu( li 11(m1 Imisiness and e«motnic theorem( ians
( Mir, s, II( If )1 S or drptit tinrntS in 11115(15111(5 that muld «intribliir In ,1 «H11,11,111%1' Mat kr(Ing (111111 %% Ith t (IIIIIIIIMIR ( ()Hew.. might be

depattments 1,1 philosoph% , so, lolog%
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mimic s, and ps%cholog

Sc hools of educ anon freq wink ha. e departments of bight., and/or adult [dun anon that are knowledgeaNe about
the organization and so tic ture of postsc«inclar tnstoutions and whose
members «mid set-. e as liaison personnel between «immunity mileges
and other um% (ism personnel In addition, sc hook of education often
house sic h units as bureaus of field researc li, whit h ha. e established
reputation~ In demographic and ()the' field studies
li. no means should the pie. loos suggestions be interpreted to

mean that «millionth «illeges are dr.oul of similar resources Much
depends on the size and c halm ter Id the «monunit «Mugu (or the c °moronic\ «illege chstrn t of whit h it Is a part). In the Kansas Cnv area, the
must capable demogiaphers are lot wed at nearb ,Johnson Count. (Kan-

sas) Communo% College, and, unquestionabls . the most Me( me ( ()liege marketing personnel ,ire in the Metropolitan Commumt. College
Distrit t (Kansas ( :its , Miss(ino") tion.l..r situations pi obablv exist for
man of the Luger. more mphistu wed t ornmunth wilege distru ts at Foss
the nation It is only logic al that the smaller. more isolated «immunity

(dirges would benefit more from a t lose' working relationship with
t ()operating 111-11TSItit'S

I-4)r bulb 1ai gel and smaller community c ()l-

iege dist ru ts, fumes era ti mn et sit ies do possess a pool of restart hers and

theorem ians w hose skills could augment or blend tx ith those ahead.'
extant m the tw 0-% ear ( ()liege ,,stem. The sec let in the de. clopment of a
genumel ss mint int relationship is to bring together the persons who
( an Sti(«'111till% turn SW b slimed efforts to mutual ad tntage for al(,.
l'atin k Morphs 1 I 98o) identities lour resean h-related issues (in addition to a thorough wide! stamling of the marketing rescart ii procedures
lo be used) that this group of site( nthsts [mist ( (insider These c one erns
in( lint, ( I ) der Ming who w ill at malls t am oto the researc it projet t,
(2) dw:mining the cost of mat krting research, (3) recognizing that
mat keting I eseart h is only a tool to fat dilate de( ision makingind (4) recognizing that a long-term approac h to institutionalizing mark( hug Into
On ((liege or ono. et srts organization regimes the establishment of a
marketing into, !nation s% soli)

In addition to the skills of fat oh. teseart h site( ialists, their is a
unique reser.uir tit reseal( h talent m um. ersmes This n servoir «insists tit the ads ant ed gi actuate students who air ((instantly seeking
teseao habie topn s tot theses and disc[ rations The phrase tontributton to
{nurt Icyke. %.,111( it is the obit( tic ()I all theses, is often translated to mean

pole reseal( h. but the tscan h need nut he sterile ol nonthilitarian.
I lighti education is 4 (Timid% a win th mint for anal% sus, and thus it
should mak( a good dissertation omit as well
I ham Alf krma!) ( I 08 1 ), tut instam c. «411(1114 trd do( total
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resean h that formed the basis fin her aro( le on sex-role-related goals

and attitudes of mmorth students attending «dirge The results of
/an kerinan's stud haw partuular Ides ante to the re( ruitment of
!minims students When one «Insiders the data ( Heil by Lyman Glenny

(1980), the importanee of the information provided by Zinkerman
bet nnes starkly apparent Glennv indicates that, in 1978, black women
had 500 ( hildren more per thousand population than chd white women
(2,034 to 1,519 c hildren, respectnely), and that women of Spanish ori-

gin had about 350 children more per thousand population than did
white women (1,872 to 1,519 ( hildren). The signal( ,nn e of these birth-

rates is that the differnws are an leasing in magnitude This fact suggests that the students as adable foi rutty into college in the future will
be nitre , ugly from Himont% populations How this will affect higher
«lin anon (an be most wnstrui tu el), anticipated through well-articulated resort h programs
We know, foi instal-Re, that many ()I these nunoritv students
come from urban «.nteis or 10 ral areas, they tend to be less well prepair(' at ademnall than then white suburban «thorts Consequently,
more students will be enteicng «dirge with a potential for failure that
rims be greater than that of todaN's students In addition to the heightened need for instrin non in remedial an ;Orlin( skills, there is likely to be
mitre mos einem between programs as these students seek their levels of

( ompeterne and areas of interest The sti«ess re«irds of reinediation
pump ants in higher «ha anon hat e, in general, been persistently weak.
An impros «I at ma( % in nerds assessments. a more ellic lent e% aluanon

of program ell« trueness, and the des elopment of onsurnntate «muscling skills au some of the adjustments that more minority students will
n«cssnate on ((dirge ( ampuses Community ( (dirges and unisersities
will has e to work together es«) more diligently in ordel to sort out their
spy( tallied fun( non, in «instill( tise and profitable ways

Communit% «illege iesca« hers and those of the «mperating
um. ersits might di% idc their el Jolts based on the relationship between

them.

otistrut non and an empull al an,ilsis if the «ay. market-

pia«. R1( hard l.reeman (1975), pros Ides an example ()I model «nisum non on mai kynng iescan ii. his is a IN 1.1111' adjustment model of

demand lot flight' cdm anon fiats then attempts to test the Nalnlity of
his model,,John Wish and William I lanniton (1980) w rite that the results
cal our studs suggest quite ( ant inn ingl% that Fireman's model for explain-

ing ( ()liege emollments and graduate job mai kets «mid be cif« tiscit
cmplowd 1)% can eisit% .0111nmsnatoi5 and institutional reseal( het, to
help anal% ic the major (H(10,111,1[0, in «illegc attendan«."(p 24) Vinic

Ihrnian\ model is designed primank lot the lour-year institution, It
!Wills ileld ICSIIIIL: bS, two -tear ( alleges for its appin abilth to then spe-

w
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vial circumstances. The failure of universities and community colleges

to combine their research skills in the development of appropriate
means to ac hieve their institutional objectives may prove, in the long
run, to be myopic and an excess of arrogance.

The Assessment Function
Perhaps the most intriguing outcome of the shared development
of a marketing program is the impact that this form of symbiosis might
have on institutional assessment. Universities will need to reassess their
programs in whit h graduates have to be "sold" to community colleges.
The continued assumption that community colleges welcome the new
Ph.D s with open arms is rank arrogance by university personnel. Programs designed to prepare professionals for community college roles
must be planned with considerable input by educators from two-year
institutions. Only through such cooperative planning is it possible to
build the desired climate of mutuality.
In addition to the preparation of skilled community college instruc-

tors, counselors, and administrators, universities must strengthen their
commitments to faculty development programs for community college
personnel and, in fag t, for their own personnel in need of reeducation. If
higher education, With all its proclamations about its spec ial strengths as
a people oriented enterprise, is to avoid its own transpaient hypocrisy,
then it must provide faculty members with the means for self-renewal.
1 hrough careful and thoughtful planning among institutions of higher
education, two -year college~, four-year colleges, and universities can
c lardy and promote their respective roles in the critical area of faculty

deelopment. In particular, it behooves the university to avoid the
temptation of arrogance. Too kw university educators recognize that
commur ty colleges are not singularly in the business of preparing
transfer students but, rather, that the bulk of students at two-year institutions are in a wide variety of programs, most of which are one year or
two years in duration or are community-based. The mistaken belief that
community colleges are still "junior" colleges or merely university preparatory sr hools lingers as an egos en tric myth among university personnel It must be dispelled if genuinely moperative marketing relationships are to be Dine a reality

Conclusion
With their strong 10( II on the academic disc iplines, especially in
terms of research, unit ersiti s have a signific ant «intribution to make in
the creation and dissemma on of fat ts, data, and theory construction.

7
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k'Vhen it tone, to serp e structures and instill( nonal processes, howe% er, the um% ersin, roust '.ti i t' to learn from the «nrununity college, In
other words, different types of institutions of higher education must re(
ognize that they c an «fininne profitably their strengths and c an work

together to mr«nne their «minion problems This initial recognition
of mutuality is ess.nnal to the planning, implementation, and e aluatiun of the means of gross th and progress in the slimed vac e occ u pied by

«inimunio, «Aleges and universities alike
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Marketing is defined as a systematic game that may provide
student development specialists an opportunity to anticipate
and respond to the changing needs and Interests of the community
and its student.population.

Marketing and Its Effects on
Student Development Activities
Don C. Creamer
E. G. Akins

Marketing higher education is a frequently used strategy to combat
dwindling resources and det lining enrollments Particularly in the community college, which by definition is committed to serving community
needs, marketing seems an inevitable administrative responsibility. Little has been done, however, to explore the intended and unintended
impact of marketing on specific areas such as student affairs.
Marketing invites change (Keim, 1979). Although this may be
manifested most obviously in a change in the characteristics of students,
the impact wirp also reverberate through changes in instructional programs and serVtt es to changes in faculty attitudes and behavior, and it
will result finally in fundamental changes in the missions of specific
institutions and in the %cry nature of higher education. In many cases,
these changes may be unintentional or unanticipated, particularly if the
marketing effort is undertaken without , onsideration of the values and
goals operating in the wet ific educational setting. However, when marketing is part of a systematic plan, it may provide an exciting opportu.nity for edut ators to anti( ipate and respond to the changing needs and
interests of student populations and their professional priorities.
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Marketing suggests that changes in community college student
development actin itics are probably inevitable Given this view, we
must explore the intended and unintended consequences of marketing
and the possible dangers of thest4onsequences to student development
activities. We will also suggest strategies for dealing with these problems

Expected Outcomes of Marketing
It generally is assumed that marketing will have at least two out-

s )mes (1) the student population will change, and (2) a vast array of
new services and programs will be required.
New Populations. Marketing strategies are expected to attract a
,uudent population that differs fundamentally from the traditional one.
Enrollments of adults, minorities, voc ationally oriented, part-time, and
underprepared students are expected to inc rease. While many of these
studerns will bring to the educational environment traditional values,
attitudes, and skills, many will not.
New Services and Programs. Faced with growing enrollments of
nontraditional students, «illeges are expected to respond by continuing
the trend toward comprehensiveness in an effort to serve any need that
has a paying «instituenc v Redesign of curriculum offerings and an
expansion of learning options seem ine% 'table, as does the creation of a
"whole new arra% of student support activities" (Ka( henberg, 1972,

p 377)
Problems Stemming from Marketing
The tv o generalized outcomes of marketing translate into several potential hazards for student developmem educators Although the
pnblems are 111011% intera(tiv

they will be disc ussed ,eparately to high-

light their ImplIcatums for student development programming
The "Enroll-Them-First-Then-Decide-If-It-Was-a-Good Idea"
Syndrome. As mu( h as they may try, few colleges can be all things to all
people 0)111111unit% colleges arc perhaps best c haracterized by their
amazing di% ersitv `'hat one college does well, another may not do at all.
Marketing. on the other hand, is sometimes taken to imply an
for the
ern for Inc reasing enrollment, with little one
isolated
"fit" between the needs and skills of the student and the opportunities
a%ailable at the c ollege When information is glamorized or manipulated (without regard for a« lira( ) in order to appeal to an audienc e,
students are likel% 14) enroll with unrealistic or unfounded expectations
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of %%hat a ( ()liege c an do for them Anti student (1(elopment spec

are Uri% to be held responsible for ameliorating this problem Special
strain ina% be placed on assessment ick-ising, and planning efforts
then these must he due( ted toward a population often unatt ustome(1 to

sstrinatit planning In addition, all of thew efforts require an in% estmem of student tune a (mumodit% often in short suppl% for new students s, !MSC pi tine rc,port,ihiiitie usuall% lie outside of the c Alegre nvironmen: I his problem ( last( ally leads to either ", uoling out students

tin helping then) miis' their aspiiations to tit that the
offer

has to

The Pressure of "Cooling In" Students. "Sn'(her (I )72) des( ribes
the pioc es, tit (toting tit" as 10(111 ring when tat ulty and staff go to unusual lengths It, Cep stlIdelltS enmolled, e tll at the I isk of lowering ac a-

demi( standards The terninat

is easy to understand -We worked
haul to get thew students, now let's ssork harden to keep them "'This
appears to be a laudable goal Under the sut taw lurks the dilemma
"Vliai is till purpose of higher edit( allot) flas it t hanged Just bet ause
mat ketit g stiategics have introdutecl a new student population For
tea( lung fit tilt this problem-ma% be mantlested in pressure to t quire
I

,

huh "titter] work of little reading e% en in stir% e% course,,

t ) gke
'in( onipleis" rathti Ilia (. when required %sot' IN not (lone on time,
and to in( Re n)A,H11 nonpuninAc
uitng option, For student person-

nel professionals. this ma% suggest that the ad. is, under pt epared stu-

dents to (limn mil% in "ea," courses and mafors, that they create a
"i Waling net of muse, designid to segregate uncle: prepared students
no Itt4111,1 111111(M's, and that the% (h,«nage thinsleis to other insti(diet spec 1,11 ser% es (0 programs to
Iran ft (%(a
tired %' vim) any stoup 1)1 students with distinguishing 1),11,i. 11s111s Su( It targeted iesponses to tionclisc reit. needs
nom 1)111% r11,1% 5(
l (11 fragment the elfults of professional resources but
ina% also sc 1%( to obfusc ate the pi
uy purposes of the institution.
The Focus on R'cruitment If Students. Vhc) marketing for enrollin( ilt 10.)
.1 dominant pressure, student development professionals
ma% 10 5( ( tie \c hisn ch. as a manpower pool standing, ready to be t elnrtned
alto an an Ito. of III mail t,, 11(1 1)% the (lire( tot of maiketing. 1.e( ruit-

iiin.11. l'irssin es ma% be ev trd

in( lit. .111 ob% part of an ()%etall marketing plan, IN not an unholy
Sidin development spec ',dist, ( lead% share die-obligation

a( 11% it%

.% 011 (010 n, to( at i% out a le( I tilt mem plan. however, unletiscare is excl.1.1.11. an ssl nn ,al [hut of student set% it es the luster Mg of development in
(

Ind( tits -- ma%
st0

salt dim! In sin li a s( (maim, student dr% elopment
ialists ma% bet mitt inatiagets of student eniollinent Iather than

i

1

Ia

It ,I(

enrolled

011(1

5v

8P

Promises, Promises, Promises. ..larketing strategies 1)% their
nature promise to meet the needs tdentifieil in a target population
Uncle the best
unistanc es, these 'molluscs are imposed of are urate
information clout the c ()liege, III(
IA hat It r an and c annot do realism ally and who is likely or unlikel% to benefit from the
pow-Loris Although it is patentb, tinetho al to distribute in curate information about a ((dirge in to rec Intl students who Cannot benefit from
the ()liege offerings, it Is possible that c% en the best-Intended marketing

zmograni will mislead potential students For (ample, assurances of
upwind
, job ack aro einem, and lob pia( emetic ale no longer
automat( hv- produ( is of a ()liege degree, parto triad% in the paraprofessional areas tot who h i multiunit% ((dirges Oki c
ates Similark
'molluscs of academic redrt lot lob eperien«'s or guarantees Of finani ial SUI)11011 ( ...ot he fulfilled without are! ul sc tunny of ac h

as
tiith the new do, ersit% in students goes a new do. et sito, in realsrations tot the!! future Student de% clopment professionals

to cp,

must tii«e this pi oblem aggiessk el through i areer-planning
ines
I he students' own problems in settmg goals ma% be a« entuated it the
students hold untealisto (Ape( rations of what the College can do for
them Nforera. cr. If the stud( tits goals are not really their Own. but rather
are Lam a ated from the promises of a ri mutter, student development
spy( ialists must stat VIroin ground fern that is, 1)% helping thus( who
etas. he non-goal-duet ted persons to set some goals c onimensurate with
apabilities
Piot Nees oho, also be made to undcrprepar col students that they
sui (111 III ( ()lieg el. en though then skills arc not adequate for deal-

ing w ith i ollege-le, el work in a pain( ular setting Although most c. otn
ollegs ha%e pro ,:rants that help students who enter with admo deli( icto les. these plograms annot possibly sal% age students
.hose skills are (Iranian( .illy 111,11111W1h latr
( lamis frequent'', ale

made that under pi (limed students will bcticlii from College io other
wa% 5, sue has growth in ,o1 ial minion

or ()pertness 11) new ole.is, the

mho. imilable truth is that ognok growth usu.& imecedes de% clopmental growl' kohlbetg and Mawr, 1(172) in (diet wools, it is exiccdingl% diffii tilt to pioniote most forms of de% c;optiii lit in students who,
lot IA hate% et reasonire unstoi essful In ai inferno work Student de% elopulent spc ialists ate likely to beat the responsibility. of working with
'moil and disappointed students who hike ills( meted the haws between

.utting 'molluscs ,ind eerila% tealit%
w
Displacement of Educational 1,iilties. Few
'a I den. t hat edui .1(1011 has 1411)\%, II to he tug business, however, when Ow tholitiunal Haloes
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of a tat nit y -dominated enterprise are nudged aside to be replaced with
the alues of a manager:dominated enterprise, a fundamental t lash is in
the offing Current marketing strategies may lead to the c reation of a
Yalue system that promotes educ anon as a product to be sold and students as Huhn/Int «msumers whose buying whine, must be catered to
Sue h a de-emphasis on traditional purposes of higher education may
lead to «wreat( tory goals and a diffusion of effort and etfet t
Money Shortage. Although possibly. true, it is true that money
going tot Marketing is not going elsewhere Moises spent on bringing in

111110l be spent to unproy e the qualit in counseling,
teat hing,' and reseal( h 1 he bottom line is that student development
layresourt es, already in mans instances at the bottom of the heap,
may ht, urther depleted by Mal krtmg strategies And eypensiye marks tine; strategies do not guarantee inc rcasd enrOment. espcc tally after
the initial thrust is user
Resistance to Change. Neither people nor their institutions change
,sots One of the inure «minion reasons that people resist t hange is that
!boy are not Ills 01%((1 in the planning fort flange Thus, they lack awarefins, of the reasons lot
lat k onn,nitnient to the t hangs, and lack a
wnlImgness to work to at «nnplish the change If one segment of the orgae v,inon 1st ngaged in planned efforts to initiate c flange, sic h as through
muss

Viet l'uting new and different students from those presntlY enrolled,
while other segments are engaged in business as usual, sue h as offering
the same programs m the same was s doer led to the same people, a fundamental form of icsistant e to c flange is in the ling The latter group
rime under standable rear t
at ling out ( if not ac wally pros limning), "I
did not t reate the problem and I do not know how to solve it,"
e'll noses deep seated reason for resisting t flange is unpreparedness, or a la( k of
Just bet ,use new needs are identified in a
potential market is no guarantee that the ()liege professionals know how
to (It al Yy nil it Consequently , it does little good, and pos,alily considerable bairn, to hue t t rtain new populations to enroll w hen there is no
apat its to deal with thetii Aker cnrollnue n!

Strategies for Addressing Marketing Problems
)11

the inuldrnis stcniming limn marketing

secin 50) (o.ci %Alielining as tot ondenin the entire pro( es, Vet most Of the
pl II)11.'ll1S I. air he pIt'S tslIll11 in

%I.C111,1I1( planning based on solid knowl-

edge 'lei is ell lions eypci lent e. theory, models, and researt h. This set
tion suggests an t iglu-point stiategv for addressing the elf is of marketing on student oh telopment in ities
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Step One: Understand Marketing. Explore what marketing is
and w hat it is not "I he won! markettng .1( wally seems inisplaml in eclu-

f anon be( arise of its assoc Litton with business, the wood onjurcs up
images 4,1 glossy advertising ( ampaigns or !Rath( relations gimmicks
that pressure people into bin Inc; procluc s that tlic, do not need Marketing is often mistakenly assof rated w ith selhog and ad% ertising In ecluc a-

lum, this is often interpreted to mean tee rutting a student population
that traditionally would not have gone to college This, however, is a
definition that does not really retie( t the intent of the word
Ka( henberg ( 1072) defines marketing as a pm( ess of "deterrnin-

ing and meeting c ustorner needs" (p 370) Rather than being directed
toward "quick sales" (that IS, an immediate Ilse in enrollment), marketing by this definition is fri wilted toward the future for the purpose of
both rya( ting to changing demands on the «rliege and anti( [paling future
demands In the educational setting, this use of the word implies a pro( ass of adapting to the umtantly ( hanging needs of students, professionals, and the ( onimunit%
Nlarketiug is based on a plan Ideally, the plan is tailored to the
sire( ifif «dlegc and designed by all rut:tribe's who may be affected Its
put pose is to ( 1 )( larch institutional purposes and programmatic roles,
(2) set priorities, (3) analNze resoun es, (4) sir % y potential student populations and deter mine their apparent needs, (5) sulet t target populations that ( an be sl%cd rife( ti el% and Inform them of .1% ailable ser((s) organize and delver ser% if es to meet the needs of the new populations, dial (7) monitor and c% alriate scr% if es and rife( s Suf h a plan
e it

might be seen as another definition of makettng
It via', be helpful to point to w hat stic li a definition of marketing
is not .Although it Is often interpreted that way, nothing in these planned
steps suggests an ono fnitlitional surrender to tumuli( [paled, unwanted
populations %Nil() .11110)1 benefit from the servo Cs of the ( ()liege What
the definition doe, suggest s that plantung «intro!, marketing, not %if (%%crsa,

thus, the results of mai Leung should be entirely predif table
Understanding marketing also requires that ( ertain uns«)nc eplions of unfounded assumptions be ( Ludic& Poi example, it is «anmold% assumed that "new students" require mote and different ser% i«.s
than do naditional stud( tits ['owe% , the (.% idrrn e usually suggest, that
ounger and older students seem to "need" the sant general ser% if us
)1(1(.1 adults tend to use 541% I) es dillerently than their younger ( minter-

pal ts ( Kaswr In, 1 01{0) and the «rntent of their nerds ina differ somewhat, but the taf t [(loam, that students ()I all ages use most of the student sere Cs 111 nN
Allable *I bete is no (Ira' c%iflent 4. that "a whole new
t Op' 1, Itil the (lir( is
ra of student support .14 tl% Ines" 1, Ill he rtlitilIt
of IllarkCI11114 Ill OW I 1111111111111% ( (dirge
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Another ornnion us«na (Toon about marketing is that it
demands c omprehensi. cries, In urru Ilium and servo es This assumption is that all celleges must stand ready to meet any and all needs Of new
students regardless of institutional purport' or ability Recall that marketing sterns from a plan, "herein an audience is-selected A hose needs
an most effectively he met by the mstuutain Whether the institution
should be comprehensive depends upon poll( v and resources. not upon
the et h.( ts of marketing

Step Two: Assessing Student Development Capabilities. Deternun( what an and Armin be done with the available resources This
strategy «impels student development spec lahsts to use their skills for
self-assessmnt The pro( ess should result to an honest statement 01 staff
apainlines their interests, spec lid skills, and philosophical orientations and this statement should make Clear to marketing planners (and
to the 'Met to 1 group of spec ialists t heinsel. es) where t her: strengths he
and vv here in-scrx a e training ma% he needed. The process also should
lardy fixed versus variable assignments. For example, given that certam bin( tains,
h as .dv [sing, finam tal aid, and admissions, require a

fixed pert entage of time in their present format, how rout h variable
time is left 1()r reassignment" Perhaps this process «mid help the staff
determine phi( h II% ItICS ( urrently being «mtlut ted are "Imperatives"
and w hu h ones are "((suable but not net essar v

Step Three: knowing Student and Institutional Characteristics.
`'it limn a consc ions effort on the part of the institution, new students
w ill probably have to Iwtotne like old stud( its to sac eed within a speifi«.dia at tonal env n oilmen( One plausible poll( y for re( ruiting might
he to re( nut students w ith c harm teristu s similar to those of SU( (
students alreadv in the ()liege ()I c nurse, stu I, a policy presumes that
the c harm ten
s of both the old and the potentially new populations
are known
In &Huai!) to know ledge of student c harm teristit s, marketing
planners nerd a P r Sr knowledge of institutional c ham( teristics and a
easonable IIMIerst a ruling of the mterat ny elle( ts eat h may have on the

tithe! Knowledge of student «implenon rates within spet
«turses or
piugr.um would he Yaluable, for example, as would knowledge of laculi Y skills and attitudes in sin h progtarris as developmental studies. Carefully planned !wat( h studies that examine the probable efle( ts of spe
.to.uns on students 5110111(1 pr In ilk nn aluahlc data on w ha h to

build a mar keting plan
Student ill v e;opment annot he promoted aimlessly At try Ines
sly ould he plainly ti NA It h sinst di( purposes in mind, based on spt ifit
knowledge titan vshu h to diagnose semi to press tike, designed within a
know n env of in mem. h ,n c omphsh predh table out( (lines Su( II a pre
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( Ise pro«.55 o armor happen in an en% iromnot w here unknow n
hies predominate

aria-

Step Four: A voiding Special Programs for Eery Voiced Need. Programs should be designed that re( ognizo die parameters of staff «unniitmerit and of the marketing plan designed spec di( all for that setting. It
may be fashionable to doker tise a w ide arra% of sped cal programs, suo b

as programs for returning women, rterans, or international students,
but this approdo h ma% be expnsii.e, may demi( t from priorit% dc to. Ines, and rnav suggest midi( cal distmo turns Clearly, new students will
bring new
erns to the student de% elopement spec iallst, and these new
«w«.rns ma, require the applu anon of professional skills in a different
«mtext, new knowledge, and possibly new attitudes, but this is onl% sunplisti: ally approached b% sprouting new set-% io es Many existing set-% ices,

sir(h as «itinseling, o arer (let el(
and ach. icing, arc generic by
definition beo ause the% utilize similar process models and a «mceptual
I rattic,Atirk that preoludes %arm% in students. If professionals are prepared proper-1%, new students c an be ao «Hinnoxlated within many existing strtio

Step Five: Designing Programs to Accomplish Specific Outcomes.
1 diking )(% ith a student is a means, not an out«une Although some student set e administrators e% aluate programs in terms of numbers of
students, this rei.cals little about whether intentional
writao is
ao ti. .tees are prooltio mg
table results

Strident de% elopment programs, speo rally those reshaped to
meet the requirements of new students, should he geared to ao «until's!)
perdu table de% clopmental goals Numerous pro( es, models are available loofa% to help prdo homers design programs using human de% clopmem them% and a« umulated knowledge Rodgers and kVicho k (1980)

ach.00 ate the -wounded formal theory" approdo h, Knefelkamp and
%Veils (1981) reh. upon a "profess model of theory to prat tic e" approac h.

Sci.ral other pro«ss models air dim lissed by Rodgers (198(1). It may
not mattel whio h model is used or whether some co leo t0 approac h is
Frown The point is that prao titioners do not la( k !or appropriate prao -

ti, is to help thin «pc with this situation
Step Six: Developing the Knowledge Rase, for New Roles. Whether

the responsibilities demanded of student de% elopment professionals by

tailoring old ones, profesthe marketing plan c all for new roles or
sional preparation ma% be needed As Kr tinted pri.rousl%, for example, ()Idyl adult still lents differ from younger adults in the ((Intent ol their
need%

!hat is hr sa% that di.lopmntal tasks differ by age and that

man% dominant r ((Id ei ns ale age-spur di(
follow mg example illustrates this ( ontrast Both a twent%-%cal -old and a fort%-fi%c-%ear-old
woman ma% demonstrate a nerd for o meet o ()tinseling, home% er, the

Sy
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%ounger student Ina% In str uggling %. ith postadolesi cm 'derail%

ha. t
litti III no knovdedge of flit %%mid of in.ork and hats r% IV% Xperl.

11( is 1)01111(111(1 to help her t 110(111. a career path The older %.(1111111. ()II

tlit other hand. ma\ be dealing v.1111 identit. at an entrrek different
le. el ma. hate eterisie kriov, ledge of the muldil of %%ink. and 111,1%
ha. i an e \ pericrii t intrluail ( lomling her c hones for a nevi, dirtl. tion in
life If, this t am the soudent (l( eloprrtrit professional needs krrovi, ledge
oi adult dr. clopment t [icor. in addition to the krimIi.lgi. base ht or slit
ahead% possesses, into( h tilt lodes cartel deelopnittit prowssts and
information sour( es Although in man% c ases on-sitt staff (It.. elopment

ma Nut lice. additional formol prtparation such as gradoatt count,.
vinkshops. and 1(11111111S. ma% he needed

Step Seven: Cooperating with the Marketing Planners. Armed
viiIi an assessmi rit of staff t apabilitirs, student dr% tliprinnt spet lalists
should gilt e to a( liter ( 111.i \ 1111(1111 111%(11%1:111(1( III the IliffIlUlt1(1(111 of the

marketing plan It rtains amornanc that people support ..hat they
hi If, to c ri du% thus. .1 st !meg. of in. ill% erritnt %%ill strengthen the mar-

kt inn; plan on man% Ir. els
1 III belierns lo Olt st 1.1(1(111 (let el(p111(III spe(1,111S1 of this (Alensl% r lilt oil (111(11 Are 1111111( I"011s The must (11)% Ions IS that the 1)14111 t%II1

«111,(111 Ito snip( hes toe them and till riquire nothing for %.1iii. h th,
has, not prepoi«I \dilitional benefits go be.ond the marketing grotty. 1 of t \,;1,1)1e. I his at to. it% malt gie student (1(%lopiliefif spet itileit,;
,, .,% II a! 1.1,111)f 1 ()nit% 1() Ilell) shape n(111)1/1e1 ior the (11th t

t °liege On

a pruto Am le% i'l. it should help to assess the tiormont of :ht studtnt

dr. elopment prugi am %%till tithe- institutional piograrris, to i lardy and
slimly ,, IiI goals of the 1(1(1! (1(%( 1011111( lit program, to promote staff
wilunitilient old to I reale a ( 'ornate Of e \ pei tan( s; for c liongt It c lead.
Is an opp.1 turn, % iu take .1 pout to ,tart«e tio%%ard fulfilling jobs and
II ,pfIttsIbili, It %,

Step Eight. ,tlanaging the Process. As cal loos models of planned
I lio(izi s sligt_,,eg ( I I Isc
it ()11111()D,;,-%

I')911). 41 1 114111141. 111 Vt1.111s. yvhtther planned of

hl( c(1 :I. )1 411114)111.1n( .dl% di( t.ttt professional behavior. Stu-

d< lit di %chi/micro sp.( rilists should he .1%.are of the fa( Is, they should
I 11[1( I:I,

I ung()Iifj, Ti ,,11( 11 lo flionIto1 %%flat

.. happening to stlidents

t.iiidiel ilit ref ei I. gem unintentionall% horn irloiktt mg or from the
mtelitiurial niti i \ en. ions I: pi ofevaimals .ind the. should feed the
III Vt, kill r ' le(h.4, 1).1( k into tilt ...stem for future planning
Summary
1 Ills (h.( tisston of pusglik t !lei is of 111aketing011stlIdent (le% t'lOinnent .1111% li!; 111,4 ,111 IA 1)(11111!IN fi ) t() gli II. I all% ,,,,,Iffied otm innes

_
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of maiketing that the student population
( !tangy and that a % ast
ra% of 1-w%. srr%a Vs and ptugtanis %sill stilt The lust outwne scents
probably. the sea mad. possibl% mine( essar%

,

although %%ida.1%. proposed

in the literature

I here (.111 be little doubt that sat(
marketing
plans in% ita. ne%% students to enroll, although not na«ssal% as an Wald-tiled halal of laconic %%how needs Cannot be met lualistia all% la% the
institution I he must appropriate response to these news students nia%
nut fn to gumate disa rcte pow-anis tor c% el% mistime, appetite. rather.

he to rel% on ['iron and knovsledge to design gencra programs
that air ( apable (01 meeting di%s( nerds, su(h as aa adrinia ad% Ising,
It

through existing stria( t tires
"I

he effects of arketIng

rested lambkins for student

(h elopment programs and aa unites Wt' ha%e shuns II. 11()%1X%er, that all
of them .are 'm1(.11,1.111% manageable
tain strategia approac hes are
unit/cal "I he approaa firs genciall% all for understanding the marketing
pro«.ss, ne's u%sii protessional
the student and the n% Iromna.nt, .and the ticsign posstInhurs !or .ippropriate inott.ssional programs Student de% clopment pia( t moiler s also %%cu annulled not to be
sedua rd la%

onstolici ns hlnl, to aggressi%(.1% 111% oho I }With( l' tS III the

kci Int; planning 1)I 0)0 CS .111(1 II) 0110 uptualim. marketing as a s sternal ia plot es. that ( all be similar to .t planned clIol I tot hange
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Strategies for administration, faculty, and student personnel
are suggested as the means to improve retention

Retention
Marybelle C. Keim

Retention is not a new word in the vocabulary of community college
personnel, but few in the two-year college setting paid much attention to
retention until recently. When students were in plentiful supply, there
were not many reasons to worry about attendance rates. Now, with the
increased concern about declining enrollments, retention has become a
major concern. In fact, most successful marketing programs include the
establishment of a viable retention program as an important component. This chapter addresses the question of how to develop such a program

Attrition and Retention
In the search for information about retention, community college personnel have gone to the literature and have discovered nearly fifty

years of research about attrition and retention. They have learned that
attrition has been loosely defined as friction between the student and his
environment and that retention was thought of as a harmonious relationship between the student and his environment. Dropouts were characterized as students who were experiencing difficulties in the college
setting and who left school. Conversely, persisters were described as students who were comfortable with the environment and stayed in college.
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The underking purpose of these N:sear( h efforts was to study a problem
that was thought to be soc 'eta' m nature The findings «nisted of %olu-

mmous statistical data comparing the characteristics of persnters and
lea% yrs, as well as man hang students and colleges
The researc hers identified a number of factors that were thought

to be related to attrition and persistence Students w ho were like') to be

mullion %it tuns were emploed full tune; they were «mnuters w ho
attended two -sear colleges, they had a low- level degree goal, they had
poor study habits, poor (dirge grades, low SAT scores, and a poor high
st hool re( ord, and the had parents with a low level of educ anon. On
the other hand, students w ho were likely to persist in college worked

part-tune on ( ampus, they were residential students who attended a
four -sear (dirge, they had a high-le1 degree goal, they had good study
a good high s( hoof
habits, good «)Ilege grades, high SAT s( ores,
retard, and the had parents with a high le% el of education
The o% erall con( lusions were that students were likely to persist

in «dirge if ( I ) they had posune pert pnons of the institution, (2) they
were scu «.eding a( adeinu all% , and (3) they were fully integrated Into
the so( ial and at ademu s% stems of the ( ()liege

Reasons for Dropping Out
Other teseart hers ha% e «int entrated on stud) mg the reasons
v% in students lea e t allege Finam lal problems, Lund% or work respon-

stbihnes, or a ( flange in edia atonal goals are the reasons most often
% erbalued b% ,tudents flow e% er, the real explanations for students
dropping out of ( ()liege are most likely poor teat hung, poor ad% isement,

pool a( ademu preparation, or in«impatibility %%ith the «dlege.
Ea( h of us has probably w andrawn from a «Rust. or from college

at some nine in our curer arid given a MK 'ally a« eptable answer for
dropping out rather than the real reason I found myself in that situation
not long ago I had enrolled in a "Fren( h for Travelers" ( lass at a lot al
t ommunit% ollrge. attended to sessions, and then withdrew When «mfronted In the insttut tat. I assured her that my work sc hedule had( hanged

and that I was not a% adable to attend ( lass The real reason for with(It awing, how.% yr, NN,IS that the quality of tea( lung N% ii1 so poor that I

de( tiled not to waste an more of tiny time. Don't most of out (immunity
( ()liege student. beha% e sumlark '

The Community College Response
.V01 te% lei.% mg the a% ailable literature on attrition, retention.
and reasons for lea% mg (()liege, many ( ommunity ( ()lieges seemingly
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hay e responded in a (:111( ken little tashion, with a look toward
heaven. a
shrug of the shoulders, and a pronutin«.ment of doom

to fall'"

'I he sky is going
h means, in «immunity «)11ege language

There's nothing we tall doour students work
«irrimine, hay ( low dry (.1 degree goals, poor study. habits, pool (A/liege grades, low SAI smres, and pour high st hoot re( orris, and
ha. e parents with a low !eye! of (.(111( anon. And, of
course, our
students are withdrawing be( ause of financial pit/Hums, and
home and work responsibilities Theres no Na% we ( an do anything about retention'

Another onunon response is to point out that the ( ummunitv
( ()liege does not ha. e the ay adable personnel or the I apabilth to «)inpkti. sophisticated resean h about the attrition rates of students. Tins
iiitifirs nut knowing lust how high the dropout rates really are,
equally melte( tie pattern is to compile student dropout rates

but nut c ul ()late them among the staff for fear of negatRe public
it) The
question is asked, But what if the students/boardA (immunity find out'"
.`one of 'these responses is appropriate The only responsible reply
to I the In u ilea of art Inuit is briprot trig retry/tu/ rates at the
t+ difficult

( ormnunity tollesze

f,,At

tit nu avariN irriPOS sible

Initiating a Retention Program
lust of all, the «immunity c ()liege should detentioe the real rea-

sons it suits to embark on a retention program Is the goal institutional

suns iv al' I Ias interest in lutetium) been mon. cited 1/y loss of revenues'
Is the program II) he established furl unyernen«., based on the thought
that it is easier to rrenroll .1 trim rung student limn it is to re( run
a new
one ' ks, !Loc.( r the seasons ate, the/ should he (.(111( ationally
sound.
and. ea. h «ntimunit. ( ollege bginrimg a retention 1)1.111
must define hit itself what tetention and amnion mean 1)o(.5 retention
mean that a student ( umplt.tes a term' A year' Or does it mean that he
on she finishes a degree' 1ny of these definitions ( an ht appropriate

tinnlluly, amnion tan n( cur %%hen a student (Imps one

( ourse,

ass, dining a term, Y1 ithdi avo, at the end of a term, or (11)es nut minprogram of study /arch Institation mug delmr /14 wen terms
I 1111d, thr drulonit hile1)1StIldelltS VMS( be
Mined The (
a. lei
s of the students Yy ho drop out nerd to he identified %%healer
they art lull-time. pant -tune. of traditional college age. adult. minority,
female, and sit on I fir !Alt s 1,111 %al% a great deal among ( alleges ind
among (11111. 0 tit ty p( s of students and may be distinbingly
high In

9

;
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addittonth attempt should be made to «unpile dropout rates by classes

and b departments
Fourth, the reasons students liar college should hr ag ertained
k \lilt. it is difficult to learn the reasons students %.ithdraw, It is worthwhile to initiate an exit inter, les% of some similar mechanism to begin at
least to get some c hies
Fitch, a c amp], em, ironmnt study should he «mdtic ted in order
to determine w here the ollrge is su« esstul and w here It nerds improvenrit "I his assessment can begin with an institutional selt-study, but it
must be thorough I-At rettleIV ddlit tilt tillesilOtls Mils( be asked, slit El as
How satisfied are the students' kVbat is the quail,, tit teat hing' What k
the ad 0:mist t atk t. atmosphere ' How rite( nye ate -he student personnel

efforts'
)ti e the questions ha. e been addressed, whoa must follow A
significant staff deNclopment program will undoubtedlx need to 1w
dr. eloped Their ma, be programs or departments that need to he
eliminated Student personnel max need to adopt a totally new model
tot their ac t IN it les "I here max be administrators, tat ult', and staff who
should be reassigned If o ertain departments haN, e a signific antly highe-

pi ()portion of withdrawal, and dropoun , then perhaps additional efforts
should he expended to retried\ the problems in these academic areas
Campus emu-mullein studies will undoubtedly cause c (insiderable tiplwa al, but isn't it time that we disc met- what\ real!i wrong with our
«ortrount4 tollet;e+ and the way% to remedy the problem'

Program Coordination
Fot a ltiention program to operate rite( tkely, a top-le. el administrator should hax r the responsibilit of coordinating the campuswicle
efforts I his administrator should fiaNr the influent e necessary to organi/e and Implement an innoN arise program and to coordinate a du erse
group of «mummers Narl all of the existing campus otntnitters ,s Ill
he influrric ed b, st10 h a program, and new study and implementation
groups will also be needed Exer N, ollrge must der ide lot itsek the kinds
of oonitnrtters that air twcess irN and Ille Ope tit the ao 11% IlleS, ret (illiincildatimis, o r or ices tcl)be imclet taken bx car Ii group

Strategies
1110' ,flitItimis tour 1t1( !raving retention tales depend on the numbe! and hinge 1)1 set, it es pro\ ided Retentiont annot be rite( ted b, implemem mg an. oune spt 0 ail sir

CX11111)11', ad% lsrInent 1)),

Itself has
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little c ham c. ut sul tug the problem A retention program must be institution% ide and must base total ( anipus support
There are mans tactic, for unpros trig retention rates The following se( nuns organize a lengthy list of suggested retention strategies under
three categories administration, faculty, and student per sonnel Ea( h
((Allege must eN ahldt anti 1110dth the suggest Rots to mate h its ONN,Il unique

setting

Administration. The administration is an extreinels important
influent e in riipros mg retention :ales, in tact, without administrative ,support, retention programs are downed to failure'

Atmosphere The administration sets the tone of the ( ampus. A, 1st-

tor ( an tell almost uninechateb, it the college has a caring, warm ens
ronment Abrupt, aloof,
astu personnel reseal their attitudes about
thern,els es and about their institution Sometimes information and dist ussion sessions ( an be helpful ui promoting attitudinal and helms total
Changes, but at other times the problems are so s\ ere that personnel
must he shifted or e'en released
Readandrty of tiaterials Catalogues, blot hurt sind other pieces of
«minimills ollrge re( ruitmnt literature often contain words, phrases,
and( on( epts that prosper use students do not minim ebrIld What artu
ulation,

lassitit d status, a «nnprehnsite financial aid program, or accreditation
!twat) to someone %Nit() has nes en attended «illege! All materials should he

iated on readabilits st ale and then res.! uteri so that they d an be easily
understood bs the it:tendd anthem e
Registration Registration (minim., to he one of the most dismnt t i ting e pen ern es to a SOldent'S hie Most ( olleges sublect registrants
to long tines and dehumanizing treatnu nt Personnel responsible fOr the
pro( ess has e us en been known to take hour -long breaks without inform-

ing the Iiustiated students still standing in line Colleges must design
MOW personalized and streamlined enrollment procedures
S,h,,(11417.,t! Retention of SUM(' students «dd he enhant rd by
a
les isrd t lass st hedule I.senmgs, earls tutu mugs, and sNeekends should
be utilized iii too, t to at I IsmintAlatr those student, nth NeektlaN tun
flu
111111111IN

Institutional Res,ardi It %%mild he 'dual, oft ours, for ea( h ( Of11t (Allege to has r
e of institutional reseal'( h Aber ,111, sr\

eral kinds of studies are retitin (1 before a irtention plan is initiated, and
other Studies air. needed after the plug! am is tinder 'was If ,1 t ommunit),,
ollrge «intuit afford an offit t of instmational resart h, thn someone,
some of lit e, or some ( mummer frost 1w able to «Huhn t the net essar),

irsatt h

,S'ia//

tlopott ni Near ls users ( am pus dn,nonirunt studs

q

I
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indicate that stall development programs 'are essential. Faculty will
need one kind of training; support staff, another; and administrators, still
another. The administration must plan delivery systems for these programs that will be acceptable to all individuals and groups,
Reward System. A reward system for ret ognizmg contributions to a
retention projec t should be considered. The administration must decide
what qualifies as minimum as well as exemplary contributions. Excellent e in teat hmg, helpful advisement, or sensitive counseling are dittiult to evaluate, but they are important ingredients in a retention plan
and should be rewarded
Undoubtedly, eat h community college, in implementing retention programs, will find many other areas in which the administration
will have to make decisions and pros Kit: the leadership.
Faculty. Many tat ul t v members wdldeny that they play any part
in attrition, but once they understand the real reasons students leave
t ()liege, tiwy begin to realize that they ould be at the heart of the problem.
Student Characteristics A new breed of students has been recruited
to the «immunity college, in part as a result of marketing efforts. Factilts must be aware of the c harac teristics of these studentssome read
poorly, others c an barely write a sentence the contrasts between the

new :.tudent and the typo al college student are endless. While it

is

appropriate tor fac
to refer nontypital students to rmdiation, tutoring, and other skill-kmilding experiences, tat ulty members must also
work with these students at their current competent y level. The faculty
has e a responsibilits to c hallenge, entourage, and push these students
to higher and more sophisticated les els of achievement.
Alternative Instructional Model Lec tures «mtmu to be the most
«minion pedagogic al tee unique, but this tee imique is simply not appro.
pi late for man!, students Certainly, c hanging one's teat lung style is
tic tilt, but students'abihnes and learning styles clic tate that lac ul ty become

familiar with and begin to employ many alternatise instructional
nmdes

Interaction ,lmont! Feu idly and Students Quality interac t OM among
la( tilts and students has been recognized as one of the most important
factors in ictenticm Students who has e sigmfic ant cm minters with faculty are nich h more likely to express satistac non with the college. Faculty must be made aware that their interac tion with students has mean-

ingind the should be em ouraged to make themselves aN amiable to

dents

Adthement Mans tat ally members feel that student ads [sement
iepetinous, hot mg, and a nuwsc of then time This opinion is totally
inappi ()prime, ads ise.nent it teat lung, howeser informal Recognition
of the aloe of ads isement is o must, and training programs in ads icing
is

9,
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techniques should be designed and presented so that faculty attitudes
and skills are enhanced.
Orientation Orientation is not just an introduction to the social
aspects of college or to the services available. Students new to the community college need a meaningful academic orientation, planned and
conducted by faculty members
Syllabi Faculty can help all student,, by planning course, more
carefully. Detailed syllabi listing dates, assignments, topics, grading
practices, and course expectations should be required.
Minicourses In order to introduc e students to a topic , a college
may find that 'tunic muses are helpful An overview of a course or a discipline, available on a partial credit basis, might encourage students to
explore an area not pre tously examined.

Faculty should become imolved in many other retention activities, im lulling study skills and tutoring programs, remedial coursework,
and nonpunitive grading systems, all of these may help reduce attrition
rates among community college students.
Student Personnel. Student personnel have had considerable
explicit( e in retention at twilit's, but they do engage in many practices
and senu es that should be improved and strengthened.
Recruitment Rec ruiunent tee hniques have been well honed by the

marketing experts in the «immunity college witness the large enrollment in reases at many institutions. However, it is also apparent that
some of the promotional methods that have been used border on the

unethical. Admissions personnel must question any recruitment sc heroes
that they feel are not in the best interests of the student and of the institution In addition, they should admit only those students who "fit" the
em ironment and ha% e a c ham e to succeed mademit ally.
Orientation New-student orientation has been the bailiwick of student personnel for nearly as long as these orientations have been offered.
Many orientation programs can be desc ribe'l as an "information bomb"
in other words, an ()%erload of lac ts, figures, and descriptions delivered
in a short pet toil of tune. Students (and often parents) are "talked at" by
a series of speakers %s ho attempt to inform, ad% ise, and c leverly introduc e the new student to college. Most of these abbreviated sessions are

inadequate, and welly( me.
New kinds ()I orientation programs are desperately needed and
hate the potential lot impro% mg retention rates. The use of small groups,
semester-long sessums, unire paraprofessional and student involvenient,

at tivities led by both fatuity members and students, and programs for
spec ial students (high achtevers, minorities, high-risk students, transfers, part-time students, adult "omen) should be considered
Adietites Ad ti% ities programs in the «immunity college ( an be
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helpful in integrating students into the social system of the institution.
However, most offerings appeal only to the young, traditional student.
For activities to have an effect on older, nontypical students, a much
broader range of activities must be presented. Examples include recreational outings, family activities, and expanded child care services.
Financial Services Financial aid procedures are overwhelming to
most students and to many of their parents. Information can be difficult
to locate and forms can be incomprehensible. Access to financial aid
information should be made as easy as possible, and the dissemination
of materials should be well publicized. In addition, financial aid offices
must improve their helpfulness to students.
Counseling Many community colleges pride themselves on their
counseling semi( es and speak in glowing terms about' their counselors
and counseling facilities. What they fail to realize is that the counselors
have isolated themselves from the faculty with their specialized jargon
and activities. Many counselors tend to "hide" in their offices and spend

nearly all of their time in one-on-one counseling While individual
counseling is undoubtedly comforting to the student and to the counselor, it is wasteful of the counselor's time and is a luxury that community colleges cannot afford.
Counselors must c hange their mode of operation in order to
assist in a college's retention effOrts. They need to become more proactive, and they should be out on campus talking with faculty and student
groups. They need to shed the "white-coat counselor syndrome" and
luding more vac ational
learn to work with less structured ac
counseling as well as walk-in and telephone counseling. They will need
to become proficient in group counseling techniques, in training paraprofessionals, and in working with faculty as learning :',1( ihtators
Organizational Model Part-time students are often unable to avail
themselves of student personnel services. Either the offices are not open
or the personnel are unavailable when the part-time student needs assistant e. Student personnel need to disc and the kur-year residential c ampus model of organization and adopt a prototype suitable to accommo-

date the part-time «immunity «illege student
Student personnel of I",c es that c an adapt to change should be of
considerable assistance in a retention program.

Summary
Retention programs have the potential lot' improving the quality
of «immunity allege educ ation In order for this to occ ur, «illeges need
to «insider their strengths and weaknesses and mike a Hen ulean effort
to «irrec t then short( nnings
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Many strategies are available for institutions to utilize in improving their retention rates. Each college will need to consider its unique
problems; and administration, faculty, and student personnel will need
to work in concert to implement an appropriate retention plan.

Maryhelle C Keim u currently a visiting professor
of higher education at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.
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Marketing changes institutions, but not always in expected or
desirable directions. Colleges considering marketing activities
should explore the possible negative eats and ensure that
they plan accordingly.

Caution! Marketing May Be
Hazardous to Your
Institutional Health
James F. Gollattscheck

There can be little disagreement that most educators who consciously
develop and implement new or improved marketing practices do so in
order to bring about change in their institutions. Marketing is, in fact,
usually considered a solution to some sort of problem. Some educators
may view it as a short-term, quick response to such a situation as enrollment falling short of expectations. Experts with a more comprehensive
view of marketing may see it as preventive action, rather than as a reaction, and as more of a long-term stabilizer of the institution rather than
as a quick solution to an immediate problem. All, nevertheless, view
marketing as a potential cause of change in institutions.
The literature in favor of marketing as a tool foc colleges is filled
with promises of change (such as increased enrollment and better stu-

dents) and with visions of unserved groups waiting for the right message
to invite them to participate in the programs of the institution. The more
hard-sell the concept of marketing, the more glittering seem to be the
promises and the more emphasis is placed on sales and advertising techniques.
Even the more comprehensive approaches to marketing, such as
((rim
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that viewed by Johnson (1979) as "total marketing," by Howard (1979)
as "community-based marketing," and by Keim (1979) as "common
sense," assume that good marketing techniques will bring about change
in the institution. Changes indicated by theSe marketing experts include
not only new clientele but also more fully realized institutional missions,

better communication with constituencies, and stronger support from
the community
Outspoken critics of the concept of marketing also promise c hinges
in educational institutions fOolish or avaricious enough to indulge in such

unseemly conduct. Their predictions range from the deterioration of
higher education, because educational objectives are replaced with those
of business (Van Luc hene, 1980) to governmental intervention rec.;ulatmg false advertising and product misrepresentation (Mackey, 1980).
Marketing programs are in fact usually evaluated in terms of insti-

tutional change Did the program result in more students, in reased
enrollment from aious geographic areas or specific constituencies,
nc reased finam 'al or legislative support, or more effective achievement
of mission?
Marketing, then, may he viewed as a change agent, and institutions thinking of embarking upon a program of marketing should expec t
hange. Change agents are good, they are necessary in nature and in
institutions if growth And development are desired, but it must be noted
that c hange agents are also dangerous. Unless a change agent is used

with Caution and with full knowledge of all the potential effects, the
results can he disastrous. Marketing is no different! When carefully
planned and implemented with disc return, it may yield very desirable
results and c hange the institution in positive ways. When not planned
well or when implemented without appropriate care and contiol, it may
bring about unwanted c hange and create stress both within the institution and between the institution and its community.
Much has been written about the positive effects of sensible marketing in higher eclat at ion, and most of this volume deals with the need for
rein hing markets more ffec tively. The emphasis in this chapter is more

cautionary Here we look at the effec is on educational institutions, par tu ularly commitnits colleges, when marketing is poorly planned, uncoordinated, and/or ant ontrolled. The primary elements we will examine
curric ulum, and student services.
are the facult% , students, fa

Faculty
What c an happen to lac ulty when marketing goes awry? When
the institution c hangcs in ways either not expec ted or not desired by the

fat ultv, th results may range from disc imfort and erosion of morale to
outright rebellion Most «immunity colleges have long been open-door

1U
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institutions; however, not all have aggressively recruited the so-called
nontraditional student n significant numbers. Many fat ulty members
may not be capable of winking with students who have severe learning
problems or who need extensive remediation It is even worse if these
students show up in large numbers unexpectedly
The w ider the diversity of students who expect to be served after
haying been the target of marketing strategies, the more problems exist
beyond even the need fOr remedial ion. Elderly citizens, full-time workers, the handicapped, and international studentsall present needs for
alternative modes of instruction, a variety of instructional materials,
and above all a willingness to provide differentiated teaching/learning
situations to mate h different learning abilities and skills.
Many leaders in marketing refer to the opening up of communication with the i ommunity provided by marketing programs (Howard,
1979). What happens when one or more segments of the college faculty,
administrators, or trustees are not ready or not willing to participate
in open oialogue w ith the community.' Both the college and the community may experience dit,satisfac tion if an aggressive marketing program
leads the counnunity to expect a degree of communication the college
neither expects nor desires.
New and different students and the programs they require may
change the faculty in way s they do not expect A once predominantly
lull-tune faculty may find that part-time personnel outnumber them
and that dim part-tune lac ulty members have different concerns and
needs. An ai ademu ally oriented faculty may find instructors in their
midst who haY e the expertise to teach welding or work with displaced
homemakers but w ho may have minimal a( adeun«palifications.
Finally, the issue of how lac ulty view marketing as an appropriate at tivity for an Mu( animal institution is important. There undoubtedly exists in almost any lac ulty a range of opinion with regard to marketing Some fa( ulty members will think it is totally inappropriate and
feel it w ill lead to a weakening of the very still( tu re of higher edge anon.

Others will respond with enthusiasm it is high tune educational institutions began to emulate the "real woild." Both groups, however, may
completely misunderstand what a good marketing program is, and,
bet duse of this la( k of understanding, both may be i rim al of the
college's iny olY mem The results of marketing are likely to be less than
optimal if the people w ho must liYe with these results are suspu ions of
the enterprise hots the very beginning

Students
The i flanges brought about be/ arise of marketing may he equally
unsatisfai tory to students. Those students w ho have been the pi Unary

10 L;
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focus of the institution may resent not only the new students themselves
but also the changes in the institution that have occurred because of the
new students. Traditional transfer students may feel that active involvement in continuing education for the community is either inappropriate
for a college or an unnecessary diversion of institutional resources from
more important priorities. They may feel that an invasion of less capable
students wiil weaken the academic program of the college and thereby
cheapen their degrees.
The offering of courses at unusual hours and at remote locations
may affect full-time campus-oriented students if they find that the only
section of a particular course they need is offered in the evening or, perhaps worse, away from the c ampus. Students accustomed to the luxury
of underutilized facilities may be unhappy when the campus appears too
crowded, even though it has not yet reached capacity. When one also
considers that many of the newer students will be minorities with different cultural and ethnic characteristics and demands, one realizes that
marketing can create explosne situations fin. students.

The rew students attracted to the college through marketing
may be equally concerned II the college does not follow through with
appropriate arrangements for them. The handl( apped student who finds
inaccessible fac ilities, the mature student who feels unwelcome, the academic ally weak student who has been led to believe the college will help
him or her overcome handicaps, and the minority student who has been
actively recruited all will feel c heated lithe( ollege has not made necessary arrangements to meet their needs before they arrive

Facilities, Curriculum, and Student Services
The arrangements necessary to meet the needs of new students
may affect facilities, cut riculum, and student servic es The campus
fac dines may not he adequate in size or preparation for the numbers and
types of students aura( ted to it through marketing. There may be noth-

ing the college can do about its facilities, and it may find itself with
unhappy students The college may not have expected to offer classes in
lac ilities away from the campus, yet such may be a mandate from new
students. Providing adequate ser% I( t'S to 0114attlpUti sites may prove to

be a real problem for the college administration, and teaching away
from the c ampus in lac ilities that may not be ideal may create problems
for the fac ulty
The c urric ulum of the college may come under severe stress when
unexpec ted c hanger are fort ed on the college. Remedial programs, non-

credit activities, o« upational murses, new degree programs, and a
variety of other c urn( ular demands that mine with new students may
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create serious internal tension when personnel capable of teaching in
these new areas are not available and when existing faculty resist developing the necessary expertise. The faculty may not wish to work in these
new programs, and they may feel that such programs are inappropriate
for the college. If the community has been le i to believe that the college
is willing to offer a variety of community services and continuing education activities, there may be real disappointment and loss of credibility if
the college finds out too late that it does not have the resources or the
necessary interest to pursue such activities
Providing services to a host of new students may be difficult for
the college if the changes in student demands were not anticipated.
Most community colleges have already experienced the difficulty of providing adequate services such-as counseling, learning resources, student
activities, bookstore lac ilities, and food services to evening students who
at tend classes on the campus The problems are compounded when classes

are scheduled away from the campus. They are even more difficult
when the semi( es needed are services the college has not provided its
students in the past, such as interpreters 14 the deaf or special arrangements to assist international students in the community.

Adequate Planning as Pczeventive Medicine
None of the problems tom hed upon Amy are insoluble, and it
should not be construed that marketing always brings to the college a
deluge of impossible situations. Any of the above are problems only
when they are not anticipated or desired as results of the marketing
experience. There is no problem when the college expects that elderly
students will want c lasses near their residences and makes plans accordingly or when the college understands that attracting the interest of business and industry will mean new courses and programs on campus or at
a plant and makes the necessary arrangements beforehand.

Adequate planning can ensure that marketing does not create
more problems for the college than it solves. First and lbremost, for marketing to be effective, it must be an integral part of the college's longrange planning. The mission statement of the college and each goal and

objet tive should be examined for its marketing requirements. There
should he no marketing ac tivities in the college not related to a stated
goal or objective of the institution.
For example, if the institution has included as a goal the rec runment of more minority students in its servu e area, then there are obvious
marketing connotations. The ensuing steps in planning would relate to
the accommodations the «illege must make if it is successful in its recruitment attempts and does indeed find more minorities among its students.
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Marketing should bring no surprises it the t ollegt; has planned
well Il latulty, admi nistrPtion, and, where possible, students has e been

irw oked in planning, there should he a minimum of problems relating
to lac ultv and student a« (Tuic e of the results. Also, when marketing is
tied to goals and objet t Ives, their is less titre ISM 01 the marketing effort
he ause it is dire( ted toward the ac hie enient of a goal of the «illege and
not simply toward aggrandizement or grow di lor grow th's sake.

When marketing is made an integral part of long-range planning, it should also be related to staff development Provisions for the
instructional needs ol new students should be anti( 'pat cd and planned
for accordingly Implications for stalling Itir new plograais should be
explored before the ((dirge attempts to attract new students to the programs

Evaluation of marketing Molts must he whited to the total plan-

ning efforts of the «illege «then progress toward a specific goal of
objet tine is ex aluated. there should also be an examination of the success or failure of related marketing (flans In this wax, marketing can
nes er he un«intiolled or out of step with other efforts of the college.

A point made cry ably lw Kotler (1975) is that marketing inol% es a t ommument on the part (i1 the institution Howard (1979)
builds on Koder's «int ept of marketing as a transac non between the institution and the publu when he defines minimm. -based marketing as
follows

It is the elle( me management of the nwolvement of cemmunity
«ms- turn( ies in maintaining or regulating exchange relationships between the college and its publu , enabling the produc ts,
tier u es. and programs to emerge out of an assessment of needs
and resources dens cud from the lo( al «mummify. 11) is definition
identifies three additional elements vital to the marketing pro( ess

defined lw Kotler (1975). (1) mime in olvement ol the constituent groups to be served. (2) lot us on intertu non and dialogue as
key elements of the exchange relationships between college and
(immunity. and (3) the important e of an assessment of needs
and resoun es derived from the lot al «unniumtv All ol these elements point to a signifit ant role of the ((immunity in marketing

1p 7H,
Both Kotler and Howard point out that marketing requires more than a
desire on the part of the institution to gain something. Marketing is a
transtu tion, and those to whom the el fort is diret ted have eery reason
to expel t that the institution will keep its part ()I the bargain
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Summary
As an agent of change, marketing can have a very positive effect
on the college when used judiciously. It can have an equally negative
efIec t when used carelessly Colleges contemplating a marketing effort
should consider the fUllowing:
Marketing activities should be conducted only in connection
with a total planning effort
No marketing strategy should be used that cannot be directly
related to a goal or objective of the institution
Faculty, administration, and trustees should be aware of marketing programs and approve of the objectives
All possible results of' any marketing effOrt should be considered and contingency plans readied before the effort begins.
Take the advice of Flip Wilson's streetwise Geraldine, paraphrased as fUllows "Don't let your marketing campaign write checks
your institution can't c ash."
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It ss necessary to creak the same quality and intensity of
interaction with adult groups in the community as has
traditionally existed with high school students.

Evaluation of Marketing Practices
in Community Colleges
Gunder Myran

Mark Ralph

The evaluation of marketing practices in the community college might
begin with a review of the major issues that arise from the use of standard marketing practices. It is important that marketing techniques be
evaluated on how they conform to the philosophy of the community college rather than to that of the business world.
One issue relates to the persistent view that community colleges
should be "all things to all people" and that any enrollment growth is
good. Community colleges may intend to develop marketing practices
that focus on target groups, but the recruitment booth at the shopping
center and the television advertisement project a "come one, come all"
image. Despite the fact that many community colleges do not have the
resource.. or talent to be all things to all people, some colleges continue
to project this image to the public at large. Richardson (1981) argues for
a clearer and more concrete expression of college mission and for the
establishment of priorities regarding groups to be served. He also asserts
that the financial limitations of the college should be taken into account
when enrollment and program development goals are set. It is his feeling that national and state legislators, community leaders, and other
W Kelm and M Kean (Ed. 1 %at ()wawa, for ( ornmunotr
San tram Pilo four', Mn, I ktember 1981
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persons who influence community college affairs are increasingly confused about the basic mission of the community college.
A second issue relates to the assumptions that existing college
programs and servit es will be adequate to serve the new students who
enroll and that additional students will put the college in a stronger linant 'al condition. There is smile evidence that marketing efforts att rat t students who are not prepared for t ollt.gedt.vt.1 work. In order to provide
these students with bash academic skills and to help them persist in their
program of study, the community college must provide extensive infitr'national servnes, t °tinseling, and instruction in basic skills. It is quite
possible that existing programs will not be adequate to serve the needs of
the new students and that providing the required level of service will
n tuallv be a dram on the t ()liege's financial resources.
A third issue is the misconception that it is the social role of the
onununity college to meet the demands of the open market, as though

the motto were, if you need it, we'll provide it." This s ion presents
legal. et hit al, and philosophic al problems. The consumer rights of citizens must be prote( ted, if a ( ollt.ge misrepresents its programs and sern es in a promotional effort, or if it makes promises that it cannot fulfill,
the students rights are s tatted. In addrion, it is a breach of ethical

pramt

college promononal efforts cause a student to have
The leadership of the college itself must

unwarranted tat

determine the st ope of programs and servicesthat is, the college staff
and go% ernmg board must determine what the t urrent and future mission of the college is as well as what the college has the c apat ity, linant ial

esoun es, and intention to do. This obligation cannot be passed on to
the «msumer or left to the ins ',obit. forte of the open market. Broadbased foal ketirg campaigns carts the inherent message that, as far as
the oiniuunits college is t ont cruel, all educational needs are equally
important and equally the pros in( e of the institution Each program
and sen u e of the cult tge must !lase its own integrity, whether this grows
out of the traditions 01 an academic disc ipline, the spec Bic skills needed

for emplo% ment in an occupational field, or an important need of the
students insudsecd

The open-market assumption also misinterprt.ts the quality of
the littera( non between a student and aa instru( for or counselor. The
sum total of this littera( non is not a "prodtn t." and it t annot be quantified and measured College stall members serve as role models, advisms, «mlidants, friends, and motivators, as well as information givers.
Their is a spec tad relationship between learnt.' and teat her that produ( es both intended and unintended results Tins relationship has to do
with people helping each other lean to grow, to streu In to risk, to mar-
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vel, to wonder, to experienc i.,, to lme and the result is very mut h des alued when it is regarded as 'a "produc t" to he "marketed."

Evaluating Marketing Objectives and Elements
ip e% ablating efforts to imp,rove its interaction with community
groups and to move toward better ube of information about community
and student groups, a ((immunity college needs to examine its mark, tmg objet ti es and the elements of its marketing plan
Evaluating the Objectives of Marketing. BefOre planning and
implementing an extensive marketing program, those community college staff members w ho are responsible should develop a set ofobject Ives
that are appropriate and Me% ant to the college's mission and resources.

II mappropriat,, either the mission or objet tives may be modified to
retie( t the college's ,u tual intentions. The evaluation of college objecti es should of ur before marketing tet hniques are formulated and
adopted. The general set of marketing objet tires listed below could he
used by a community allege seeking to ensure t ompatihility between
the college's mission and resour es ind its marketing plan
Relationdop with Communitv Groups

To alentil., the t harm terista s of the groups in the «immunity
that the «illege intends to serve
2 To use inure cflec 11% eh, information from potential student
groups In making c tri it ular de( isums, designing new programs, and t hanging existing programs
3 To help the college c wale the appropriate linkage and interac non with selec ted «immunity groups so that shared planning of programs and servit es c an be uncle! taken
To entourage efforts to inc rease retention of present students
5 To red run students from spec ilic «immunity groups
n To nu rease the le% el of student satisfaction with college proI

grams and ser% u es

7 To haze more information on institutions that t ompete with
the onununnh «illege and to de clop c fearer plans on how to
deal w it h stn h «impet it ion
Proi
I Finanual Development
I

li

arage dialogue with the college stall regarding the

mission of the, ()liege, «immunity groups to he served, needs
for program and sirs i«. (lex (+Innen', and long-range priorities and goals

2. 'hi imprme the fist al t ()minion of the college by achieving
desired enrollment le% els in spot di( programs
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3. To project an institutional image that assists in creating and
pursuing new revenue sources
4. To project an institutional image that maintains or increases
revenues from existing sources
5. To help the college create better informational, counseling,
and support services for potential students
6. To encourage the improvement or elimination of programs,
services, or procedures in a way compatible with student
interests and community needs
College Promotion

I. To help the college create an improved public information
system on college programs and services
2. To improve the public ations and presentations used to describe college programs and services

3. To increase the understanding, acceptance, and support of
the general public with reference to college programs and servICes

4. To create the desired image of the college among community
groups and those who provide financial support Iiir the college
Information and Communication

1. To improve the quality and scope of information available to
college stall members who deal with the public
2. To increase the sensitivity and skills of personnel throughout
the college in dealing with inquiries from the community and
from potential students
3. To improve the communication procedures used to keep in
touch with persons who indicate an interest in enrollment or
who are at various stages of admission to the college

4 To improve the processes used when one-to-one or small
group interactions take place between college staff and poten-

tial students (such as campus tours or orientation, personal
counseling, c areer planning, and academic advising)
5 To determine the specific benefits and outcomes of enrollment in college programs and to communicate this information to community groups
6. To integrate the various promotional, public relations, rec ruitment, and community liaison ellOrts of various college
programs and staff members
7 To encourage the development of an overall system of programs, services, procedures, and plans that is responsive to

the present and future educational needs of community
groups

11
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8. To (lard!, administrative responsibilities for ,arrying out
marketing responsibilities.

Evaluating the Elements of Marketing. Marketing techniques
ha% e %Atm when they enhance the ability of the «ilkge to carry out its
mission and goals. This mc urs when appropriate techniques are infused
into ongoing elements of the college operation in such a way that these
elements fun( non more elle( tiely. The questions below will help indi% ioual colleges evaluate their marketing efforts from the perspec nye of
the %aim's, purposes, and traditions of the community college, BefOre
using these general questions, eac h college should revise them as needed
to reflect its own unique circumstances.
Community Littironment
1. Is the «illcge aware of the c harm c teristu s of the various pop-

ulation groups in its sent( e arc
2

Does the «illege identify the c h irac teristic s and edit( ational

4

needs of those segments of the population to which it will
due( t its programs and servt«.s '
Does the college seek to under,,and how these groups per( me the college'
Does the college has e enrollment goals for spec dic commit-

nit groups?
5

I)K.% the olirge study the servic es that other educ at ional in-

stitutions pros ide to these groups, and does it endeavor to
position itself so that it c an «impete diet lively?
h Does the college, in its promotional efforts, highlight existing programs and sees ices that would he attractive to these
groups'
7
Does the college have a mne hamsm for feedback to college
planners and plogram developers so that services attractive
to these groups c an be developed?
8, Are there adequate arrangements fOr personal contact between c °liege staff members and potential students?
Is there a regular effort to assess the image of the college
among the key public s Who pros isl Imam ial support
It) Is there an ongoing effort to assess the economic intim( t of
the college on its service area'
Is there an ongoing effort to assess «immunity trends that
tnas affec t the future of the c ollege, demography, economic

detelopments, technological change, governmental and
12

legal ac tivmes, c ultural ac mines, and growth or decline in
geographic areas,'
Is there an ongoing ef tot t to assess state, regional. and national trends that could attec t the future of the college')

11
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13.
14

Is there an ongoing effort 'o assess the future staff needs of
employers in the wilege's servic e area?
Is the colleges linant ial aid program at cessible to both fulltime and part-time students?

15. Are there adequate financial resoun es to implement program additions and changes as a result of feedback from
community groups?
lfi. Is them a regular assessment of tuition costs and other fees
harged by other colleges and universities as otupared to
the «immunity college?
17. Is the relationship between the cost of various college programs and sric es and the enrollment patterns studied, and
are adjustments made to create the best possible match
between cost and enrollment?
College Enviwnment
1

2

Are the c harm terist s (age, sex, educational bac kground,

e«inotim status, educ ational goals) of the present student
body ollec tech analyzed, and used in planning and (levelopmnt ae tivitis?
Does a process exist to determine the reasons present students dec !dud to attend the college, and are the results analyzed and used?
Does a pro( ess exist to assess the sat isfac non of present students with colleg programs and set.% u es, and are the results
used

4

Is there an ffert to determine through surveys of present
students the ell« tiveness of promotional efforts sue h as TV
ads, taclo ads, newspaper ads, and direct mail contacts?

5. Are there tutorial, munseling, and advisement services
ti
7

designed to retain enrolled students?
Is there an effort to have regular «intac t with applicants
through the admissions process?
Is there an effort to follow up on students after they lea k the
college, whether or not they «impiety a program"

Program Derelopment
1

Is the mission of the «illeg regularly reviewed, and is it
re\ ised as nee essary to reit t c hanging c (immunity educ atunial needs'
Is there an ongoing pro( ess of updating the long-range goals
of the college, and does this proc ess use information about
the needs, (tends, and attitudes of community and student
groups as the foundation for setting goals"
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3
4

5

Is there an ongoing effort to assess the quality of colleg programs and sell Res and to make necessary improvements?
Is there an ongoing study of the relationship between enrollment patterns and the college's Sr heduling of courses, modes
of instrin non, lo( ation of offerings, duration tri classes, :Ind
number of courses and sec tions offered?
Are enrollment ti ends, number of majors, number of gradu-

ates, grading patterns, and dropout rates for ear h college
program studied, and are appropriate steps taken?

7

Is there an ongoing effort to eliminate programs arcs services
that ale not rele%ant to c urrent and hit tire student needs,'
Are the college trustees, administration, and f uulty willing
to ( hinge wIlege progiams and sers is es in order to respond
to the educational needs of underserved ( (immunity groups?

Alarliettng Plan

Does the guyernmg board of the college res new prole ). mipli( at ions of the marketing program, and are they kept informed
2

of marketing at m tees'
Does a high-lc% el administrator has e the responsibility for

Iradcrship in planning, «iordinating, implementing, and
3

4

5

7

altiating the college's marketing ac
Is there a w rtten, college -wile marketing plan that provides
for «Ha dmation and guidance of spec ill( marketing techniques'

Does the college have carefully stated objectives for Its
ad% crtising plogram '
Is their periodic assessment of the ads erusing program to
dew! none if it is reaching the intended audiences?
Is the ackerustng budget of the coliegc in reasonable proportion to other «illeg a(akities and is it adequate to ( arry out
its (Ale( ti% es'
Does the college has e staff members w ho has e recruitment

iespinsibilities, and are these persons sun lenity trained.
Intimated, and supported?
8 Do the «illrge's re( rti mug efforts prole( t the «illegr's image
and missions a( ( uratel and honestly?
q

t
Is tnere
a c allege -.vile committee of staff persons organized

to I e«immend guidelines for marketing a( tts toes'
W. Is in-ser% ice training provided for staff members ins ()R in
marketing a( Its hies'
11
Is their a ( archill% planned publications 'wog' am that honstly and acc match, prose( is the image of the college'

1!
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Is there an ongoing effort to provide information about programs to all of the kt y publics of the college alumni, employers, students, governmental officials, and citizens?
I. IS there an effort to Inform the college staff' about the purposes and ac tivities of the college's marketing program?
14. Does the college have an internal information system so that
staff persons have up-to-date information about college pro12.

ms and services?
Is there a process that matcLcs marketing plans with the college's budgetary process so that plans are realistic and needed
funds are provided?
16. Does the college regularly evaluate the quality and &cc tive-

ness of its marketing Minis?

Conclusion
The future of the community college will be shaped by the scope
and quality of the interactions it creates with the wide range of community groups that use its services or provide financial and political support. In the past decade, the number of groups wi:' which the college
must interact has inc reased, and the social, political, and economic
environment in whit h it functions has become more complex. Marketing tec F cliques, if appropriately adapted to the unique c harm teristic s of
the community college, can enhance the intera( non between the college
and its key public s. However, the use of these concepts and techniques
must be evaluated regularly to be ( ertain that they are of worth to the
college, its students, and the communities it sell. es
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Further information about marketing is supplied
by documents in the ERIC system.

Sources and Information:
Marketing the Community College
Donna Dzierlenga

This concluding chapter provides additional references from the Educa-

tional Resources Information Center (ER!C) related to marketing in
the community college.

Definitions of College Marketing
The purpose of community college marketing activities has been

examined by a number of authors. According to Daly and Bateman
(1979), the primary purpose of marketing is to increase the community's
awareness of the college through better and more information, with the
dual intent of attracting new students and satisfying current ones. Otto
(1979) states that community colleges should adopt the marketing philosophy of private enterprise to discover and meet the unsatisfied needs

of nontraditional clients, including individuals who require specific
courses to meet immediate occupational needs, older adults who desire
to fill educational gaps caused by career or family obligations, and individuals whose work schedules necessitate a very flexible class schedule.
The application of marketing strategies and strategic planning enables
colleges to ensure their continued existence by attracting new consumers and providing early identification of potential threats to the college,
W Krim and M Krim f 1.6 i %aat Ammon far Csonmady (..",r. Manimmg rho Awe" no 16
San Francs*. Ingmar Saw I.Mambar 14181
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stu h as community apathy, reduction in state funding, or competition
from other institutions (St igliano, 1980). Rinck (1979) draws on the literature to address marketing «it tns, including definitions of marketing, ret ommendations of su(c essfu pra( (Iles, dist ussions of the applic a-

marketing tet hniques, studies of student attrition,
bility of «nnin..r(
and the ways a marketing program an reduce attrition. Approa( hes to
marketing and methods of in( reasing bandit tipped and minority enroll
mews and persistem e arc also examined.
Six steps for t ondut ling a successful marketing program are presented an disc used by Dal) and Bateman (1979). They recommend
(1) des eloping a supportive attitude among college personnel; (2) cont mg an audit of ( urrent marketing functions; (3) assessing the cornmunit)'s edm at ional needs, (4) using the resultant information for market segmentation and «Alege image development, (5) developing strategies to 1111 mist enrollment based on the college's objet tives, t howl]

image, and the market to be mu heti, and (6) evaluating marketing
efforts.
Coppot k

(1479)

makes ref nnmentlat ions lin a Au t essful re( ruit-

mem program im using mainly on high a hoot seniors. Elements of the

program nu lude the adoption of «ifporate marketing methods; an
emphasis on a people orientation; a total «Mew. ellOrt in keeping with

institutional goals and philosophy; selling the parent; an impressive
pla( einem ref trd; linking ret ruit mem and Imam 1al aid at tivities, selling the «Alege's most distill( use aspects in a way that makes student
benefits apparent, openness to markets truth as the adult, the industrial

worker, the four -year «Mew. dropout, and the liberal arts graduate;
a(t unite, honest, and attra( titre promotional literature, and awareness
of «mipentors
Cost-01(111)e marketing suggestions are provided by Cox
(1980), who also emphasizes the need for institutional resear( h to support the marketing program and warns ( ()lieges against promotional
approa( hes that in( reame dropout rates at the same time that they int rease
enrollments. The tendem v to see a dire( t orrelation n between the length

tis itv list and the sm t ess of projected enrollment
of a re( ruit mem
reases is remarked by Fis( her (1978). He points out that selling is
only one of an aggregate of marketing fun( lions and that sales a( mity
does not guarantee uu reased enrollment
Surveys

A nationwide sum.) of a random sample of 21(1 two-year °lieges was «indiu led using an adaptation of Kotler's Marketing Audit;
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this sun ey tested the hypothesis that administrati% e adhereme to sound
marketing prat toes leads ai higher enrollments (S( ighano and Sc igliano,
1979) Major findings rex coded that while the inaiority of colleges were
elf« the in re( gruzing the aloe of the ( onsumer and in integrating the
con( epts of marketing throughout the institution, they were less elf«

tr. t. in performing stratega marketing operations The California c ourmunit colleges IA (1 r sti IAT% eel to asses:, the extent to who h marketing
te( hniques had been adopted ((;regory, 1981). High sc hool %isitations,
mailed ( lass st hedules, newspapers, news releases, and the pro% ision of
La dates for community use were the most frequently used let hniques.
Although the c ommument of resoun es to marketing, the establishment
of a marketing task fort e, and surveys of non ret urnmg students were the
least frequently used tee hniques, they appeared most frequently in the

lists of mini/1es that the«illeges were planning to use in the following
ear A random sample of 159 «immunity and junior colleges m the
nineteen North Central Asso( 'anon states was stir% e% ed in a study of
publa relations in two-year colleges(Jansen and V itzlium. 1976). Areas
examined in( hided the market segments on IA hu h public relations programs we re fm used, the al hniques employed, finatu ial support, methods of ex ablation. and el« ted ( harm terista s of duet tots of 1)111)11( relations programs

Specific Examples of Marketing Programs

Man) (ommunn (dirges ha% e instituted marketing programs
Chattanooga State leo lime al Community College has a marketing plan
designed to mo reame its share of the traditional c ollege-age market and to
expand the ullege's tai get audienc e to include more nontraditional students (11oppe and Bigger s, 1980) The findings of studies on the c !lariat el ism s of entering students, the college's impact on the «immunity,
graduate sat oda( iron with the «Mugu, the La tors influent ing students to
drop out, and the relative enrollment contributions from various area
uip 0 odc tea( is and high 5( hool distra is formed the basis for planning
marketing strategies for fifteen target populations
A marketing process was designed at Odessa College ((Ideal w tth

de( lining enrollments ( F.( kert, 1979) The planning prod colour used a
task for«. approach Imo& ing onunittees that analyzed enrollment
ialluen«.s, sir( h as co (amnia markets, cultural markets, recruitment,
tea-main, foundation and resoun es, future programming, promotion,
and image
As frart of an institutional response to external and internal for«.,
(sta h for( .s as duo lining fist al support and ( hanging student demo-

1 1A
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graphics), Prince George's Communit!, College implemented a marketing process (Leach, 1978). This process helped facilitate a college-wide
attitude of responsiveness to student needs and helped provide the technology to order systematically those responses. The success of the marketing program can be seen in an enrollment increase of 15 percent in
headcount and 12 percent in credit hours (Leach, 1979)

Harfbrd Community College developed a marketing plan to
ensure the continued and successful contribution of the college to the
greatest number of citizens in its service area (Marketing Plan, 1978). The
four-stage plan consists of set.% ice, promotion, delivery, and evaluation.

The marketing approach used by Moraine Valley Community
College was designed to expand the participation of underserved groups
within its distil( t in all [eve Is of higher education (DeCosmo and Baratta,
1979). The specific s of the plan were based on research regarding the
participation rates of %arious groups within the district. Moraine Valley
Community College's recruitment program is complemented by a special adjunc t retention program (DeCosmo, 1979).
Concerned with changes in enrollment and credit-hour patterns,
the chancellor of the Metropolitan Community Colleges created a task
force to consider recommendations for marketing strategies (Keim and
others, 1978). The task fon e re% iewed current and projected population

data; investigated marketing objectives in terms of adult nonstudents
and current students, in terms of the competition !Or minority and o« upational enrollments, and of institutional survival; instituted surveys of
mllege employees and area employers and educ ators, and made marketing recommendations
Some marketing programs have been implemented fully and
sublet fed to complete evaluation. Chid fey Community College's Educ at ional Marketing Program had the objectives of enhanc ing the college's
image, int reasing enrollment, encouraging the enrollment of nontraditional students, improving retention, improving relations with area businesses and sc hoots, and disseminating timely information about college
programs and set.% lc es (Wallace, 1980). The program evaluation report
outlines the ac twines undertaken and identifies spec ific outcomes fOr

eat h ac ti' it y. A follow-up report on the status of the recruitment and
retention strategies instituted by Triton College details the status of sixtyeight promotional strategies designed to rem h selected populations and

of forty-five retention strategies aimed at improving instructional and
student support sect k es (Moriarty, 1979).
Members of the mat heinat it s department at Lane Community
College employed marketing methods to inc ream. course enrollment
(Fast, 1979). The lo,e objet uses es that emerged in the promotion of the
mathematics program were to c mate c um for table aura( ti, e ( lass and

11AL t../
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study areas, to stage quarter's' events at registration to alleviate the
boredom of standing in line, to provide genuine, ( aring help to «infused
math students, to attrac t posit lye media «). erage that would c hange the
image of Ow mathematic s department from threatening to friendly, and
to de% (lop new «uses to draw new students.
Ac ti% 'ties that promote a good (
ommiunity relit mishit)

and inform the ( otnuamity about the t ()liege ['re an important part of
the marketing process Rio Hondo College's comunits relations a( tivines ha% e aimed at keeping the community, college staff, and students
informed about and supporn% e of «illege programs and ( lasses and
aware of administrati% e and budget decisions (Frew h and Bryan,
1978) ,1(ti toes inch,de mailing news releases to lo( al television and
[mho stations, newspapers, minimums colleges, high school counselors,
and ( hambers of «ninner«.: sponsoring a speakers' bureau made up of
staff members for omununits groups: and sur% eying high sc hool seniors
to determine their pen ept ions of the «illege Chesapeake College has
ondm ted a So(
len( e Exposition and Fair annually since 1978 as
part of an effort to invoke high s( hool students and ((immunity organizations in (ompetinse academic es ems related to the so( cal st %slues and
Instois. and to en«itirage lac tilt% to pant( Tate in student rec ruitment

(Gregory, 1(180) During the 1978 fair, high school students displayed
exhibits and pant( ipatrd in a Master Quiz con test, essay writing, and
publu -speaking contests
The Trumbull campus of Kent State University has held a series

of informational woikshops designed for the re( ruitment and orientation of adults who are «-mulcting enrolling in college (Ryan, 1980).
These a( ti ices has e resulted in the Kochi( tion of a guidebook for plan-

ning and «indm ling similar workshops

Numerous sers ic es and programs to meet the needs of the disabled student are pros 'tied by DeAnza College (Charles, 1980). (her

forts -fix e pros edures has( been established to disseminate information
about these prognims to DeAnza students and tot
members
These prof luies in lode the use oladinissions forms, brut hures, newsletters. orientations, spec tal ( lasses, the ollrge c atalogue, ( lass visita-

tions, publk senn e announcements, staff appearances on radio and telr%
( oopri au. e ti% mes with area pinks, presentations at professional asset hit ion meetings, %isits to high NI hoofs and
Indust' WS, and spec cal MaiiIngs

al business and

The Use of Institutional Research
Institutional resart h supports marketing at xis airs by providing
essential data for planning and csaluating le« (Millen( and retention

1Z0
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efforts. As Tatham ( I')78) states, th institutional resean h stall should
work ( losel) with persons responsibi- for student re( ruitment and for
alterations in curl-1(111nm, debts cry systems, and «)Ilege ser.i( es. The

resear( h stall should monitor the ( hanks in student body (imposition
that may result from the modili( ation of plograins and servi( es
Resean li efforts at a number of n50-seat ( 011(vs tilt hule gathrt mg data to suppott mat keting programs. At .Johnson ( :aunty CommitMIN College, marketing planners use data obtained through sum, evs of

high s( hool seniors and nometut lung students, (omparisons of the
number of students intending to graduate with the total enrollment and
total graduates, the freshman sun, (1, s t ()lulu( led by the Attie' i( an
Count il on Education. and the report of the National ( :enter for Fdli1( allot) Statism s (Tatham, 1979). A «unintinitN assessment question'. arc
was used bit kVorthington (:ountitinity ( :allege to determine sources of
information about the (allege, attitudes tow ard and know ledge about

the «dirge, edit( ational needs and interests, methods lot sett ing the
let al population, and respondent c harm teristu s ((:arlson, 1979),
At the (:rookston campus of the University of Minnesota, students %('Ir st1I5(1,(11 It) 1111(1 tall %%11,11 maiketing strategies most elle( -

mei% plomour student re( Hutment (StoNanoll, 1980). Nlapor findings
inch( died that the maim itY of students enrolled be( attse the «dirge ()Wird
a spy( ili( a( adeinu plogiam and that high s( Imo! ( oonselots, [minim-

tional bra( hires and (dialogues. and blends weir the most (minion
soul( es of information about the ( ollege
Sun, (.. s of se'« tell arra einpIoNeis and high 5( hoot seniors acre
«)11(lit( tcd In Stark -I e( him al College as pat t of a maiket.ng icsrar( 11
prole( t designed to tore( ast future edit( amnia) needs (Young, l'181)).

The pole( I report anal its findings, pnn ides ic( ommendations ( on( (Tiling filmic ( ( i i i l( ilium deNylopment, and (In( asses Oleo( ( tipanonal
outlook of the sets u e distil( t Thu ( :oast Communi«, ( :allege 1)1,111(1,
on the ()Mei liand. ( ()lulu( ted a ((minium«, sit« eN by telephone, In part
I() (1(1(11 111111' 111( e51(.111 to %5 111( 11 the (115111( is IndIke111114 111101-111.111011

era( Ilcs « )11111111111h,

Irs1(1('Ills .111(1 the degree to w In( li iesidents take

a(h,antagr of distil( I plogiams Mullet. 1981)
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Inma dm lawn' Notes
Tit sena marketing is a laded word for most Americans, calling
visions of hucksters who use loathsome and irresponsible means
to sell worthless products. Marketing, even is a community college,
if Oil regarded as a neasipulative activity. Tile editors of this
wham of New Directions for Community Colleges understand
this background and have attempted to bring authors with a national
reputation to write about the many complav-and interrelated aspects

el warier*. The volume covers the four basic steps in the
marketing alma: assessment, promotion, delivery, and evaluation.
Much of what is presented here is highly practical; offering specifics
to the practitioner who is looking for 'how to' advice. The authors
have also provided questions and cautions to be carefully considered
by the reader.
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